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Mr. POMBO changed his vote from
"yea" to "nay."
So the bill was passed.
The result of the vote was announced
as above recorded.
A motion to reconsider was laid on
the table.

PERSONAL EXPLANATION
Mr. PORTER. Mr. Speaker, I was absent
from the House due to severe illness. I missed
five votes during the day. Had I been present,
I would have voted yea on adoption of the
conference report on H.R. 2445, the fiscal
year 1994 Energy and Water appropriations
bill; yea on the Bevill motion to recede and
concur in the Senate amendment No. 33 to
H.R. 2445 with an amendment; yea on passage of H.R. 1845, the National Biological
Survey Act; aye on the Taylor amendment to
H.R. 1845, regarding written permission of
landowners; and no on the Tauzin amendment
to H.R. 1845 regarding volunteers.

MESSAGE FROM THE SENATE
A message from the Senate by Mr.
Haller, one of its clerks, announced
that the Senate agrees to the report of
the committee of conference on the
disagreeing votes of the two Houses on
the amendments of the Senate to the
bill (H.R. 2403) "An act making appropriations for the Treasury Department,
the United States Postal Service, the
Executive Office of the President, and
certain Independent Agencies, for the
fiscal year ending September 30, 1994,
and for other purposes."

HOUR OF MEETING ON TOMORROW
Mr. STUDDS. Mr. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent that when the
House adjourns today, it adjourn to
meet at noon tomorrow.
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr.
GUTIERREZ). Is there objection to the
request of the gentleman from Massachusetts.
There was no objection.
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REPORT ON RESOLUTION WAIVING to interpret data, and by putting in clation are the health information leaders of
POINTS OF ORDER AGAINST CON- place quality controls to ensure the the United States; and
Whereas such members have demonstrated
FERENCE REPORT ON H.R. 2492, data's validity.
The professional designs and im- commitment to, and expertise in, health inDISTRICT OF COLUMBIA SUPPLEformation management: Now, therefore, be it
MENTAL APPROPRIATIONS AND proves systems, both computerized and
Resolved by the Senate and House of Repmanual, to manage large amounts of resentatives of the United States of America in
RESCISSIONS ACT, 1993
indidata.
And,
as
with
the
health
care
Congress
assembled, That the week beginning
Mr. MOAKLEY, from the Committee
on Rules, submitted a privileged report vidual patient record, the professional October 31, 1993, is designated as "National
Health
Information
Management Week", and
balances
patients'
privacy
rights
with
(Rept. No. 103-308) on the resolution (H.
the President Is authorized and requested to
Res. 283) waiving points of order legitimate uses of data.
issue
a
proclamation
calling on the people of
Throughout the ongoing health care
against the conference report to acthe United States to observe the week with
company the bill (H.R. 2492) making reform discussions, there has been a appropriate ceremonies and activities.
appropriations for the government of significant amount of consensus on the
The joint resolution was ordered to
the District of Columbia and other ac- need to lessen the bureaucracy of our be engrossed and read a third time, was
Nation's current health care delivery
tivities chargeable in whole or in part
read the third time, and passed, and a
against the revenues of said District system and to streamline administra- motion to reconsider was laid on the
for the fiscal year ending September 30, tive operations.
table.
During
this
important
time
in
our
1994, and for other purposes which was
referred to the House Calendar and or- Nation's history, health information
professionals are key
management
dered to be printed.
NATIONAL DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
players in reforming health care.
AWARENESS MONTH
These professionals are working hard
Ms. BYRNE. Mr. Speaker, I ask
to foster advancements toward a comNATIONAL HEALTH INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT WEEK
puterized patient record-and away unanimous consent that the Committee on Post Office and Civil Service be
Ms. BYRNE. Mr. Speaker, I ask from a paper medical record-to reduce
unanimous consent that the Commit- health care costs by decreasing the discharged from further consideration
of the joint resolution (H.J. Res. 178)
hosof
paperwork
confronting
amount
tee on Post Office and Civil Service be
designating October 1993 and October
discharged from further consideration pitals and other health facilities.
1994 as "National Domestic Violence
I
encourage
all
Members
to
join
me
of the joint resolution (H.J. Res. 205)
Awareness Month," and ask for its imin
support
of
House
Joint
Resolution
designating the week beginning October 31, 1993, as "National Health Infor- 205, declaring the week beginning Octo- mediate consideration.
The Clerk read the title of the joint
Health
Inforber
31,
1993,
as
"National
mation Management Week" and ask
mation Management Week," so that we resolution.
for its immediate consideration.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there
The Clerk read the title of the joint can demonstrate our support for these
objection to the request of the gentlededicated Americans.
resolution.
Mr. BURTON of Indiana. Mr. Speak- woman from Virginia?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there
Mr. BURTON of Indiana. Mr. Speakobjection to the request of the gentle- er, I withdraw my reservation of objecer, reserving the right to object, I yield
tion.
woman from Virginia?
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is the to the gentlewoman from New York
Mr. BURTON of Indiana. Mr. Speaker, reserving the right to object, I yield objection to the request of the gentle- [Ms. SLAUGHTER], who is the chief sponsor of House Joint Resolution 178.
to the gentleman from Tennessee [Mr. woman from Virginia?
There was no objection.
Ms. SLAUGHTER. Mr. Speaker, acDUNCAN] who is the chief sponsor of
The
Clerk
read
the
joint
resolution,
cording to the FBI, in the next minute,
this bill.
as
follows:
women will be battered by their
four
Mr. DUNCAN. Mr. Speaker, as the
H.R. RES. 205
husbands or boyfriends. In fact, domessponsor of House Joint Resolution 205,
Whereas
tic
violence
seriously injures more
accurate,
timely,
and complete
I rise in support of this resolution
which designates the week beginning medical records and related health informa- women in this country each year than
for
In
planning
and
providing
tion
are
vital
car crashes, rapes, and muggings, put
October 31, 1993, as "National health
quality health care for the people of the together.
Information Management Week."
United States;
In my own district of Rochester, NY,
The purpose of this resolution is to
Whereas such records and Information are
help bring recognition to the critical vital to providing health care to an Individ- an organization called Alternatives for
Battered
Women served 2,361 new callimportance of the health information ual beginning at the birth of the individual
management professions across the Na- and continuing throughout the life of the in- ers last year through its hotline numdividual;
ber. In addition, the program continued
tion.
Whereas public concern about the quality, working on more than 6,000 other ongoAmerica's 35,000 health information
and effectiveness of health ing cases.
management leaders have a tradition appropriateness,
care is escalating;
These statistics are staggering. But,
of commitment to and expertise in
Whereas specific skills in evaluating and
high quality information management
reporting the results of health care are re- there is hopeful news on the horizon.
more than a decade of efforts to
After
which has become an increasingly imquired to provide public accountability;
Whereas equitable third-party reimburse- publicize this national crisis, people's
portant component of our Nation's
ment
for
health
care
is
dependent
on
health
attitudes are beginning to change.
health care delivery system.
At the heart of the profession's infor- information that is collected, analyzed, clas- Now, these tragic numbers are met
and
disseminated;
sified,
verified,
with angry calls to action instead of
mation responsibilities are medical
Whereas public awareness of patient
and rights, Including the right of a patient to ac- stubborn disbelief. Now, according to a
records, both computer-based
paper, of individuals' health care.
cess the patient's own medical information, study by the Family Violence PreventionFund, nearly 9 in 10 Americans beThe professional orchestrates the col- is increasing;
lection of many kinds of documentaWhereas the needs and requirements for lieve that domestic violence is a serition from a variety of source, monitors health information of the health care indus- ous problem facing many families. And
the integrity of the information, and try and the use of the information by the in- more than 8 in 10 think something can
be done to reduce the amount of vioensures appropriate access to the indi- dustry are changing rapidly;
Whereas the rate of such changes will con- lence women face in their homes.
vidual record.
tinue to increase as new health care techThis increased awareness of domestic
The health information management
nology Is used and new health care reform
abuse is an encouraging sign. But much
professional also collects health care policies are promulgated;
data by abstracting and encoding inforWhereas the 35,000 members of the Amer- more needs to be done. Many profesmation, by using computer programs ican Health Information Management Asso- sionals who work in our emergency
69-059 0-97 Vol.139(Pt.18 22
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rooms, our police departments, and our
legal system still are not taking this
epidemic as seriously as we need them
to. For instance, a study of California
hospitals this summer found that as
few as one in five hospitals are in compliance with professional standards on
dealing with domestic violence. Fewer
than one-quarter have trained their
emergency room doctors to spot and
treat spouse or partner abuse.
Because of the continued need for increased awareness, I introduced House
Joint Resolution 178, which is before us
this evening. The resolution declares
October 1993 and October 1994 National
Domestic Violence Awareness Month.
We here in Congress must stand up and
acknowledge the magnitude of this national tragedy. We must voice our support for the dedicated people who devote their lives to stopping domestic
violence. And we must help to educate
all Americans about domestic violence.
I hope all of you will take this opportunity to help your constituents understand this problem, through events
back in your districts or mailings sent
back home. Only with widespread
awareness of domestic violence can we
move forward, toward a lasting solution. Professional intervention and
tougher laws are certainly necessary
tools to stop family violence. But, only
with changed attitudes about appropriate behavior can we work to eradicate domestic violence for good.
I would like to thank my colleagues
for their support.
D 1740
Mr. BURTON of Indiana. Mr. Speaker, continuing my reservation, I would
like to thank the gentlewoman for
bringing this up. When I was about 5
years old I had a brother and sister who
were both very small like myself, and I
can remember my father attacking my
mother and beating on her in the middle of the night. It is a terrible thing
for a child to wake up at 1 o'clock in
the morning hearing that kind of
screaming and that violence, and your
mother throwing a lamp through the
window trying to get the attention of
the neighbors so the police will come.
If there is anything we ought to be concerned with, it is child abuse and this
kind of domestic violence, because it
has a tremendous impact on young people for the rest of their lives. Sometimes it causes them to, like a record
player, replay that in their life and
cause the same kind of thing to happen. So I congratulate the gentlewoman for bringing this to the floor. I
really personally appreciate it.
Mr. Speaker, continuing my reservation, I yield to the gentlewoman from
Maryland [Mrs. MORELLA].
Mrs. MORELLA. Mr. Speaker, I rise
in support of this domestic violence
awareness resolution. For many American women, real terror is not being
out alone at night on a dark street;

real terror is being home alone, home
alone with loved ones.
Mr. Speaker, the statistics are startling. Every 15 seconds a woman is battered by her spouse or by her special
friend. Every year 4 to 6 million
women, it is estimated, are battered by
their spouses or by their boyfriends.
Every year 4,000 women are battered to
death. Every year 3.3 million children
are watching this.
We worry about violence in our society. Well, for many the home is not the
safe haven. Many people feel like they
are hostages in their own home.
Mr. Speaker, I am pleased that the
Congress, as the Nation, as law enforcement, as our judicial system, as
neighbors and friends, are finally recognizing that this is a crisis of tremendous proportion and that we all can do
something about it. Not look the other
way, not have people be victimized in
the courts that are there to help to
protect them. And we in Congress have
a responsibility.
Mr. Speaker, yes, I am pleased that
we have been able to pass the bill to
consider spousal abuse and child custody cases. I am pleased that there was
a TV movie on that particular resolution which did a lot to make people
aware of domestic violence's affect on
children in our society. We have a domestic violence hotline bill coming up
which will really help to give help and
relief to people who have no relief in
sight, who need the confidentiality,
who need the resources to learn about
the kind of help that they can get or
the kind of escape that they can get.
Mr. Speaker, we have a Violence
Against Women Act which I hope will
be coming up soon. We have a Battered
Women's Acknowledgement Act, and
also the Fair Trial Act. So we do have
legislation before us that we in Congress can pass. The medical profession
has a responsibility in this, and all of
us have a responsibility to not turn the
other way.
So I hope that this resolution designating October as Domestic Violence
Awareness Month will really make people aware that they have a responsibility. As Mr. Rabin said at that very historic time, "Enough violence and
bloodshed." And we say enough violence and bloodshed in one's own home.
Mr. BURTON of Indiana. Mr. Speaker, continuing my reservation of objection, I wish to commend the gentlewoman from Maryland [Mrs. MORELLA]
for her contributions with the hotline
and other things. For anyone who has
experienced this kind of trauma in
their formative years and seen their
mothers experience it, we all have a
special place in our hearts for people
like the gentlewoman for taking the
time to do that.
Mr. Speaker, I withdraw my reservation of objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr.
GUTIERREZ). Is there objection to the
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request of the gentlewoman from Virginia?
There was no objection.
The Clerk read the joint resolution,
as follows:
H.J. RES. 178
Whereas it is estimated that a woman is
battered every 15 seconds in America;
Whereas domestic violence is the single
largest cause of injury to women in the United States, affecting 6,000,000 women;
Whereas rural and urban women of all racial, social, religious, ethnic, and economic
groups of all ages, physical abilities and lifestyles are affected by domestic violence;
Whereas increasing evidence indicates that
there are large numbers of immigrant
women trapped in violent homes, isolated by
abusive spouses who use the threat of deportation to maintain power and control over
them;
Whereas violence escalates in both frequency and severity over time, becoming
greatest at and after separation, when
women are 75 percent more likely to be
killed;
Whereas 40 percent of female homicide victims in 1991 were killed by their husbands or
boyfriends;
Whereas in 1991, at least 21.000 domestic
crimes against women were reported to the
police each week;
Whereas one-fifth of all reported aggravated assaults-assaults where the victim
suffered serious bodily injury-occur in domestic violence situations:
Whereas 74 percent of employed battered
women are harassed by their abusive partners at work, causing 54 percent to miss at
least 3 full days of work a month and 20 percent to lose their jobs;
Whereas 35 percent of medical emergency
visits by women are the result of domestic
violence, and 25-45 percent of all battered
women are battered during pregnancy;
Whereas one-third of the domestic violence
incidents involve felonies such as rape, robbery, and aggravated assault;
Whereas in 50 percent of families where the
wife is being abused, the children of that
family are also being abused;
Whereas some individuals in our law enforcement, medical, religious, mental health,
and judicial systems continue to think of
spousal abuse as a "private" matter and are
hesitant to intervene and treat domestic assault as a crime;
Whereas in 1991 over 450,000 women, plus
their children, were provided emergency
shelter in domestic violence shelters and
safehomes;
Whereas 40 percent of women in need of
shelter may be turned away due to lack of
shelter space;
Whereas the nationwide efforts to help the
victims of domestic violence need to be expanded and coordinated;
Whereas there is a need to increase the
public awareness and understanding of domestic violence and the needs of battered
women and their children; and
Whereas the dedication and successes of
those working to end domestic violence and
the strength of the survivors of domestic violence should be recognized: Now, therefore,
be it
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in
Congress assembled, That each of the months
October 1993 and October 1994 is designated
as "National Domestic Violence Awareness
Month". The President is authorized and requested to issue a proclamation calling on
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national radio and television that he controls. That would be fair and that would give
the Russian public a chance to assess the
various parties and their leaders. But, if numerous pro-democratic political parties take
to the field and spend much of their time
criticizing each other and Yeltsin as well as
the hard-liners, and if the hard-liners are
represented by a few moderate sounding parties, this could also work in their favor and
against the reformers.
There are feasible, open and relatively inexpensive actions that the Clinton Administration can and should take immediately to
encourage and assist the pro-democracy
movements within Russia. First, it is important to identify the five or so leading prodemocratic parties and come to understand
their programs and leadership. Second, prodemocratic political parties which request it
should be given practical assistance so that
they can become more effective in conducting a political campaign throughout Russia.
Such assistance might include training,
communications equipment, funding, assistance with modern campaign and fund raising
techniques, and help in preparing themselves
to play a significant role in monitoring the
election process and vote counting.
Every election can be unfairly rigged at
any one of three stages-during the campaign, during the actual voting process, or
during the vote counting and tallying. The
Clinton Administration should respond to
the invitation of the Russian government
and immediately establish a credible monitoring group from the United States and
other democracies that would have enough
people, expertise, resources and mobility to
support and monitor all three phases of the
coming election for a new Russian legislature. The U.S. has a great deal of experience
in conducting activities of this kind and this
is the time for President Clinton to match
his support for democracy with a rapid and
competent response to the need and opportunity presented by the next phase of the
dramatic competition for the future of Russia.
In December 1992 there were elections for
the national legislature in Serbia. The communist dictator, Milosevic, fully Intended to
use the entrenched powers of his party and
regime to control the outcome, but he did
permit pro-democratic parties to compete.
The West should have given those pro-democratic parties encouragement and practical
assistance in sufficient quantity and time to
have helped them campaign effectively. If
that had been done, the democratic parties
might well have won the election and
brought about an end to the tragedy of the
conflict in the former Yugoslavia. There Is
still time for a rapid response between now
and the December 1993 Russian election is
very short but with leadership by President
Clinton, there could be a program of practical political assistance that could help the
democratic parties in Russia turn the tide.

EXTENSIONS OF REMARKS
we believe that such a vote would produce a
Russian parliament that is far more democratic and friendly to the West than the justdisbanded Supreme Soviet. Hence, these
elections have a direct bearing on our national security.
The problem, however, is that the democratic forces in Russia are poorly organized
and have extremely limited means. The antidemocratic forces, on the other hand, retain
much of the organizational ability of the
former Communist Party and are in control
of most of the local and regional legislatures
in the country. There is a very real danger
that they will be able to stifle competition
and even rig the vote to produce another reactionary parliament. The democrats are in
desperate need of outside assistance. We believe it is imperative for the West to provide
as much assistance as possible to democratic
candidates In Russia and to facilitate a
smooth, fair electoral process through monitoring, etc.
There are of course, many organizations,
such as NED, IRI, NDI and the newly-created
Committee to Support Russian Democracy,
that are already involved in these types of
activities in Russia and which have fielded
monitoring teams in the past. Also, there are
several indigenous groups in Russia which
are working along the same lines. We believe
that Immediate, direct assistance to these
various groups would greatly enhance the
chances of the December elections being free
and fair.
We strongly urge you to make the December elections a top foreign policy priority
and to divert from existing programs whatever resources necessary to achieve the objective of ensuring a free, fair and competitive process. Other foreign aid programs,
both for other countries and within Russia,
may Indeed have merit. But ensuring democracy in Russia through truly democratic parliamentary elections is surely of the utmost
urgency and should be treated as such.
We stand ready to lend our support to this
process and thank you for your time and attention.
Sincerely,
GERALD B. SOLOMON,

Member of Congress.
TOMDELAY,
Member of Congress.
JAN MEYERS.
Member of Congress.
OPPOSITION TO NAFTA

HON. JACK QUINN
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The arguments made by NAFTA proponents
are predicated upon an open market economy
where Adam Smith's invisible hand guides
wages. There is no invisible hand in Mexico,
rather a very visible hand of governmental
Scontrol over the economy, a hand that represses wages, independent labor unions, and
standards of living.
Our country exports large amounts of capital
goods-materials to build infrastructure to export goods back to the United States. In addition, the United States exports materials which
are assembled into final products in Mexico
and exported back to the United States. Large
portions of these United States exports are actually materials sent to Mexico to complete finished products using cheap labor-and
shipped back into our country for our consumption.
The economy of Mexico is 4 percent of the
size of the United States economy-but labor
costs represent only one-seventh of labor
costs in the United States. How can NAFTA
expect to expand United States exports to
Mexico when there is such a low-paid work
force, in a small economy, that is pressured
by the hand of governmental control to attract
international investment?
Examine the investment criteria developed
by AmeriMex investors. You will find that 5.9
million U.S. manufacturing jobs are vulnerable
under NAFTA. New York would be the fifth
hardest hit State in the Nation in terms of job
losses.
In my district in western New York you only
need look at the TRICO plant in Buffalo, or
IBM in Rochester or Smith-Corona in Cortland,
NY. NAFTA will open the floodgates for American businesses with labor intensive aspects
to expand or move to Mexico.
Furthermore, the labor side agreements do
not address these concerns. These agreements exclude industrial relations issues such
as the right to strike or organize independent
labor unions from the possibility of fines or
sanctions. The side agreements simply ensure
the enforcement of domestic labor laws.
Mr. Speaker, I support free trade-but only
when it's fair and on a level playing field-I
call that smart trade. The United States-Canadian Free-Trade Agreement is an excellent example of how free trade can and should work
on a fair and level playing field.
I support the idea that expanded trade offers considerable investment and economic
opportunities for the United States-however,
a trade agreement that ignores, jobs, income
levels, and the environment is not the answer.
To achieve true economic expansion and integration among the NAFTA countries, we need
effective, independent mechanisms that address inadequate labor and environmental
standards and force upward harmonization-to
U.S. standards.

OF NEWYORK
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Tuesday, October 26, 1993
Mr. QUINN. Mr. Speaker, I rise today to
state my serious concerns and opposition to
the North American Free-Trade Agreement
[NAFTA].
President Clinton has reaffirmed his adminCONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
istration's support for ratifying the treaty which
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
was signed last December. Along with many
Washington, DC, October 7, 1993.
of my colleagues in the House I am concerned
Hon. BILL CLINTON,
INTRODUCING THE FEDERAL
The President, The White House, Washington, that provisions in the agreement would enCOGENERATION ACT OF 1993
DC.
courage the migration of American manufacDEAR MR. PRESIDENT: We are writing to re- turing jobs to Mexico.
HON. DICK SWETT
quest your immediate attention to the issue
The Mexican labor system is vastly different
OF NEWHAMPSHIRE
of the parliamentary elections scheduled for from the United States system. Government
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
December in Russia.
wage
conof
organized
labor
forces
control
We believe that the election of a truly repTuesday, October 26,1993
resentative parliament through free, fair and trols and exerts pressure on the market to
Mr. SWETT. Mr. Speaker, today I am introcompetitive elections is absolutely critical keep wages low, while state-of-the-art infraducing the Federal Cogeneration Act of 1993,
to the future of Russian democracy. Further, structure fosters first-rate productivity.
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would lead to a shift in investment, trade, and
jobs from Asia to North America.
The report's bottom line, that NAFTA will
stimulate economic growth and create jobs in
America at the expense of Japan and other
countries in Asia.
Closer to home, Jean Chretien, Canada's
newly elected Liberal Party leader has inferred
that NAFTA should be renegotiated.
I reject this suggestion. Furthermore, I believe the Canadian Government should withhold comment on this issue until the United
States Congress has had the opportunity to
vote up or down on NAFTA.
NAFTA, after all, was an agreement negotiated on a government-to-government basis
and in good faith.
It is a good agreement, one that will benefit
the economies of the United States, and Canada. It this were not the case, why is Japan
so worried?
Accordingly, this Congress should not permit outside forces to dictate whai is the best
interest of the American people. Ultimately, we
must do what is right for America and secure
passage of NAFTA.
WHAT HAPPENED TO
REINVENTING GOVERNMENT?
(Mr. SENSENBRENNER asked and
was given permission to address the
House for 1 minute and to revise and
extend his remarks and include extraneous matter.)
Mr. SENSENBRENNER. Mr. Speaker, in Vice President GORE'S Reinventing Government Report, one recommendation to save tax dollars was
to merge the DEA into the FBI. At
least that's what we thought the report
said.
Last week, I asked Deputy Attorney
General Philip Heymann why Justice
had backed away from this important
recommendation. I was told it was a
"printer's mistake" to use the term
"merger" in the executive summary,
and that neither Vice President GORE
nor Justice intended to propose a
merger.
Mr. Speaker, the word "merge,",
used four times in one paragraph of the
summary, is now dismissed as a printers mistake. If that's the case, why
didn't someone let us know before? We
were told Attorney General Reno had
reservations about the proposal-but
the proposal itself was never repudiated, until now.
The Justice Department does stand
by the words "to transfer law enforcement functions of the DEA and the
BATF to the FBI", but these appar.ently don't mean the same thing as a
merger. Neither do the terms "integrate", "consolidate", and "combine"
used elsewhere in the report.
Next time the administration sends a
bunch of budget cutting proposals to
Congress, I suggest they also send a
copy of Justice's New Congressional
Dictionary. Or Justice Department
witnesses appearing before Congress
could use the good old fashioned word
"flip-flop."
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Mr. Speaker, I include the relevant ney General and Vice President have been in
parts of the report of the National Per- policy disagreement on this issue.
FJS: Perhaps that's why the Vice Presiformance Review executive summary, dent has decided using a little bit more recyand the transcript of the testimony of cled paper for recycled ideas. But, the reason
Philip that I wanted to ask you some questions was
General
Attorney
Deputy
Heymann, as follows:
not this particular issue, Mr. Schumer
and
an- brought it up.
Unofficial transcript of questions
swers between Representative Jim Sensen[From: Report of National Performance
brenner and Deputy Attorney General
Review Executive Summary]
Philip Heymann from C-SPAN coverage
FUNCACTION:
TRANSFER LAW ENFORCEMENT
HEARING OF THE HOUSE JUDICIARY SUBTIONSOF THE DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISCOMMITTEE ON CRIME AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE
TOTHE
BUREAU
OF
ALCOHOL,
TRATION
AND
REGARDING THE 1993 CRIME BILL
BACCO,ANDFIREARMS TO THE FEDERAL BUFJS: Mr. Heymann, let me say that I am
REAU OF INVESTIGATION
deeply disappointed that the Justice DepartThe first step will be to merge DEA into
ment has turned its back on the Gore Comthe FBI. When this merger has been successmission's recommendations to merge the fully accomplished, 'we will move toward
FBI, the DEA, and the ATF. And, in my merging the enforcement functions of the
opinion, your explanation, and while you BATP into the FBI and merging BATF's regdon't add someone else at the top to umpire ulatory and revenue functions into the IRS.
these interagency disputes, you set up a bureaucracy of taking people away from direct
[From: Report of National Performance
law enforcement as you've just explained to
Review]
do precisely that. And I think that the lack ACTION:TRANSFER LAW ENFORCEMENT
FUNCof training between the agencies, the lack of
TIONSOF THE DRUG ENFORCEMENT
ADMINIScoordination between the agencies, the fact
TRATION AND THE BUREAU OF ALCOHOL, TOthat they don't share each other's intelBACCO.ANDFIREARMS TO THE FEDERAL BUligence as well as the result that one agency
REAUOF INVESTIGATION
conducts sting operations on the other agenMore than 140 federal agencies are responcy's informants was proof positive that the
sible
for enforcing 4,100 federal criminal
Vice President was right the first time. And
I'm afraid that this is the beginning of an laws. Most federal crimes involve violations
of
several
laws and fall under the jurisdiceroding of the recommendations the Vice
President has made to make government tion of several agencies; a drug case may involve
violations
of financial, firearms, immimore efficient, save some money, and give
the taxpayers more for their dollar. That's gration and customs laws, as well as drug
statutes. Unfortunately, too many cooks
not why I was here to ask a question.
P.H.: Could I say just a word about that, spoil the broth. Agencies squabble over turf,
fail to cooperate, or delay matters while atMr. Sensenbrenner?
tempting to agree on common policies.
FJS: You certainly can.
The first step in consolidating law enforceP.H.: It's almost impossible for me to convince people of what the truth is here about ment efforts will be major structural
the Vice President and the Attorney Gen- changes to integrate drug enforcement efforts of the DEA and FBI. This will create
eral. The truth is that there is a type. .
FJS: Mr. Heymann, I'm having a little bit savings in administrative and support funcof difficulty figuring out what this adminis- tions such as laboratories, legal services,
tration wants. The Vice President says one training facilities, and administration. Most
thing, the Attorney General says the other important, the federal government will get a
thing-do we need a road map to find out much more powerful weapon in its fight
against crime.
where this administration is going?
When this has been successfully accomP.H.: Please let me explain. As unusual as
it is for anything to foul up in government, plished, we will move toward combining the
enforcement
functions of the Bureau of Alcoafter
the
Vice
there was a printing foul-up
President and the Attorney General had dis- hol. Tobacco and Firearms (BATF) into the
cussed what they wanted to say about an FBI and merge BATF's regulatory and reveFBI/DEA merger in, towards the first day of nue functions into the IRS. BATF was origiSeptember. They agreed that they would say nally created as a revenue collection agency
that there would be, that they both thought but, as the war on drugs escalated, it was
there should he major structural changes to drafted into the law enforcement business.
deal with the problem that you've said, just We believe that war would be waged most
described. Having agreed on that, an earlier successfully under the auspices of a single
version of the Vice President's recommenda- federal agency.
tions was printed as the executive summary
and as the heading. It said "merger" it, the
Vice President, as I understand it was angry, IN SUPPORT OF CALLING OUT THE
NATIONAL GUARD
put out, it was a mistake, a printer's mistake. The Attorney General the next day
(Mr. MICA asked and was given persaid. "No, no, I haven't made up my mind on mission to address the House for 1
merger." As a matter of fact, she had already talked with the Vice President, and minute and to revise and extend his rethey had agreed that anything in what I marks and include extraneous matter.)
Mr. MICA. Mr. Speaker, this morning
called the three and four area would be fine
the Statue of Freedom that we rewith them. They have never. ..
FJS: In other words, what the Congress, placed Saturday atop the dome of the
the press, and the public receives from the U.S. Capitol must have wept when she
administration is not to be considered as learned that President Clinton turned
being written on stone tablets, that, you his back on our Nation's Capital.
know, it's subject to modification and reconAs Commander in Chief, he turned
sideration, and all of that.
P.H.: No, no, it's simply that, all I'm really his back on permitting Mayor Kelly's
request
to use the National Guard to
trying to say is-I honestly know of no occasion on which the, since late August or when stem the murder, violence, and genoI started knowing about it, where the Attor- cide taking place in our streets.
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He turned his back on the scores of James Vernon Greene, Kridikorn Satamarn,
District mothers and fathers who have Preston Bankhead, Douglas L. Vaughn. Robert Lee Rogers, Osborn W. Williams, Dawn D.
buried their slain sons and daughters.
He turned his back on the thousands Fest, Milton Mills Jr., Janelle Hughes, Anthony Mozee Curtis Wilson, Allan Lufsey,
of hard-working and law-abiding citi- Keith A. Price, Cherly A. Dykes, Jerry Pickzens who struggle each day to survive ens, James Hewlin, unknown (male), Anin this crime-infested jungle.
thony L. Roney, Anthony Warner, James
How can the President spend billions Crawford, lan Harris, Leonard Scoggins Jr.,
to send our military to separate war- Ralph Aiken, Anthony D. Thomas, Leslie
ring factions in Somalia and Macedo- Wheeler, Robert N. Thompson. Rickey
nia and not act now to save the dying Railey, Gui Chao Zhang, Sean D. Shorts,
Whitney, Hilton Gordon, Carrie Wilyouth in the streets of our Nation's Dryck
liams, Keith Anderson.
Capital?
Neil A. Bess, Vernon Montgomery. Terry
Today I am placing in the CONGRES- Moore, Brandon Jerrell. Hee Young Yoo,
SIONAL RECORD the 1,286 names of those Marion Bethel. Sandy P. Carey, Reginald
tragically murdered in the District in Childs, Ella Starks, Patrick Cook, Von
just 3 years. Not included in this list is McKinnley, James Clements, Annie Mai
Debra McManus, 39, Kalvin Adams, 23, Frierson, Ricky Melson. Michael Young,
and George Hill, 16, listed in this morn- Avadis Jones. Roy Lee Moore, Gwendolyn
ing's news as the latest District mur- Sumpter, James Fludd Jr., Cyrus Gray, Woo
C. Song, Devon Darden, William Hines, Kender victims.
neth E. Washington, Andrew K. Atkinson,
President Clinton has turned his Marguerite Edmonds, Leroy A. Ferrell, Louis
back on Mayor Kelly and the peopleH. Knight, Timothy A. Bright, Gregory Gibthis Congress cannot do the same.
son, Roosevelt Roberts, Maurice Matthews,
Mr. Speaker, I include the following Anthony T. McRae, Tony Evans, John
list of victims killed in Washington in Wayne, Leroy W. Bolden, Christopher
Southerlin, Joyce Gale Brame, Johnnie F.
3 years, 1988 through 1990, as follows:
Person, Robert Miller, Jr., Willie R. Wilson,
[From the Washington Post, Oct. 24, 1993]
Derrick Clark, Susan S. Evans, Edward L.
OF 1,286 SLAYING CASES, 1 IN 4 Ends in

Conviction
THE VICTIMS

1,286 people were killed in Washington in
three years: Jan. 1, 1988. to Dec. 30, 1990.
Their names are below, in chronological
order.
Michael Saunders Jr., Tommy Brown,
Osahon S. Emovon, Gwendolyn Scott, Duane
S. Barnes, Jerome C. Barnes, Thomas E. Arnold, Curtis Brisco, Levee Cannady. Ricardo
Washington, John Clem, Judson Boyd,
Clifford E. Jackson, Tell Rudolph Maninat,
Unknown (male), Bernard E. Smith, Joseph
Williams, Reginald A. Adams, Steven Davis,
Benton Johnson. Beverly Thompson, Richard
C. Cole, Horrace L. Pinnock, George Pringle,
Harold E. Alvaranga, Larry D. Elliott, Elijah
Carter, William F. Caffee, Jarrett Jones,
Ralph W. Bailey, William L. Goins Rafael
Mena-Alfra, Kermit Hutchins, Trever Stephenson, unknown (female), John Parris,
Reginald Smalls, unknown (male) Leroy
Simms Jr., Antonio K. Askew, Antonio J.
Campos, Ivan Evans, Arturo Clair Garvin Ian
Smith, Bobby L. Parker, Charles E. Russell,
Walter Thompson.
William L. Miller, Charles Perry, Janice D.
Spain. Shardeen Britt, Urcella O'Connor,
James Singleton. Alton E. Wilkinson, Leon
Ray Wright, Leon Hanston, Maude Brooks,
David James Dickerson, Herbert R. Purdie,
Lonnie Watkins, Marco A. Guerreio, Silas E.
Davis, Harold G. Williams, Gao Bao Zhou,
William J. Graham. Lionel R. Harris, Calvin
B. Heath, Darlene Jenkins, Clayton Gray Jr.,
Warren Burns, Norman Gross, Robert Ellis
Ronald Jackson Lionell K. Jackson, unknow
(male), Shavon Mayo, Joel Mays, Kenneth R.
Taylor, Gary A. Frank, Michael L. King.
Donald Hill, Rufus McDowney, Keith Bennett, Griffin D. Smith, Jeffery Truesdale,
Cornell R. Twilley, Wayne K. Harris, Larry
Mathis, Kristina Caine, Daniel E. Dent, Eric
R. Hill, Thomas A. Williams, Charles Mansfield, Larry Hicks, Ronald C. Proctor.
Joyce A. Haywood, Milton L. Ball, Jose D.
Chicas, Ernest Workman, Beverly J. Harris
Jacqueline Dyson, Darrell A. Carson, Kevin
Spriggs, Frank Tyler. James A. Hall Michael
W. McMillian, Robert E. Bishop, Alrfreda E.
Miller, Charles Whittington. Norman V.

ris. Gregory Sligh, Steven M. Bazemore,
Lawrence
Marshall,
Keith C. Wasmus,
Deanna B. Pannell, Adrian Fleming, Andre
Anderson, John Tate, Curtis Coates, Fred
Sellers, Ary Jasmin, Daniel Perez, Fleming
Anderson, Avery B. Bourn, Rosemary Stevens, Sean Herbert, David McBride, Ricardo
Clifford, Harold L. Carter, John Haggins,
Vincent Shaw, Marvin Dove Jr., unknown
(female), Chitrenda Eades.
Samson Hunter, Xavier Johnson, Linda
Ray, Johnathan Allen, Andre Johnson, Patrick Marshall, Melvin Anderson Jr., Louis
McDonald, unknown (female), Michele T.
Niem, Mark D. Smoots, Theodore Taylor,
Herman R. Washington. Raymond Bridges.
Farrell R. Gardner, Gilbert T. Brown,
Antonne Luna, Ricky Earl Richardson, Sadie
E. Murphy, Shirley A. Hazel, Leroy A. Jackson, Robert A. West, unknown (male). Audry
V. Lawrence, Eric Price, Yero Dorsey, Ty
rone G. Greenwell, Tony King, Henry Hunter,
Clarence Mitchell, unknown (male), Kevin
Bennett,
Lawrence
Woodland,
Robert
Steptoe, Kevin D. Neal, Willard E. Jones,
Louis W. Geiman, Donnie Michaels. John
Arnosti, Christopher Jones, Errnest P.
McQueen, Mattie Dorsey, Paul M. Berg,
Jimmy Blade, Anthony E. Wright, Wesley S.
Gorham, James A. Mingo, Darryl Johnson.
Mary Arseneault, Thomas W. Moore, Larry
A. Rawles, Anthony L. Slappy, Tanya D.
Barnes.
Hancock, Gregory Queen, Deborah A. ParPaul A. Frazier, Robert Lee Hill, Anne
son, Gary S. Stanley.
Bueford, Norman Oakcrum, Julio Perryman.
Elmer H. Thompson. Gerald K. Curry, Reginald K. Peters, Michael R. Robinson, JoKathryn DeParman, Patricia A. Jones, seph Tyron Sams, Norman Brown, Robin L.
Marvin J. Alston, Gary C. Brown, Brian Coleman, William Craig Haley. Floyd Payne.
Grant. Casper Grant. Alvin Jetter, Thomas Linden S. Ault, Thomas Brown Jr., Terrance
Edward Kaufman, Lawanda Scott, Herbert Sealey, Jamie Banker, Eric N. Butler, Bob
Stevens, Darren Taylor, Debra White, Wal- Gerald Trever, Kenneth Jones, Raymond
lace Monroe, Wendell Simmons, Reginald Campbell, Raymond C. Davidson, Corinne W.
Bennett, unknown (male), Samuel Zackery, Sweet, Demitrus Coleman, David Williams,
Gary Harrison, Jerry Lee Thomas, George Maurice W. Crutchfield, Eugene M. Artis,
Broadnax Jr., Douglas Baker, Eric Lee Cassius C. Keys, Michael A. Olds, Mawu RobCarter, Anthony Nash, Walter M. Mabry. inson, Mona Shiferaw, Tesfay Shiferaw, AnDarrell B. Young, Morris Brown, Robert thony T. Tate, Vernon A. Mitchell, Steven
Dent, Robert Shingler, Tawanda Wicker, West, unknown (male), Robert E. Lewis,
Richard A. Garcia, Sinyieu Wondong, Keith Mayo, Thomas Winniefred, Kevin A.
Charlton Smith, Larry Roberts, Ronald E. Clements, Christopher Conley.
Boulware, unknown (female), Victor Garcia,
Lawrence Monroe, Franklin Smith, Lonnie
Anthony S. Thompson, Raymond Cobb, Sam- O. Hutchinson, Warren Harris. Carmen Del
uel Brisbon, Clarence E. Guy, Desmond E. Cotten, Ronald K. Thompson, Sheila Lynn
Ray, Thomas Stevenson, Calvin Bradley. Green, William C. Johnson, William A. Best.
Leon E. Broadus, Lonnie Colter.
Frederick Glenn, Rene C. Sanchez, Julian
Said Ashab. Stanley W. Carter, Calvin G. Timberlake, Anthony F. Bailey, Derrick W.
Resper, Charles P. Forde, Griffin Murphy Jr., Bell, Habib Mathis, Darnell Wells, Richard
Reginald L. Simpson, Kenneth Wilson, Lewis Clark, Julius Robinson, Derrick
Charles Younger, Odarryl Mace, Myron S. Chase, Cecil R. Curry, Carlton Earl Dickens,
Riley, Jose Benitez-Rios, unknown (male), Lee Oliver Williams, Gary Hickman, Donald
Robert M. Melton, Brian K. Workeman. Glo- Bolton, Leonard Allen Morrison, Zachery J.
ria J. Carter, Benjamin H. Williams, Gregory Ray, Dwight George, Judith Crunkilin, Eddie
W. Cain, Ronald Curry, George W. Harris, Neil Martin, Tauchious J. Owens, Reginald
Floyd Perkins. Rashid K. Hembah, Rocky Duckett, Reginald Lewis, James Harris
Peters, James A. Bell. Tahnee M. Clark, Mi- Brooks, Lonnie Hart Jr., Warren Morgan,
chael E. Johnson, Gene Autry Leak. Michael Stanley Whatley, Steven L. Parker, Corry
A. McGirt. Dianne Arthur, Jacqueline Gaut, Hines, Albert Thomas,
Emory
Lewis
Loretta P. Finch, Patrick A. Richards, Trawick,
Reginald
Walker,
Larry
Charles Jackson, Alan D. Williams, Kenneth McCaspling,
Thompson,
Alvin
Earline

Duvall. Vincent E. Bell. Clarence Brooks.
Stewart A. Brown, Garlon J. Baucom.
Argray W. Newsome, Donald R. Birdine,
David E. Golden, Nathaniel Smith, Moses M.
Tate, Antonio Williams, Riveryone Marbley,
Eugene A. Ware.
Barbara G. Johnson, Joesph B. Queen, Barbara Byars, Richard E. Davis, Aaron Settles,
Vondalia R. Robinson, Oscar D. Romero,
Kevin O. Curtis. Anthony Smith, Basil C.
Dorsey, Andre R. Stewart, Terence D. Banks,
John Stokes Jr., Luis Francis Jimenez,
Brian K. Bell, Donnell Birdine, Damon
Blango, Ernestine Pannell, Langston S.
Wright, Carl Louis Cooper, William Johnson,
Rex W. Brown. Antonio Jacobs. Devon Mor-

Winstock, Steven Maxwell, Melvin Douglas
Brown, Anthony Paul Heslop, Darryl W.
Murchison, David Lewis Hodge, Samuel A.
Mack.
Michael McCurdy, Kevin Eans, William Arthur Wilson, Johnnie Lee Green, Wade Malone, Victor Osborn Tatum, Albert E. Webb.
Bobby Workman, Charles Brandon Jr., Kevin
Antonio Henson, Hughie Dyer, James C.
Earl
Herring,
Kenneth
Davis,
Marcus
Harden, Reginald Elliott, Socorro Torres,
Leon Burke, Daniel Ely Jordan, Jose Miguel
Lanza, Mary Ellen Sullenberger, Charles
Johnson, Gerald Bailey, Derek Lee Wilson.
Lesser Eugene McCoy, George Collins, Joseph Easton. Charles Hammond, Edward
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Dujua Pelham, Anthony Settlers, Yusuf son, Xavier R. McGill, William A. Fletcher, George A. Young, Daniel Byam, Ivory
Belton, William Edward Howard, unknown Paul Jones, David Pettaway, Edgar Fleming, Brevard, Darreyl D. Hubbard, Christopher
(male), Warren Jackson, Aldolph Martino, Eddie Archie, unknown (male), Roxanne L. Taylor, Waverly S. Washington, Kenneth
Hector Colon. Bruce Lee Parks, Shonie Johnson, Benjamin Saxton, Alfred Fields, Adams, Walter Jones, Paul McFadden, Raul
Clatterbuck, Al Johnson, David Kevin Lee, George Myrant, Ray Clay Coppock, Calvin Velazques, Ethel Mae Boyd, Antreau D. BrySean Raymon Martin, Denise Tyler, Gregory Lee Logan, Errel I. Roberts, Carol Whitfield, ant.
Vernice A. Douglas, Neda Hill, Donnell
Jones, Francis Scrivner, Walter Alan Derrick Julian, Desi F. Avery, Michael DurClinkscales, Elbert R. Crawley, John Bryson, ant, Michael Lee Dejarnett, Wanda R. Hamp- Smith, Howard Choate, Gene McFarland,
Renaldo Padre Platter, Steven James
Ralph Milton Stockhausen, Virginus Wil- ton, William Moore Jr.
Odell Thomas, Taza Taylor. Timothy Crawford. Terry Gray. Angel Santos, Fedor
liams, Ola Shehu Ahmad, Herbert J. Dorsey,
Finklea, Benjamin T. Corbett, Nathaniel Diaz Sotolongo, Lamont Simms, Marvin A.
Bobby Nest.
Raymond A. Subhan, Willie Bulluck, Na- Davis, Leroy Johnson, Jose Trejo Pineda, Kearney, Clarence L. Bailey, Nelson G.
Fredrick Smith.
Ricardo
thaniel Greene, Austin Neal Hiett, Tyrone Neal Digiovanni, Sheldon Grayson, Billy Shackleford,
Queen, Baby Girl Howard, Alvin N. Henson, Faison, Alfred C. Jordan, Victor J. Walker, Tejada, Joseph Thompson, Pamela WashingLarry Eugene Hill, Reginald Durham. David Larry Dale Dunston, Michael A. Brown, Jose ton, Reginald Watson, Robert Flowers,
Julien, Marx V. Brown, Donald Johnson, Ortiz, Wiliam L. Broome. Brenda Sams, James Carter Lane, Ernest Sheppard, Grace
Alonzo D. Allen, Debra Bullock, David A. Keaena S. Sams, Timothy S. Divers, "Oliver, Daniel, Daryle Kevin Edwards, Homer BryStamper Jr., Stephan P. Smith, Ernest E. first name unknown", Aaron E. Walker, ant, Avis Tyrone Jones, Charles C. Haupt,
Young, Helen Cleo Chappelle, Johnetta Alton D. Wynne, Antonio D. Dinkins, Timo- Norman L. Rich, Antonio B. Griffin, Darren
McLean, Martin Freeman, Faith Selina thy Johnson. Keith J. Swepton, Nicole L. Ford, Vance Mcllwain, Kenneth E. Murray,
Mobley, Neil Abble Thompson, Michael Gra- Wilkerson, Marvin Lee Harper, Stanley Alan Simon Gray, Marvin D. Holton, Auham, Darren A. Alston, Wayne Huff, Gary Lewis, Kimberly Hunter, William E. Smith, gusta Galbreath, Kenneth A. Hull, Lakeysha
Wayne Peleger, Terry Eugene Squirrell, Harrison Thompson, Troy Weaks, Juan N. Small, James Ali, David Ellis Burkett,
Donnell P. Winley, Curtis Daniels, Nisa Chavarria, Herman Coleman Jr., Christopher Mohamed Ahed Rage, Annis Williams, Willie
Abdul-Samad, Edward W. Hairston, Donnell Johnson, Leroy A. Williams, Sherry E. Hunter, Kevin Beynum, Herby C. Warfield,
Perry. Carlos M. Cuff, Willie Dixon, Wheeler, Roger Abrams, Tyrone W. Sutton, Stella D. Covington, Rhosu Griner, William
A. Hall, Danny Steppe Perdo. Stanley WashLarhonda Wages, James Thomas Bryant. un- Lloyd W. Thomas III.
Morris E. Dixon, Ernest C. Roach, Stephen ington, Seth B. Wilder, Ulysses Orr Jr., Ellis
known (male), James W. Mosley. Charles J.
Smith,
Leondos
Wilkins.
Bobby
Thomas, Ronald Cook, Percy Lee Davis, A. Briscoe, unknown (male), Gregory Mat- R.
Randall N. Sloane, Nathanel Thomas Jr., thews, Darrell Banks, Milton McCoy Squire. Blumfield, Ernest G. Stover. Agustas ThomDarrick E. Vincent. Luther Garvin, Hender- as, Michael A. Agnew.
Fitzalbert Thompson.
Charles B. Coates, James O. Spruill, VinHolly Janet Kincaide, Kristian Kincaide, son D. Holiday, Terry A. Johnson, Barrett S.
Russell Goins, James E. Smith, Lawrence L. Paige, Rene Resales, Cynthia Fitts, Eddie cent E. Dash, Kevin G. Hunt. Tyrone D.
Nunn, Jessie David Miser, Karen Booker, Scarborough, Dorothy A. Blanton, Matthew Bush, William L. Ware, Horace Gary, Joseph
Milford Best, Kermit E. Ferguson, Carlton B. N. Blake, Robert Harris. Vernon L. Smith, D. Gwynn. Michael Wilson, Wendell A.
Allen, Jose Landaverde, Jerry Mack. Angela Ridgley C. Ballard, Dionne Taylor, Taushar Brooks, James Hinson, Gary Endicot Gaylor,
B. Jones, James McKinnon, Thomas A. Allen, Ricardo Hayes, Frank Lewis Payne, Jacqueline James. Keith Otis, James ThomWooden, Larry Wright, Daryl Dixon, Eugene James McCallum, Fred Birikorahg, Gary as Brawner, Michael English, Ghirmai R.
Larry Anderson, Calvin Moore, Charles Diggins, Maurice Hallman, Leonard Hyson, Tessema, Albert O. Thompson, Antonio D.
Tilghman, Dilante T. Cuette, Aaron New- Milton C. Lewis, Tucson Gray, Ephralm O. Brady, Ronald E. Elus, Thomas Jackson,
man, Jimmy Parker. Darrell, Artis, Lewis Nelson, Martin B. Wolfe, Richard Lee Onas A. Orestes, Leonard Blytner, Pyzon
Ford, Clifton Wooden, Devon Lykes. Tyrone Becton, "Chase, first name unknown", Nel- Wade, Quintin D. Williams, Willie Buckmon
White, Oscar Graham, Alvin Lee Howard, son L. Hernadez, Nathan D. Jackson, Jr., Anthony J. Lowery, Curtis I. Marshall,
Won Bin Lee, Anthony J. Reed, Rhonda Lynn Malcom L. Stewart, Rojs Pelay, John Nelson Timothy Brandon, Alvin Breland, James
Anthony, Shirley Gaskin Agustus Logan Jr., Coleman, John Coppedge, Leon Dawes, Thomas Fields, Tito Pullen, Ricky Murphy,
Brenda Y. Taylor, Paul Wills. Manuel Flores- Deneatress Seaburry, David Rowel. Lashaun Lloyd Nathan Copeland, Franklin D. Monroe,
Romer, Oscar Holmes Jr., Daniel Hotz, Davis.
unknown (male), William Harris. Anthony
Charles D. Carr, Derrick L. Conner, Aaron
Ronald Seabrook, Charles Brunson, un- M. Anderson, Clarence Washington, Eric
Johnson Jr., Lawrence Harris, Anthony Rob- known (female), Jeffrey J. Anderson, Regi- Ashely, Darnell J. Monroe, Lester L.
inson, Henry Robert Huggans, Ronnie John- nald A. Fenwick, James C. Jordon, Jr., Al- Presson, Keith Barnes, Ron Coleman, Berson, Gipson F. Woolfolk, Rafeal Parra, Ken- bert N. Norman, Richard Rhoden, Charles nard E. Johnson, Timothy E. Lewis.
neth Ray Lee, Anthony T. Eason. Leonard R. Carey, Melvin Gonzales, Keith B. Jacobs,
William Tyson, Mark Murphy Jr., NathanObrey, Todd Craig Johnson.
Tony Moseby, Gerald Thompson, Michael iel Williams, Cedric Francis. Sinclair Green.
Leon A. Lipford, Theodore Williams, Coo- Broome, Melvin Knight, Anne Synder, James Eric B. Jones, Derrick Ben McKnight,
per Gibson III, Kelvin F. Moore, William A. Lee Coates, Mustofa Fereshevadi, George Nguyen Tran, Michael Campbell. Billy EverSmith, Jim Coy. Melvin L. Henderson, Eddie Lindsay, Maurice Glenmore, Chet Harrison, ett, Mahandeo Persaud, Leroy Scott, Jose A.
L. Sunders, Cheryl R. Fantroy, Eric Demond Melvin D. Newkirk, Samuel H. Unger, Wen- Cruz,
Larry Fuller, Anthony Butler,
King, Winston L. Staton, Robert Gamlden, dell Wilkerson, Archie Adams, William B. Cornelius Hill, Cornell L. Thomas, George
Johnny Small, Benston W. Wright, Ronald R. Brigmon, Ricky Magnus, Michael Warren. Hemphill, Troy Bush, Richard A. Taylor,
Nivens. Charles A. Brooks, Woodrow Cureton Charles Wheeler, Michael D. Bryant, William Michelle Logan, Sean Maurice Kornegay.
Jr., Cori Louise Jones, Antonio M. Watson, Gavins, Sammuel C. Glen, William T. Russell Savoy, Michael Tuck, Michael T.
Franklin A. Ball, Charles E. Yates, Jerry Holmes, William R. Nelson, Robert J. Tay- Harvey, Kevin Percel McNair, Doulgas Jay
Butler, Donald M. Lee, Gerald P. Barnes, lor, Deborah A. Jones, Joyce Marie Jones, Linder, Erika L. Riggins, Philip Barocas, PaDavid A. Muschetta, Wallace Gunther, Greg- Frank Green, Coretta C. Logan. Michael K. tricia Drew, Tamonthy Johnson, Norman G.
ory Jackson. William E. Brown, Michael A. Branch. Derrick L. Steele, William A. Kemp. Price, Ethel Simmons, Albert King, John
Coach, Darnell Sears, Chester Blevins, An- Luis A. Alvarado, Rafael Martinez, Evelyn Smith, Larry Glenn, Terry Eugene Owens,
thony D. Thompson, Waveland Starkes, Spanos, Paula Adams, Henry L. Finch, Ronald A. Robinson, Roberto Lopez. Lisa
Cranston L. Colbert, Turner Monk, Michael Magaret Brown, James Clay Davis, Herbert Marie Ward, Katherine P. Russell, Alvin
Nelson, Tawana Sams, John Wayne Tucker, Potter, Darnell E. Christian, Leroy Johnson, Cummings.
Anthony Stewart, David Lee Simmons, Gary Mosely, Kim Javon Wilson, Sadiqa Bay,
Marcus Lee, Paul Anthony Moore, AnDavid Lewis, .Knowle Watkins, John Wood- unknown (male), Lawrence Burnell, Linda thony E. Morrisey, John Edwards, Cary
land, Chung Su Im, Ronald Johnson. Tyrone Rodgers.
Jackson, Ronald Jones, Orlando Stinson,
McKay.
Robert Williams, Marshalleck Ellis, Jamie Sylvia Howard, Antoine Ruffin, James
Loveron M. Harris, Harvey Brewton, Ty- Ferguson, Michael Harris, Richard Jackson. Frazier, Michael McQueen, Clayton Montrone R. Carrington, Lee Jackson Jordan, Nathaniel Wright, Stanley E. Hamlet, Paul gomery, James Dukes, Arnaz Rubio Mitchell,
Clifford Smith, Lisa Candace Carter, Lamar L. Hogue, III, George Leon Adams, Reginald John W. Shields, Nathan Canada, Jose
A. Jenkins, Keith Mason, Linwood Booker, J. Francis, Treavor Thomas, Anthony Jenero, Abarham Holmes, Cory Nelson, unKenneth A. Charles, Earl S. Manning, Ken- Coates, Gregory Johnson, Morris I. Shelton, known (male), Dexter Fields, Curtis Pugh.
neth W. Robinson, Eugene Banks, Kenneth Arlton D. Clark, Bernard Ferrell, Linda Mil- Chamel
Williams,
Warren
Kingsbury,
McSwain, Jesse Wade. James R. Fielding Jr., liner, John Alexander Jr., Victor Burton, Bamitale Williams, Robert Earl Johnson,
Craig Allen Williams, James Shunk, Theo- Damoni White, Russell Baits, James D. Charles Williams Jr., Varron K. Carter,
dore Washington. Basil A. French, Larry Etheredge, Michael T. Lee, Carlita L. Lewis, Deborah Ann Davis, Kevin Koonce, Leon AnMercer,
Darryl A.
Banner,
Anthony Robert Lee Posey, Ricky V. Jett, Michael thony Porter, Lina Sanchez, Bernard AnderFunderburk, Kevin Butler, Marlon J. Robin- Jones, George Miller, Robert Lee Walker, son, Tony Maurice Dublin, Curtis C. Harmon.
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Maxie Lamont Wright, Kiran Pandy, Norman Shields, David Henderson, Kerry Lann
McLeod, Norman R. Mizzell, Donnell
Luckett, George Rawlings, Ralph W. Asante.
Darvis A. Dozier, William Jones. Booker T.
Daniels, Calvert Davis, Donald C. Gamblin,
Bernard E. Queen, Richard Smith Jr., Unknown (Female), Rinnie Stewart, Stephen E.
Leight, James C. Quattrochi, Cheeri D.
Rhymer, Keith A. Wiggins, Cary Cain, Lionel
Harris, Robert A. Austin, Donnell Burroughs,
Michael T. Crowder, Milton M. Jones, Jason
Rufus, Jonah Denson, Marvin James Murphy. Coley Young. Lawrence Brown, Jeffrey
D. Rowland, unknown (male), Anthony Roland, Wayne Anderson, Robert Dawson.
Cedric L. Boyd, Marcus Cleo Thompkins,
Jean C. Gassaway, Willie Young Jr., James
Allen Long, Tommis D. Mackall, Abdul B. D.
Raheem, Joseph Green.
Vernon Dale Page, George Adams White.
Gregory C. Rogers, Norman K. Jackson,
Kevin M. Jackson, Andre L. Lee, Jowell
David Brookenberry. George Reid, Sharon
Benson. Francisco Manzand, Jaqueline Garnett, Willie Spann Jr. Juan Jose Alvarez, Michael Mayo, Stanley Lee Mack, Dean Hicks,
Charles West, Terrence S. Harris, Dante Kennedy, Emmett Pugh Jr., Anthony G. Robinson, Paul Washington, Sibley E. Hammonds,
Dale Hegwood, Reginald Lott, Jeffery L. Wilkins, Chester T. Davis, Mildred Johns, Joan
William, Ricky Eric Lewis, Augustus
Frazier, Fay Sureena Murray, Stanley B.
Morgan, Walter H. Thompson, Eric L. Mason,
Lemuel Adam Conic, Michael J. Hall, Anthony Lee Dent, unknown (female), Tyrone
Wells, Antonio R. Pigatt, Gerald Bazel,
Onyribe Kingsley, Patrick E. Manning, Jose
Sanchez Sr.
Vernon V. Blake, Leon L. Coachman, Billy
Hopkins. Luis Roberto King, Ruel St. M.
McPherson, Franklin M. Mendez, Marco
White, Maurice Curtis. Charles L. Phillips,
Charles L. Sanders, Beyound J.X. Edwards.
Eric Michael Hunter, Ronald A. Overby,
John Patrick Winston, Wanda Young, Michael T. Dozier, Carl Anthony Green, Demetrius Lake, Eric Williams, Cheryl J. Robinson, Soloman Roziner, Cleveland G. Boddie,
Edward Eric Burke, John Leonard Fenwick,
James Jacob Richardson, Lenard M. Payton,
Norman L. Mason, James C. Murray, Henrietta Washington, Reginald B. Riley, Ronald Lee Gilliam, Billy Ray Tolbert, James
Robert Wood,
Michael
Todd Branch,
Anasdazia Neumann, Daniel B. Williams, Michael Jennifer, James Kimball, Robert W.
Parks, John Parker, Sophia Jones, Billy
Auvis Shelton, Darwin C. Pratt, Tyrone
Mills Hamilton, Carl Dupree Sr., Douglas E.
Spencer, Murphy Wright Jr., Todd Louis
Allan, Terry Andre Goodwin, Keith E. Jenkins, Nikita F. Morris, Maurice A. Robinson.
Thomas Leery Gross, Eric Stanley Robinson. Ronald Jay Shelby, David N. Vick, Ricardo C. Minnis, Leonard A. Phelps, Dwayne
C. Taylor, Angela White, Sameer P. Bhatt,
Andre Hinkle, Mary M. Smith, Darryl D.
Waldrop, Michael Barnwell, Frederick Beavers, Phillip A. Parks, Reginald J. Cobb, unknown (male), Tanya McKnight, Walter C.
Veney, Derrick B. Crestwell. Clarine M. Collier, Nevel James, Felman M. Hampton,
Frank Seth Gibson. Andre Reese Jr.. Michael
J. Porter, Robert S. Webb, Catherine
Kirksey, Gwendolyn Allen, John Eugene
Dunkin, Keith Winters, unknown (male),
Herman Allen Guy, Verlee Jackson, Derrick
N. Willams, Margrett M. Smith, George
Wright, Okeyia S. Kelly, Lawrence W. Anderson. unknown (male), Arthur Tate, Vincent
S. Parker, Khan Anthony Daley, Vincent
Green.
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Muhammad A. Rabbani, Leyvonne Hickman, Eric Wendell Noland, Andrea Alston,
unknown (male) Donna Bigesby, Timothy
Borum, Keith Willie Brandon, Corey Lament
Johnson, Jamil Milton Thrash, Rahsaan
Folks, Michael J. Gathers, Janet Lynn
Dixon, Timothy L. Paire Jr., Steven Ray
Sturgis, Andre James Jennings, Sun Sop
Sung, Edgar Edward Barnes, Edwin Merino,
Michael A. Charles, Darryl T. Morgan.
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A family had its furniture in storage
and had no place to live. Zeke found
them housing, personally paid for the
storage rent and truck, and then personally helped move their furniture.
Mr. Speaker, there are very few Zeke
Giorgis in this world. If there were, it
would be a better place. I am sure
Zeke's name will be inscribed on some
public building, and that is most appropriate, but his legend has already been
inscribed on the hearts of the people he
loved and served. Very few people can
leave that legacy-Zeke did.
Well done, good and faithful servant.
We will all miss you.

TRANSPOSITION OF SPECIAL
ORDER TIME
Ms. WOOLSEY. Mr. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent that the special
order on October 26, 1993, for the gentleman from Michigan [Mr. BONIOR] be ESCALATING VIOLENCE BY THE
IRA AND PROTESTANT EXTREMtransposed with the special order for
IST GROUPS
the gentlewoman from Hawaii [Mrs.
MINK].
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr. previous order of the House, the genGUTIERREZ). Is there objection to the tleman from Indiana [Mr. MCCLOSKEY]
request of the gentlewoman from Cali- is recognized for 5 minutes.
fornia?
Mr. McCLOSKEY. Mr. Speaker, it is
There was no objection.
a dire ,day again when escalating violence by the IRA and Protestant extremist groups threatens to extinguish
ILLINOIS
REMEMBERS
ZEKE the strand of hope radiating from the
GIORGI, DEAN OF THE GENERAL Hume/Adams peace initiative.
ASSEMBLY
As chairman of the Friends of IreThe SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a land, I rise to absolutely condemn the
previous order of the House, the gen- Irish Republican Army bombing in Beltleman from Illinois [Mr. MANZULLO] is fast which killed 10 and wounded over
recognized for 5 minutes.
50.
Mr. MANZULLO. Mr. Speaker, IlliIn response, Protestant extremist
nois is mourning the loss of Edolo groups have struck against the Catho"Zeke" Giorgi, the dean of the Illinois lic community in Northern Ireland,
General Assembly, who served Rock- killing four thus far.
ford and his State for nearly 30 years,
Innocent victims range from a 7and who died on Sunday morning, Oc- year-old Protestant girl, killed by the
tober 24, 1993.
IRA bomb, to an elderly Catholic man
This was truly a public servant.
who was killed after being brutally
Zeke's main objective in life-person- beaten.
ally and legislatively-was to help peoProtestant extremist groups like the
ple. Party labels mattered not to Zeke: Ulster Freedom Fighters and the UlWhenever a person had a problem, it ster Volunteer Force have vowed more
was not a party issue; it was a person retaliatory
killings. This unfortuissue.
nately threatens to encourage yet anA young lady called upon Zeke one other cycle in the spiral of sectarian
day and told him she could not afford violence in Northern Ireland which has
to buy her kidney medicine without claimed close to 3,100 lives in almost a
quitting her job and going on public quarter century.
Catholic and Protestant extremists
aid. Zeke called the pharmaceutical
company and arranged to have her are clearly attempting to scuttle the
placed on its indigent program. She Hume/Adams initiative. The true tragnever had to go on public aid. Zeke edy is that they may have succeeded. It
helped her keep her self-esteem.
is crucial, however, threat efforts to
On another occasion, Zeke paid the find a lasting peace continue.
John Hume and Gerry Adams both
motel room for a homeless, legless
man. Zeke raised money for an airline have demonstrated personal courage in
ticket to fly a constituent to Seattle developing their initiative. I am not
for the funeral of the man's brother. He saying it was perfect or even that ultialso arranged other flights for con- mately it would have necessarily sucstituents and somehow raised the ceeded.
money.
However, it did represent a possible
Zeke walked the extra mile that peaceful resolution to the troubles.
serves as the example of how a legisla- Now terrorists who profit from the viotor should act. Zeke helped several sen- lence and instability are indiscrimiiors-in fact, at one time a total of nately killing innocent Protestants
eight-kept
their
checkbooks and and Catholics.
served as their designated payees so
Yet again, a flickering flame of hope
that their Social Security money in Northern Ireland may be extinwould stretch.
guished by bombs and a hail of bullets.
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additional information distributed na- that the Federal Government can, and
someone
may recognize will, mobilize and do its part to help a
tionwide,
Polly, from her picture, and be able to family, and an entire community, fight
provide the information that leads to back against one of the most hurtful
her safe return.
and tragic crimes imaginable-the kidThis resolution also commends the napping of a young child.
numerous volunteers for all of their
Mr. Speaker, I would like to once
hard work to help locate Polly. Prac- again call on my colleagues to include
people
of information about Polly, as I have
overnight,
the
tically
Petaluma transformed an empty store- done, in the newsletters that they send
front into a sophisticated search oper- to their districts. This could also make
ation. The Polly Klaas Search Center a crucial difference in the battle to
has been run by hundreds of generous find Polly. We all must do our part to
volunteers who have donated their aid in the search. My office has the
time, energy, and funds. As a result of necessary information available, and
their kind donations, over 7 million will assist any Member of Congress
flyers with Polly's picture, and the pic- who wishes to participate in this effort.
ture of her suspected abductor, have
Mr. Speaker, I ask my colleagues to
been distributed around the country.
please join me to help bring Polly
The major problem, however, for the Klaas home.
Polly Klaas Search Center and the
Thank you, Mr. Speaker, I yield back
Klaas family, as they work to find the remainder of my time.
Polly, has been the high cost of postage. The U.S. Postal Service is prohibited by law from offering free postage,
O 1800
except to military personnel in times
OF
SPECIAL
ORDER
of war. Well, Mr. Speaker, I believe VACATION
AND
REQUEST
FOR
SPECIAL
that this is a war-a war against our
ORDER
children, and one that we cannot afford
Mr. DORNAN. Mr. Speaker, I ask
to lose.
Mark
Nichol
and
Polly's parents, Eve
unanimous consent to vacate my 60Klaas, told me that they believe this minute special order and to be granted
resolution is important to their battle a 5-minute special order.
to bring Polly home. Mark and Eve
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr.
RESOLUTION REGARDING POLLY
have sent a letter to all the Members of GUTIERREZ). IS there objection to the
KLAAS
Congress asking them support this res- request of the gentleman from CaliforThe SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a olution for the sake of their daughter. nia?
There was no objection.
previous order of the House, the gentle- I would like to read part of this letter.
woman from California [Ms. WOOLSEY] And, I quote:
From
the
moment
the
town
heard
about
is recognized for 5 minutes.
REMOVAL OF NAME OF MEMBER
Ms. WOOLSEY. Mr. Speaker, today I this unspeakable horror, they mounted an
AS COSPONSOR OF HOUSE CONunprecedented volunteer effort. A Polly
am introducing a resolution of great Klaas Center was set up, and thousands of
CURRENT RESOLUTION 166
importance that could mean the dif- people fromall over have joined the effort to
Mr. DORNAN. Mr. Speaker, I ask
ference in the search for a missing search for her and distribute fliers throughchild.
out the country. Local companies have do- unanimous consent that my name be
As many people throughout the Na- nated Sl million dollars worth of paper. removed as a cosponsor of House Contion already know, Polly Klaas was printing, and supplies. But to date, we have current Resolution 166.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there
kidnaped at knifepoint from her home spent in excess of $200,000 for stamps, and we
In Petaluma, CA, the night of October continue to spend thousands more each day, objection to the request of the. genfor postage * * * Our ultimate goal is tleman from California?
1, 1993, while her mother slept in a just
that families In this situation in thefuture
There was no objection.
nearby room. Since the night of Polly's won't have to lose precious time raising
disappearance,
her
family,
the funds for postage * * * Today, we ask you to
Petaluma Police Department, the FBI, help in our effort to find Polly now. Please
A VISIT WITH RANGERS AND SPEand hundreds of volunteers have been help us.
CIAL OPERATIONS FORCES AT
working nonstop to find Polly. Despite
Mr. Speaker,
this
tragedy has
WALTER REED ARMY MEDICAL
their tireless efforts, Polly Klaas has grabbed the attention of the national
CENTER
not yet been found.
media. Stories about Polly have apThe resolution that I am introducing peared on "America's Most Wanted,"
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
previous
order of the House, the gentoday, will provide much needed, addi- "CBS This Morning," and "CNN," as
tional support to the search for Polly. well as, in the Washington Post, the tleman from California [Mr. DORNAN] is
It will urge the Attorney General and New York Times, and People Magazine. recognized for 5 minutes.
the Director of the FBI to cooperate It is clear that this real life nightmare
Mr. DORNAN. Mr. Speaker, I spent a
with the U.S. Postal Service and the has sent shock waves throughout
couple of hours this afternoon up at
Polly Klaas Search Center to dissemi- America. Parents in every community Walter Reed visiting with some of the
nate information nationwide about the are wondering how such a thing could Rangers and Special Ops men who were
abduction of Polly Klaas. And, it will have happened, and if it could happen wounded on the night of October 3 and
emphasize doing so as quickly as pos- to them.
October 4 in Mogadishu, or the aftersible.
Mr. Speaker, we cannot sit idly by noon of the 3d. What they told me was
The
widespread
distribution
of and watch our Nation's families be not a 7-hour fire fight or a 9-hour fire
Polly's picture and the sketch of her consumed by fear. We must act, and we fight, or now it is up in some journals
suspected abductor could mean the dif- must act now.
to an 11-hour fire fight. They said it
ference, Mr. Speaker, in the search for
I urge my colleagues to show Amer- was 15 hours.
Polly, because kidnaped children often- ican families that they won't let their
What they described to me in their
times are recovered as a direct result concerns go unnoticed. By cosponsor- own words I have no argument with.
of the circulation of photographs. With ing this important resolution we show They said it was the hottest, the most
The Friends of Ireland includes almost a quarterof the Members of Congress, representing Irish-American conand
stituencies of both Catholic
Protestant heritage.
In the last decade, great strides have
been made in bringing together political leaders in Northern Ireland, England, and Ireland. From the Anglo-Irish
Accord, to the Three Strand Talks, to
the latest Hume/Adams initiative,
imaginative and daring proposals have
come forth in the name of peace in that
troubled region.
Now, in this time of renewed violence, I urge that the small tentative
steps toward a lasting peace not be obliterated by senseless violence by
thugs. As chairman of the Friends, I
believe the United States stands willing to facilitate genuine reconciliation.
But outside concern will not end the
violence. True reconciliation and peace
must come from the communities in
Northern Ireland.
I urge the political leaders in Northern Ireland, the British Government,
and the Irish Government not to give
in to the brutal killers of 7-year-old
girls and old men. I urge them to continue their dialogs and not abandon the
hope of peace.
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ferocious fire fight since World War II.
That is saying something, from experienced senior sergeants and one officer.
The impression that our men were
sniped off during the night is not exactly correct. Most of the fire was AK47's on automatic, constantly, and hundreds of them, a staccato, they said,
that went on for the first 3 or 4 hours
that was deafening. One young Ranger
with bad leg wounds said his humvee,
which is a light wheeled vehicle, the
same one that Nieman Marcus has, a
red color, for sale, the one Arnold
Schwarzenegger drives around, they
said it was like cardboard, even though
it was described as an armored humvee.
His was hit with three RPG's and a
hand mine at the same time.
I turned to the colonel who was with
me from liaison and I said, "Did you
know that, Colonel?" He said, "No, I
didn't. I am learning something here."
The President went to see these people on Sunday. The Secretary of Defense went to see them on Monday. We
are all going over to see them, but
what are we going to learn from this? I
told them I would like to come back.
They said, "Absolutely." They want to
talk about Haiti, about Bosnia, about
using our military as an instrument of
foreign policy under the United Nations, or sending Rangers in August
after we had already lost a dozen men,
to use as the sheriffs posse to go after
Aideed.
Now we do not know if Aideed,
Mohamed Farah Aideed, is part of a negotiating process. There is the smell in
the air that a deal was cut: "Get the
Rangers out of town, and we will give
you back Warrant Officer Michael Durant." No proof of that, it is just a
strange juxtaposition of events.
We are going to put 3,600 Marines in
there, some of them on the ground in
tents, 10 years younger than the average age of the Rangers, and some other
special ops guys from Fort Bragg, to do
a job that they almost came close to
doing in six or seven raids, and then
were jerked out.
The whole thing makes me focus on
Haiti. I will do a special order, ask for
one later in the week, on Haiti, Bosnia,
and bring in some color blown-up photographs, 3 by 2 feet, that I took from
the skies, over the skies of Mogadishu.
Then I will do another special order
later in the week or the first of next
week on why I
believe Morton
Halperin, as a created position under
Secretary of State for Peacekeeping
and Democratic Affairs, why he should
not be approved by the Senate as a civilian overseer of our excellent military forces.
All the general forces, officers, all
the field grade officers, company grade,
and all the enlisted men I have seen in
the Air Force, Marines, and particularly in the Army and our Rangers and
others specially trained men that have
been fighting in Somalia, I just cannot

conceive of better people ever being in
Suniform at any time in the history of
our Nation.
Ronald Reagan confused a great fiction film from James Michener's book,
"The Bridges of Toko-Ri" with a real
story that he had heard somewhere.
The fictitious ending, with Frederick
March playing Admiral Tarrant in that
great story, "The Bridges of Toko-Ri,"
came out a long time ago, in 1954.
At the end of that film, the admiral
is on the bridge. He says:
Where do we get such men? Where do we
get such men? They go out, they do their job.
they come back and they find this pitching
deck on these rough seas. How is America
lucky enough to have such men?
Even though it is fiction, it certainly
applies to these tough, handsome
young guys with their bodies being put
back together up there at Walter Reed,
and at the hospital at Fort Benning
and Fort Campbell and Fort Bragg and
all of the Marines that came back with
wounds. This is a tough story, Somalia.
I do not think yet in this Congress or
in the executive mansion we have the
answers to their sons, daughters, wives,
fathers, and mothers, many of the fathers veterans of Korea and Vietnam,
and in one case a survivor of both wars,
we today do not have stories for their
brothers or sisters, uncles, aunts, all
the people who love them as close family, to explain to them precisely what
our foreign policy is, what our use of
the military is, how we are going to
put 25,000 people into Bosnia or why we
are defending a crazed, defrocked,
drugged-up priest to be inserted back
into Haiti.
0 1810
RUSSIAN OCEAN DUMPING OF
NUCLEAR WASTE
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr.
GUTIERREZ). Under a previous order of

the House, the gentleman from Pennsylvania [Mr. WELDON] is recognized for
5 minutes.
Mr. WELDON. Mr. Speaker, I rise
today to extend some further information on a 1-minute speech I did this
morning on the floor regarding the terrible condition in our oceans relative
to the Soviet Union dumping radioactive waste from its nuclear-powered
submarines and ships, as well as from
its nuclear installations.
It was just several weeks ago that I
asked the Subcommittee on Oceanography, on which I am the ranking
member, to convene a hearing on the
practices that the Soviet Union has undertaken for the last 20 years in illegally dumping nuclear waste in our
oceans, and especially in the Arctic
Ocean. I want to put things into perspective, Mr. Speaker, and relate the
amount of dumping to the one major
incident we see in this country involving nuclear contamination. Three Mile
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Island was a nuclear accident that occurred at a powerplant in my home
State several years ago, which received
international notoriety. During the entire duration of the Three Mile Island
there was a total of 15 curies of radioactivity released into the atmosphere,
15 curies. In a study that was released
this past spring called the Avlakov report, by a commission under Boris
Yeltsin, the Russians now admitted
that over 21/ million curies of radioactive contamination have been discharged into the oceans of the world.
Following up on that in hearings we
held September 30 we have now found
out there is currently 10 million curies
of radioactive waste sitting in ships in
Murmansk harbor because the Russians do not know what to do with this
waste. They do not know how to dispose of it, they do not know whether to
sink these ships, as they have done in
the past, or whether to make some
other efforts.
Mr. Speaker, this is becoming a scary
situation nationwide. I was very cautious during the hearings that I not
sound like an alarmist, and I said that
during the hearings to which Dr. Ned
Ostenso, Assistant Administrator for
NOAA responded to me:
Congressman, I am not sure what the difference is between an alarmist and a realist,
because what you are saying is in fact reality.
In fact, we have this terrible problem
worldwide
of totally
uncontrolled
dumping of nuclear waste, primarily by
the former Soviet Union, by Russia.
The most recent incident was the
sinking 4 years ago of the Russian submarine, the Komsomolets, which sank
in
the Arctic Ocean. Dr. Tengig
Borisov, chairman of the Russian commission that was recently established
to deal with radioactive pollution in
the seas, was asked what would happen
if this submarine somehow broke apart
and the contamination then impacted
the waterways, and here is what he
said: "If there is a leak, fishing will be
impossible in the Norwegian Sea for between 600 and 700 years."
Now this is from one ship. The Russians, as we now are finding out
through the efforts of Boris Yeltsin,
have literally hundreds of ships that
have both been deliberately and accidentally sunk in the oceans of the
world.
Mr. Speaker, we have a real global
tragedy on our hands, and unfortunately we are not doing enough about
it.
I recently wrote to President Clinton
and asked him in upcoming discussions
that are going to take place at the
International Maritime Organization
meetings in London, that we support
the effort of the Danish Government to
put into place a complete ban on the illegal dumping of both low-level and
other nuclear waste in the oceans of
the world. I would urge my colleagues
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not once but three times, the third
time being after he was confirmed as
Commerce Secretary, and in his office
at the Commerce Department. And Mr.
Hao was the conduit between the Vietnamese Government and Mr. Brown,
and allegedly arranged a $700,000 downpayment to Mr. Brown to try to get relations between our two countries normalized.
The Clinton administration in July
and in September took two giant steps
toward normalizing relations with
Vietnam, and that has caused a lot of
consternation and concern among a
number of Members of the Congress of
the United States, especially in view of
the fact that the man who has made
these accusations, a man named Mr.
Binh Ly, successfully passed a lie-detector test that was 6 hours long, given
to him by the FBI. Since Mr. Binh Ly
took this lie-detector test, there has
been a grand jury paneled in Miami,
FL, and the grand jury is currently
conducting an investigation to find out
whether or not Mr. Brown should be indicted.
I just found out that the FBI has intensified their investigation at the request of the grand jury in Miami over
the last 2 weeks to try to expedite this
as quickly as possible. I also found out
today that although Mr. Brown said he
had never met Mr. Hao, and he said
this I understand to the chief political
correspondent, Mr. Howard Fineman,
of Newsweek, personally he told him he
never met Mr. Hao, he then later recanted, and his press secretary and his
attorney said that he not only met
with Mr. Hao once, but three times, the
third time being after he was confirmed, as I said before, as Secretary of
Commerce, at the Commerce" Department.
We also found out today that Mr. Hao
COMMERCE SECRETARY BROWN'S met with Mr. Brown in Miami the first
INVOLVEMENT IN NORMALIZA- time, and there was an associate from
TION OF RELATIONS WITH VIET- the DNC, the Democrat National ComNAM
mittee, with Mr. Brown at that first
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a meeting. The man's name is Mr. Bill
previous order of the House, the gen- Morton, and he is now an official of
tleman from Indiana [Mr. BURTON] is some type at the Commerce Departrecognized for 60 minutes.
ment,
Mr. BURTON of Indiana. Mr. SpeakAll of this needs to be investigated
er, some time ago my colleagues were very thoroughly, and that is the reason
informed about possibility that our why on September 30 I wrote a letter to
Secretary of Commerce, Mr. Brown, re- the President of the United States, Mr.
ceived a $700,000 bribe from the Viet- Clinton asking him to give us any innamese Government in order to assist formation he could about the problems
them in having relations with our Gov- involving Mr. Brown, and he try to
ernment normalized. There had been a freeze the normalization process with
longstanding commitment to the fami- Vietnam until the whole issue had been
lies of the POW-MIA's in this country resolved. Specifically I requested that
that until there was a full accounting because the POW-MIA families are
of those who were missing in Vietnam, very concerned about not having a full
the 2,200, until that was completed, accounting about their loved ones who
there would be no normalization of re- were left behind.
lationships with that country.
Second, on October 13 I wrote a letter
Well, Mr. Brown allegedly, before he to the President also asking that there
became Secretary of Commerce, met not be any steps taken to lift this emwith a gentleman named Mr. Hao, who bargo. And we have not yet heard from
was a representative of the Vietnamese the President on either one of these
Government, and he met with Mr. Hao two letters.
to join in this effort, and to also use
whatever resources we have available
to use to assist the Russian Government in attempting to deal with this
problem of the 10 million curies currently sitting in ships in Murmansk
harbors, as well as the nuclear-powered
installations they have throughout the
former Soviet Union. As a matter of
fact, Mr. Speaker, the same problem
exists whether with their nuclear reactor plants, and there is a terrible problem waiting in the wings for us in
terms of Russia doing away with these
plants.
As a matter of fact, the Navy disclosed to us that entire nuclear reactor
plants have been disposed of in both
the Kara and the Barents Seas. In fact,
they list 18 nuclear reactor plants, 7 of
them fueled, dumped in those seas, 13
submarine reactor plants, 4 of them
fueled, 3 reactor plants from the icebreaker Lenin, one of them fueled, and
one entire submarine with 2 reactor
plants, both of them fueled. All of
these were dumped in the Kara and
Barents Seas.
Mr. Speaker, we must as a nation ignite the interest of the world community in coming to grips with this problem. It is severe, it is real, and it requires the attention of this country
and all nations because of the potential
damage this will do environmentally to
the waters and seas, especially the Arctic seas that have been impacted by the
illegal dumping by the former Soviet
regime.
Fortunately, President Boris Yeltsin
has been very cooperative in attempting to establish a relationship with us
and the other nations of the world to
deal with this problem. We must follow
through and assist him in these efforts.
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On October 19 we wrote a letter to
Janet Reno. She had said publicly that
she was concerned, and I quote: "If I
appoint a person or select a person to
be special prosecutor you, meaning the
press, are still going to question the
conflict of interest as long as I'm involved in that process."
Again she went on to say, "For me to
appoint somebody who will be asking
me, well, that person has a conflict too
because you appointed them."
0 1820
Both quotes are taken from the
Washington Post of October 1.
The Republican leadership of the
House, the gentleman from Illinois
[Mr. MICHEL], the gentleman from
Georgia [Mr. GINGRICH], the gentleman
from Texas [Mr. ARMEY], and the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. HYDE], and
myself wrote a letter to the Attorney
General, Janet Reno, giving her a list
of eight former attorneys general and
prosecutors, special prosecutors, from
which to pick a special prosecutor to
investigate this case. All of these people have impeccable credentials and
are above reproach.
We have not yet heard from her. We
are hoping to hear in the not too near
future that she has decided to select
one of these to be a special prosecutor
to investigate this case.
Finally, today we have written a letter to the President once again, signed
by about 25 Members of the House, asking that Secretary Brown recuse himself from any involvement or any negotiations with the administration involving possible normalization of relations with Vietnam. We do not believe
while he is under investigation by a
grand jury in Miami or while he is
under investigation by Members of the
Congress of the United States he
should be involved in any way in any
possible activities involving the normalization of relations with Vietnam.
We have not yet heard back from the
administration or Ms. Reno on any of
these issues or any of these letters that
have been written.
I understand also today that the
ranking Republican on the Committee
on Government Operations, the gentleman
from
Pennsylvania
[Mr.
CLINGER] sent a letter to the White
House asking for logs, telephone logs,
travel documents, and other things
that would give us a better handle on
this, so that we could as a Congress
find out what happened and possibly
avoid a full-fledged investigation.
Today or yesterday he got a letter,
which was totally inadequate, from the
Secretary of Commerce. They called
down to the Commerce Department to
ask a spokesman for Mr. Brown if Mr.
Brown had in fact recused himself from
any involvement in Vietnam, and the
answer was "no."
So Mr. Brown is still involved as Secretary of Commerce in possible negotiations with them. I think that is
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wholly inappropriate, since that investigation is taking place not only in
Miami with the grand jury down there
but also by the Committee on Government Operations in this House.
If we do not hear from the President,
Mr. Brown, or Ms. Reno in the .relatively near future, we will have no
choice but to have a motion of inquiry,
a resolution of inquiry filed here in the
House to try to force the issue.
I think it is extremely important because there are clouds hanging over the
Clinton administration right now that
these questions be answered very, very
quickly; it is extremely important. We
do not have a complete count of the
POW-MIA's, in fact we do not even
have a cursory accounting of the POWMIA's. Two thousand two hundred of
their families are still concerned about
that, No. 1; No. 2, the Clinton administration took two giant steps toward
normalizing relations with them by
asking the World Bank and the IMF to
go ahead with loan agreements with
the Government of Vietnam. The second step was taken in September to
allow American industry and businesses to go over there and, where
World Bank or IMF loans have been approved, to allow them to bid on that
business.
This created all kinds of questions. I
would just like to say, Mr. Speaker,
that the President ought to answer
these questions as quickly as possible,
give us a complete accounting; Ms.
Reno should appoint a special prosecutor as quickly as possible; and Mr.
Brown should recuse himself from any
involvement in the negotiations on
Vietnam until this issue is resolved.
With that, Mr. Speaker, I will conclude my remarks on this issue.
SITUATION RE: ILLEGAL ALIENS IN CALIFORNIA

IN PARTICULAR
ANDIN THE UNITEDSTATES IN
GENERAL

Mr. Speaker, I would like to talk
about one other issue along with my
colleague, the gentleman from California [Mr. GALLEGLY], who has been
working for some time on the immigration problem, the illegal immigration
problem that we face with Mexico and
other countries.
Right now we have before this body
and the other body what is called
NAFTA. The NAFTA agreement will
have a tremendous impact on the people of this country and the economy of
this country one way or the other, depending on your point of view.
One of the big problems or stumbling
blocks with NAFTA is the problem of
illegal aliens or illegal immigrants. I
would like to tell my colleagues that
the estimated cost to the taxpayers of
this country from illegal aliens coming
into the United States is at least $11.9
billion a year. To give you some breakdown of that, we have a gentleman
named Huddle of Rice University, who
did an analysis of the overall costs. My
colleague from California who com-
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piled this information will want to par- Sis one of the problems that we have
ticipate in a moment or two. He said it with the fraud in welfare and public ascosts, Mr. Huddle said it costs $11.9 bil- sistance, public housing, so on and so
lion to the taxpayers, net, in 1992. In forth; almost no policing at all.
Mr. BURTON of Indiana. Then you
California the estimates of net direct
costs, including job displacement, get into education, and you find Mr.
range from $3 billion to $5 billion. Over Huddle estimates the total nationwide
the next decade, if nothing is done, Mr. cost for kindergarten through 12, colHuddle estimates that the total net lege and special-education programs
cost will be an incredible $186.4 billion for illegal aliens was $5.32 billion last
year, and in California there are as
a year.
Now here are some specific areas: He many as 300,000 illegal aliens in the
estimates that last year for welfare we public schools, costing $2 billion a year
spent $819.9 million in AFDC payments; to that educational system.
With respect to crime, nationwide he
$290 million in housing assistance; $2
billion in uncompensated medical care estimates the cost is $1 billion a year
for
illegals. In our Federal prisons, 25
and other county health/welfare propercent of the total Federal prison popgrams nationwide.
Next year MediCal-that is, Califor- ulation are illegal aliens.
By next year-this is not the Federal
nia's version of Medicaid-expects to
pay $1 billion for illegal aliens' health prisons, as I understand it-but by next
care. Four years ago it was only $187 year in California the State prisons, in
million. So it has gone up over four addition to the 25 percent that are in
the Federal prisons, there is going to
times in just the last 4 years.
California counties spend millions of be 16,392 in your State prisons over and
above the costs we just talked about.
dollars in addition to this every year.
Mr. GALLEGLY. The gentleman is
L.A. County reports 25 percent of the
correct. At issue, the number is closer
patients in its public hospital beds, 25
to
27 percent, which was provided to us
percent of the patients are illegal
aliens. Illegal aliens in California alone by Janet Reno, the Attorney General of
the
United States. At a time when we
receive $278 million per year in AFDC
payments. The gentleman from Califor- are faced with tremendous overcrowding
in
our prisons, at a time we are letnia told me that last year there were
ting people out on the street who are
37,000 or 39,000 illegal alien babies born
absolutely a threat to society, this is
in that county alone. Is that correct? I
an issue that is absolutely beyond beyield to the gentleman.
lief
when we take a look at those numMr. GALLEGLY. In Los Angeles
County last year, according to the bers.
Mr.
BURTON of Indiana. Did the genchief administrative officer for the
tleman not tell me that there were
county of Los Angeles, over two-thirds
741,000 Americans who have lost their
of all the births in L.A. County-operjobs or have been displaced because of
ated hospitals, the mother did not have
the illegal aliens coming in and taking
a legal right to be in the United States.
their jobs?
That number was right around 37,300.
Mr. GALLEGLY. According to ProIn fact, the Los Angeles County-oper- fessor Huddle at Rice University, who
ated hospitals could not handle the did a very comprehensive study which
total demand, and we are subcontract- took a couple of years to put together,
ing out to private hospitals at, of in his survey he has determined in a
course, a much higher cost to the tax- most conservative estimate 741,000
payer.
Americans have been displaced in jobs
Mr. BURTON of Indiana. I think the taken by those who have no legal right
gentleman also told me that the AFDC to be in the country.
payments alone, not including health
I think it is very important to point
care costs or education costs or any- out the fact that we all too often hear
thing else, AFDC payments alone were an argument that illegal immigrants in
running around $25 million alone per this country take only the jobs of
month just for that county.
those that American citizens or legal
Mr. GALLEGLY. Just for Los Ange- residents would not otherwise take.
les County alone.
O 1830
Mr. BURTON of Indiana. These costs
nationwide are unbelievable. Just to
That is absolutely untrue. In fact, in
give you a few more facts that the gen- my own district in Oxnard, CA, retleman supplied to me-and I appre- cently we had an INS raid at a local
ciate this: The Immigration and Natu- manufacturer that made plumbing fixralization Service reports its verifica- tures, a company that was employing
tion system detected 10,837 illegals who people at $10 or $12 an hour. They arapplied for food stamps during 1991 and rested 52 individuals and deported
1992, which I guess will cost the tax- them.
The interesting thing about it, withpayers $14.5 million just for that.
Mr. GALLEGLY. If the gentleman in 2 days when the story hit the paper,
will yield, the interesting part about there were over 250 citizens or legal
that is that just the few that they residents of the city of Oxnard who
caught who had actually applied in were in line waiting to apply for those
that almost 11,000, and we have very jobs that they had read about in the
little or no policing in that area. That paper.
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Mr. BURTON of Indiana. I was reading here that it said some of the people
where they found illegal aliens had the
job were getting $15 an hour, or about
$31,200 a year. I think a lot of Americans would like to have that kind of a
wage.
Mr. GALLEGLY. That was an incident I believe in the State of Nevada
where they found working in casinos or
some related business in the State of
Nevada.
I think it is important to point out,
the issue we are talking about here is
not immigration. The issue we are
talking about here is illegal immigration. I know my good friend, the gentleman from Indiana, is a strong supporter of immigration. We all recognize
that immigration is the thing that has
made this country the great country
that it is. In fact, there are probably
not many folks in this Chamber who
cannot track their immigration roots
back more than three or four generations, some even less than that; but the
issue we are talking about is illegal
immigration.
We every year allow more people to
legally immigrate to this country than
all the rest of the countries in the
world combined, about 800,000 who legally immigrate to this country.
This is not only something that we
have the right to do, we have a responsibility to control our borders.
In southern California, we have over
1,200,000 people illegally entering our
country at the international border at
San Diego, a 12-mile stretch from Otay
Mesa to the Pacific Ocean. That is
about 4,000 who illegally cross that border every night of the week, 365 days
out of the year.
Mr. BURTON of Indiana. The gentleman might tell our colleagues what
it looks like down on the border. It is
kind of a big party, is it not, every
night?
Mr. GALLEGLY. Well, you know, it
is interesting because they have staging areas where they have vendors who
come and sell food and other products
during the day.
Mr. BURTON of Indiana. T-shirts and
other products.
Mr. GALLEGLY. It looks kind of like
a tailgate party, and they prepare for
the sunset for their crossings.
Some of the interesting ways they
will do it, they will send a group across
that will draw the attention of the Border Patrol, and then two other groups
in other positions will strategically
run across.
On a best case basis, the Border Patrol-and I certainly have nothing but
praise for the young men and women
who are serving in our U.S. Border Patrol; they are doing an incredible jobbut with the odds that they have
against them by sheer numbers, solving illegal immigration with the number of.people that we have on the border would be like trying to catch a B-
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I submit to you, and I have yet to
1 bomber with a butterfly net. You just
hear anyone who really challenges this,
are not going to do it.
On a best case basis, they are inter- these people who were arrested, very
dicting maybe 25 percent. They stop few of them were out defending the
them and interdict them. They take honor of Rodney King. In fact, I doubt
them across the border and before they seriously if they even knew who Rodget the papers out, they are back in the ney King was.
United States.
Mr. BURTON of Indiana. I hope our
Mr. BURTON of Indiana. Before we colleagues at least have some flavor for
this
get into this issue of how we think
this and I hope that the gentleman and
ought to be handled and what kind of a I can go into this in more detail at
bearing it has on NAFTA, I would like some point in the future, but what I
to give my colleagues just a few more would like to dwell on for the remainof the gentleman's statistics that he
der of the time we have here is solucompiled.
tions to these problems.
The total criminal justice cost in
The gentleman ahd I have written a
California is almost $500 million a letter to the President, along with
year. That is State funds; is that cor- about 22 other Members, talking to
rect?
him about some things that ought to
Mr. GALLEGLY. That is State pris- be added to the NAFTA agreement to
ons, right.
help solve these problems.
Mr. BURTON of Indiana. And many
One of those things was to send illeillegals who serve time and are de- gal aliens who are in our Federal peniported, returned quickly, as the gen- tentiaries and State penitentiaries
tleman just alluded to.
back for executive of sentence.
There was a study that said 40 perThe gentleman has some information
cent of those who were rearrested in
the United States within 12 months-in on that.
Mr. GALLEGLY. There are a couple
other words, they are arrested and dethings that we were doing. One of the
ported and they are back here in 12
issues-it is not limited to Mexico and
months and rearrested.
Mr. GALLEGLY. Mr. Speaker, if the the NAFTA agreement, for instance.
We
are dealing with our friends to the
gentleman will yield further, actually
that was from the Los Angeles County north as well as our friends to the
south,
but it would be that anyone conSheriffs Department. The L.A. County
sheriff runs the county jail in Los An- victed of a crime in our country-that
would be a part of this agreement-this
geles.
In 1992, of all those who had been is obviously something we cannot do
convicted of a crime-I am talking unilaterally from a legislative standabout a crime against personal prop- point, legislating the laws of other
countries, but from a collective-barerty, not an immigration violationbut who have been convicted of a gaining standpoint during the course of
crime, served their time, that were in the NAFTA negotiations, it is somethe country illegally and after they thing that we could do and probably
had served their time, they were de- one of the few opportunities that we
ported, of all those who were deported would have to have an agreement with
44 percent of them were back in jail Mexico and with Canada that anyone
after a conviction of another crime in incarcerated in our country for a crime
less than 12 months. That shows you against another person or property, the
that deportation in and of itself is not other Government would agree to incarcerate them in their jails in their
working at all.
Mr. BURTON of Indiana. Something country and, of course, that is someelse that is very interesting along that thing we are working very aggressively
line is that I understand there were on, and I still have not received a re1,000 illegals who were arrested during sponse back on that or the other elethe L.A. riots. I mean, my gosh, that ments from the President.
Mr. BURTON of Indiana. When you
was a tremendous part of the problem.
I mean, billions of dollars were de- think that it is going to cost anywhere
stroyed in that city that taxpayers from $25,000 to $30,000 a year for each
around the country are going to be inmate, and you have over 16,000 in
paying for, and 1,000 of those rioters your California State institutions, not
to mention the 25 percent in our Fedwere illegal aliens.
Mr. GALLEGLY. You know, this is eral penitentiaries.
an issue that really hits close to home
Mr. GALLEGLY. And that does not
for me as a kid who grew up in south include those incarcerated in county
central Los Angeles, who lived in the jails.
Mr. BURTON of Indiana. Which is anmiddle of the curfew zone in the 1965
Watts riots and what a tragic event other few thousand probably, you are
that was. My job was inside the curfew talking about hundreds of millions of
dollars nationwide, or I think it was
zone. My home was there.
What happened in 1965 and what hap- billions that we are paying for that.
pened last year was not the same situaIt seems to me-and I know the gention. During these riots, over 1,100 of tleman concurs with this-that there
those arrested for looting, rioting, are a number of steps that need to be
burning, and so on and so forth, were taken. We need to do something in this
illegal aliens.
body to try to help beef up our Border
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Patrol people and the people in DEA see that that is a forged ID card that of square meals a day, and buy a pair of
who are dealing with these problems on they are able to get, that illegal aliens shoes when the kids need them, but
a regular basis down there on the bor- are getting to show that they are-those that are dependent upon public
Mr. GALLEGLY. For about $35 to $40, health care, those that are dependent
der.
I also have felt, I do not know how on almost any street corner in many of Son public housing, those that are dethe gentleman feels about this, that the cities, certainly Los Angeles and pendent on that entry-level job, the
with the closure of our military bases many other cities in southern Califor- minorities in the ghettos that are tryit might be a good idea to try to figure nia, San Diego, they can purchase a ing to get that first job, that labored
out some way as an adjunct to our Bor- card with their picture that is so per- job, that unskilled job, so they can
der Patrol guards to use our military fect from detection that 90 percent of pick themselves up by the bootstraps
to assist them in patroling those bor- immigration experts cannot detect it.
and work their way out of the ghetto,
ders, because we are having such a tre- This complies the employer sanctions, try to strive for the American dream
IRCA, the 1986 Immigration Reform and the middle class, they are the ones
mendous amount.
The gentleman said that in that 12- Act, and I have a bill that would elimi- that are being shoved to the back of
mile stretch, you are getting what, nate this, along with the 28 other types the line. They are the ones that are
competing for the jobs against those
of cards more commonly referred to as
over a million a year?
Mr. GALLEGLY. Over 4,000 per day.
green cards, with 1 card that would be that do not have a legal right to.
So, if we are going to be intellectuMr. BURTON of Indiana. If you look virtually counterfeit-proof. If we can
at the whole border, the 1,980-mile bor- protect a K-Mart from a $3.20 charge ally honest, the people that are being
hurt
the most by illegal immigration
der between us and Mexico, the Em- with a Master Card, or Visa or whatbassy down there told me and the gen- ever, we certainly ought to be able to are those that afford to be hurt the
tleman from Tennessee [Mr. DUNCAN] do the same as it relates to millions of least.
Mr. BURTON of Indiana. Americans.
that there are 2.3 million coming jobs in this country, along with the
Mr. GALLEGLY. Right.
across the border and about 1.3 million other benefits. But until we stop the
Mr. BURTON of Indiana. Let me ask
stay here. So this is something we have access to jobs and other public services
one more question of the gentleman:
to address. We need the assistance not there is no way we are going to be able
As I understand it, in California you
only of our Government in giving more to stop this increasingly large number have some hospitals where Americans
support to our border guards down of people from illegally entering this have to wait to be taken care of bethere-that is, the military-but also country.
cause of the overcrowdedness created
Mr. BURTON of Indiana. One thing
the military side.
by these illegal aliens that are there.
Mr. GALLEGLY. I think beefing up that will bring this to a conclusion
Mr. GALLEGLY. Well, Los Angeles,
our Border Patrol is absolutely essen- here pretty quickly, but one thing that L.A. County hospitals, are certainly a
was very interesting to me, was when classic example of that, and I would
tial.
In fact, I have a bill that would pro- the gentleman gave me the pamphlet
welcome any and all of our colleagues
vide for increasing the Border Patrol from the MediCal system in California that have any interest to take a visit
by an additional 2,500 members, giving which says that, "If you're an illegal there with me, look at it firsthand and
first priority to the young men and alien, and you come in to get a child, see who is hurting, see who is hurting.
women who are being mustered out of have a child or have hospital care, you
Mr. BURTON of Indiana. Well, I want
the military. You know, we are having will not be reported to immigration of- to thank the gentleman from Califortremendous cutbacks in our military ficials," and it says that about three nia [Mr. GALLEGLY] very much for all
today and we have a lot of young men times in there, and they not only print his work. I am a cosponsor of his bills,
and women who have served their that in English, they print it in Span- and I will continue to work with the
country well, and for those who would ish and are passing them out down gentleman to try to solve these probmeet the profile of a Border Patrol along the border, I understand, which lems.
agent, No. 1 to reward them for having is almost like an invitation saying,
I say to the gentleman, You are to be
served their country with a job and a "Come on across the border, and you congratulated. If everybody in this
job that is much needed in this country can have your baby here in the United body would take the time to research
and, of course, much of that training States which will immediately become this like ELTON GALLEGLY of Califorhas already been borne by the tax- a citizen, and there will be no repercus- nia, we would get this problem solved.
payers, but I think that we really have sions."
Mr. GALLEGLY. I say to the genMr. GALLEGLY. And of course the tleman, DANNY, I appreciate your doing
to look at this issue beyond the Border
place,
then
the
child
minute
that
takes
Patrol, because you could have the
this special order tonight. I think you
greatest increase in the Border Patrol is, or I should say the parent, the legal know we have worked together for
humanly possible, and as far as I am guardian, is eligible for AFDC, health many years. This is my fourth term,
concerned that in itself is not going to care, housing, and all the other bene- and in the four terms I have served
fits, and that amounts to well over a here, this is the first special order I
stop the flow of illegal immigration.
thousand dollars a month. And that inhave done. I don't come here on a reguO 1840
centive, we could be using that money, lar basis. In fact, this is the first speI think it is also important to point I think, a lot more wisely in trying to cial order I've done. I feel very firmly,
out that I do not blame those that are help discourage by finding areas to imstrongly, that this is a very important
coming into this country. They are not prove the economy, the countries that issue affecting all Americans, not just
the ones to blame that are, for the are particularly Mexico, but, as the those that live in the border States bemost part, economically depressed, try- gentleman knows, I know we are kind cause all American taxpayers are paying to either survive or provide a bet- of short on time here, but there is one ing the bill even though you may not
ter lifestyle for their families. But I point I really want to make before we have the presence in your neighborblame the United States of America, wrap up:
hood.
this body, the Congress, for providing
If-we are going to really be intellecMr. BURTON of Indiana. I hope our
the
incentives,
the
carrots,
the tually honest on this issue, I think we colleagues will take what the genmagnets, if my colleagues will, to en- have got to take a look at really who tleman has said to heart, and I really
courage them to come here illegally by is being hurt by illegal immigration. appreciate his hard work.
the welfare that we are providing, pub- Through the grace of God the genlic housing, and more important than tleman and I, and most of the Members
TRIBUTE TO LEON SHULL
that are the jobs.
of this Congress and others that are
Mr. BURTON of Indiana. I wish that probably listening that have a job, can
The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr.
our colleagues were all down here to provide for their families, and a couple GUTIERREZ). Under a previous order of
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the House, the gentlewoman from Hawaii (Mrs. MINK) is recognized for 60
minutes.
Mrs. MINK. Mr. Speaker, I take this
time this evening in a special order in
order to pay special tribute to a very
dear friend and colleague with whom I
have worked for a number of years, and
this individual is a person of quite rare
abilities, and his talents and experiences are very extensive, and we here
tonight would like to pay special tribute to him, not only because he is celebrating his 80th birthday soon, but because it often does not get recognized
when an individual has contributed so
much.
Mr. Speaker, I came to the Congress
in 1965 during my first tenure here, and
this remarkable individual was director of the Americans for Democratic
Action at that time. So, I have known
him for a long time, and he has made a
tremendous contribution toward the
debate that engages this House, and I
think it is quite appropriate, therefore,
since he spent most of his time here in
Washington engaging the Congress, and
raising our level of perception and
serving as the conscience of America,
that we take time tonight to recognize.
his service and to wish him a very
hearty happy birthday on his 80th year.
I would like to at this time yield to
my colleague, the gentleman from
California [Mr. EDWARDS], who has
some words to say about Leon particularly because he served as national
president of ADA when Leon was here.
Mr. EDWARDS of California. Mr.
Speaker, I thank the gentlewoman
from Hawaii [Mrs. MINK] for arranging
for this special order tonight. It is really a wonderful event because Leon
Shull and his wife are great people and
were great people when I was so intimate with them many years ago. I was
the national president of ADA from
1965 to 1967, and I was lucky because
Leon had come aboard as director in
1965, although he had become the director in 1964, and these were very exciting days because they were the first
part of the Great Society of Lyndon
Johnson, and we made great progress
in those exciting years.
For example, Mr. Speaker, the poverty rate in the United States in 3
years went from 19 percent of the population to 12 percent. We enacted programs like Medicare, Medicaid, aid to
elementary and lower education, food
stamps and, of course, the Voting
Rights Act of 1965 where Leon and I
had the partnership of that great, great
civil rights lawyer and dear friend who
is not with us anymore, Joe Rauh. It
was a terribly exciting and creative period of time, and unfortunately it sort
of ran out of gas when the Vietnam war
sort of took the country by storm. It
was an interesting era in other ways
because Joe Rauh and Leon Shull were
not the least bit shy about getting into
some real exciting and controversial issues.
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Mr. Speaker, in those days we were Leon Shull was our executive director
being bullied nationwide by the House and one of our leaders. Joe Rauh and
Un-American Activities Committee. It Leon were really a pair, and I feel very
would go up and down the country lucky to have known them both. I feel
holding kangaroo courts that ruined lucky to have known to this day as a
the lives of a lot of people in Hollywood dear friend Leon Shull. So I just think
and elsewhere, and so Leon kind of it is very suitable that we are here topushed ADA, and me and others into night to honor him on his 80th birthtrying to get rid of HUAC, the House day. I cannot believe he is 80. He will
Un-American Activities Committee, always seem 35 to me.
Mr. Speaker, I now yield back to the
and I remember that the first big effort
we made was in 1965, and we got 24 gentlewoman from Hawaii [Mrs. MINK],
and thank her very much for allowing
votes.
me this time.
O 1850
Mrs. MINK. Mr. Speaker, I thank the
The year before that I think we had gentleman for reminding us about
six votes. It did not bother them a bit, those turbulent years. I recall coming
those of us who voted against their to the House in 1965 and you put us to
HUAC's appropriation, who had to go the task very early, I believe it was my
home and face another election. But we first day coming to the floor here, havfound out that we could survive, and ing to vote on a resolution on the
survived to this day.
House Un-American Activities ComTo the former chairman, Father Bob mittee. So I fully recall those days.
Drinan, a great Jesuit priest and na- Certainly without the advice and directional chairman of ADA, he and I were tion and wisdom and philosophy and
the ones in 1973 who put the nail in the expression of principle that we got
coffin of HUAC by making a motion to
from Leon Shull, many of us would
send its jurisdiction to the Committee have floundered in those very, very difon the Judiciary, where it has rested ficult days. So I credit my survival in
ever since, I am sure very uneasily, in
this institution, and really my return,
my subcommittee.
to the lessons I learned from this great
As I said, the Vietnam war as it esca- individual. So I am very proud to call
lated cast a shadow on the Great Soci- on a very dear friend and someone who
ety programs that meant so much to should be remembered by all the genour country. We had a new era of red erations that he has affected.
baiting and fear of communism. J.
It is my pleasure now to yield to the
Edgar Hoover went on the air and said distinguished deputy majority whip,
that any protester, college protester, the Honorable JOHN LEWIS, who has
should not be allowed to stay in college served this body with great distinction.
and was a dupe of the Communists.
One of the ways in which he has helped
We had the old ploy of people want- us, not merely here on the floor and in
ing to make it a felony to burn their the complicated business of legislating,
draft card, so it became quite a thing, is by serving as president of the Ameriof course, for American young people cans for Democratic Action. So I am
to burn their draft cards.
really honored to have the gentleman
They wanted to pass a bill to kick here joining us tonight.
protesters out of college. Of course,
Mr. LEWIS of Georgia. Mr. Speaker,
that failed. Then there was a strong I rise today to pay tribute to a great
movement to make it a felony to burn American, Leon Shull. I want to take a
the American flag, which, of course, moment to honor this man-a man to
failed because it was a violation of the whom I and countless numbers of othfirst amendment of the U.S. Constitu- ers are greatly indebted. For more than
tion.
50 years, Leon Shull has been in the
But the war kept getting bigger and forefront of the struggle for civil and
bigger. In 1965 it went from 20,000 to human rights in America. Leon Shull
40,000. Then the chairman of the Com- personifies the very best in the Amermittee on Armed Services at that time, ican tradition. He has dedicated his life
a gentleman from a very deep Southern to fighting for social justice and equal
State, called for bombing China. That rights.
created quite a sensation, because he
Shull's efforts as an activist has
said China and Vietnam were both helped to empower hundreds of thouCommunist:
therefore,
they
were sands of people. The accomplishments
friends; therefore, they should be of Leon Shull are many. His leadership
bombed. That was the kind of mania is unequaled. His devotion to human
we had in those days. ADA was fighting and civil rights is complete.
very hard against that sort of thing.
I have known of this man for more
Finally, in 1967 the troops in Viet- than 30 years. He is a good and decent
nam got up to 625,000 and Gene McCar- man. He is a leader in the truest sense
thy came along and rode his horse into of the word. He is a crusader for social
the arena to run for President. ADA justice.
For 20 years, he was the national dibacked him 100 percent. Leon Shull
steered us in the right direction, and rector of Americans for Democratic
ADA endorsed Gene McCarthy, and we Action. As national director of ADA,
Shull presided over the organization's
had a great time.
These were turbulent times. ADA was greatest periods of growth and influright in the midst of all of them, and ence. Under Shull's leadership, ADA
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spearheaded numerous initiatives, including full employment legislation,
opposition to the Vietnam war, campaign finance reform, and numerous
other issues.
In the 1940's and 1950's, Shull led efforts in Philadelphia and southeastern
Pennsylvania to ensure fair treatment
of minority and women workers. He
fought and helped defeat political corruption in the State of Pennsylvania
during those years.
Leon Shull was able to organize the
unorganized. He gave many hope in a
time of hopelessness. His work and his
cause enhanced the dignity of humanity everywhere.
Leon Shull is persistent and consistent. He has had a vision of a new America, a better America. He had had a
dream of what America could become.
He has kept his eyes on the prize.
Men and women such as Leon Shull,
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., A. Phillip
Randolph, Hubert Humphrey, Thurgood
Marshall, Fannie Lou Hamer, Robert
Kennedy, and Walter Reuther have inspired me and thousands of others with
their leadership and dedication. These
men and women brought us through
one of the most difficult times in modern American history, the civil rights
movement of the 1950's and 1960's.
I came of age during the civil rights
movement. It was a period in which I
found my own courage to try and make
a difference in this society. I was inspired by individuals such as Shull. I
drew strength from his examples of
leadership, commitment, and dedication.
Tonight, Mr. Speaker, we salute and
pay tribute to a great American-Leon
Shull.
Mrs. MINK. I thank you very much,
our leader, for those inspiring words. I
know that Leon deserves every bit of
your comments, and I know that he
will appreciate it very, very much. I
am grateful that you were here tonight
to share those words.
O 1900
I think the fact that you are the head
of the organization and are leading the
troops at this critical time is also a
tribute to the kind of path and channels that Leon Shull created for us. To
make it possible for such leading Members in the Congress of the United
States to serve in the capacity as president of ADA is largely a tribute to
Leon Shull. There are many others who
served as national president in addition
to our colleague here, the gentleman
from Georgia [Mr. LEWIS]. The gentleman from California, DON EDWARDS,
as I said earlier; Don Fraser, who was
before my time, currently, I believe,
still mayor of the Twin Cities in Minneapolis. We have our deceased member, our late colleague Ted Weiss, who
also served as president of ADA, and
many, many others.
I was just speaking to my colleague
here from Massachusetts, and he re-
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minded me of the service of Father cial justice and fairness and compasDrinan in this body, who preceded himi sion reigned true, because he was reShere, and Father Drinan also served ai Svolted by racial discrimination and sex
president of ADA.
discrimination, discrimination based
Mr. Speaker, at this time I yield tc
on sexual orientation, discrimination
my colleague, the gentleman fromr against people on any irrelevant
Massachusetts, BARNEY FRANK. To grounds, because he did not think chilhave him participate in this special Sdren ought to be born poor and stay
order is a point of high privilege.
poor and not be given opportunities,
Mr. FRANK of Massachusetts. Mr. because he cared about peace in the
Speaker, I thank the gentlewoman world, for all of those reasons he esfrom Hawaii for organizing this and chewed careers that could have been
giving us the chance to do this. I want for him much more profitable and, into use a phrase that we often use in a stead, has been a dedicated and skillful
negative context in what seems to me and determined activist.
an appropriate, positive context. For
And he has done it with skill and
many of us this is payback time. It is with success. And precisely because of
payback time to a man, Leon Shull, his willingness to become as skillful a
who has been as selfless and as dedi- political strategist as I have had the
cated and as committed to a logical pleasure of working with, he, therefore,
and consistent conception of the public can claim more achievements on behalf
good as anyone I know.
of poor people, people discriminated
The great role that Leon Shull has against, peace in the world, than many,
played during the time that I have many, many others.
been here and before, throughout a
Personally for me, he was, when I
very active and productive life, but he first came to Congress, one of the peocontinues to be, at the age of 80, a dedi- ple who helped me understand what the
cated activist, the important contribu- reality was and how best to take the istion he makes is to show people how to sues that I cared about, because I
be a very levelheaded fanatic.
shared the values that he has so well
We, too often in our society, oppose exemplified, and how to translate them
two different versions of political ac- through an effective assault on the retivity, one a kind of cool, almost ma- ality that we felt needed changing.
nipulative approach, misnamed pragIf is not surprising that so many of
matic, in which you are known for us who have served here in the House
your skills at accomplishing things, have joined Leon Shull in ADA, beyour ability to read a situation and cause we found in him a perfect ally in
propose strategies and tactics that will our fights.
carry out a goal. On the other hand, we
I said before that at the age of 80, he
talk about people who burn with a zeal continues to be an activist. Last week
to change things, to accomplish things. I had a meeting. It was a meeting in
And they are the ones we call idealis- which we were trying to embody the
tic. And strangely, we often juxtapose principle of majority rule. The prinidealism and pragmatism as if they ciple of majority rule, we believe, is
were somehow logically contradictory. present everywhere in American GovIn fact, they are, sadly, often in fact ernment. But in fact, it is not. There is
contradictory. People who care very one place in American Government
deeply, very passionately about a set of where majority rule is not followed.
issues often do not take the time and But I cannot mention it, because of the
the trouble and show the discipline to rules of the House.
think about how best to get those isHowever, we had a meeting to talk
about implementing majority rule in
sues accomplished.
Leon Shull, in his career, dem- that unmentionable place. And Leon
onstrates that this is a false juxtaposi- Shull was one of the first we asked to
tion, and he makes it clear, in fact, come and join us, as we strategized
that those, who are the most prag- about how to call to the attention of
matic, those who have the levelest the public the absence of democracy
head, those who are willing to do the somewhere in this city where people
hard work of studying political situa- think it ought to be there.
tions, understanding the forces at work
Leon Shull understands how that aband devising strategies to try and sence of democracy somewhere in this
the
suare,
in
fact,
city
retards our ability to carry out
forces
change those
preme idealists. They are the ones who the basic progressive principles. And as
Leon Shull has helped others destroy
carry the ideals into action.
Leon Shull's career simply belies the stereotypes from which they have sufargument that being knowledgeable fered, stereotypes about people based
about and skillful at political realities on their race or their sex or their physsomehow makes you less than pure in ical conditions, now at the age of 80 he
your idealism. He has been both. He is helping to destroy another very dishas had a career. Given Leon Shull's abling sterotype, one that says that as
talents, his ability, he could have made you reach a certain age you are no
a lot more money than he ever made, longer able to be useful.
He continues to be a vibrant contribby orders of magnitude, probably, more
than he has made. But because he had utor to the coalition of people who are
a commitment to a world in which so- determined to bring social justice to
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America and who understand that
bringing social justice to America in
no way contradicts our goal of increasing the prosperity of the country as a
whole but, in fact, complements it.
I am delighted to be able to pay tribute to Leon Shull, and I am grateful to
our colleague from Hawaii for giving us
a chance to do so.
Mrs. MINK. Mr. Speaker, I thank our
colleague for pointing out the fact that
while we pay tribute to Leon tonight,
on the occasion of his 80th birthday,
this individual is still very vigorous
and very much involved in many of the
issues that we confront every day on
the Hill. And as we discuss important
subjects like filibuster and how to organize the Congress and how to
prioritize our issues and what strategies to engage in, we always find that
Leon Shull has been called upon to give
us advice.
I am very pleased now to yield to my
colleague, the gentleman from Hawaii
[Mr. ABERCROMBIE], who is here. He and
I came together in my second round to
Congress. I appreciate very much his
taking time to join us in this special
order.
Mr. Speaker, I yield to the gentleman
from Hawaii [Mr. ABERCROMBIE].
Mr. ABERCROMBIE. Mr. Speaker,
next month will see the 80th birthday
of one of the most distinguished Americans of our time. Leon Shull, who
served for two decades as national director of the Americans for Democratic
Action, has earned a place among the
great men and women who have shaped
this Nation.
Leon Shull sought-and still seeksnothing less than honoring the promise
of the American dream. A steadfast liberal when liberalism was in fashion and
out of fashion, he has never wavered in
his principles. One of the undying
themes of American history is the
struggle to extend the rights of full
citizenship envisioned by the authors
of Declaration of Independence and the
Constitution.
Leon Shull has been at the forefront
of that fight for close to half a century.
He was an early-some would say "premature"--advocate for racial equality
and human rights. He understood that
change requires engagement in public
life. That understanding led Leon Shull
to become deeply involved in the campaigns of candidates for every level of
public office: municipal, State and Federal. In 1952 he was director of volunteers for Adlai Stevenson. In 1960 he
was director of John F. Kennedy's campaign in southeastern Pennsylvania.
But, more than his work for any particular candidate, we honor Leon Shull
for his work as national director of
Americans for Democratic Action from
1964 to 1984. These decades encompassed some of the momentous years of
American history. They saw the emergence of the civil rights movement and
the first concerted Federal programs
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designed to fight poverty. They also
saw the tragedy of Vietnam. Through
all of these developments, Leon Shull
continued to articulate the commitment of millions of Americans who
have remained steadfast in their commitment to equality and justice.
Today, Leon Shull is retired. But one
uses that word advisedly when speaking of this remarkable man. He continues to speak out, to organize, to advise,
to help guide the course of American
liberalism. Happy birthday, Leon, and
may we have the benefit of your counsel and encouragement for many years
to come.
0 1910
Mrs. MINK. Mr. Speaker, I thank my
colleague, the gentleman from Hawaii,
very much. I appreciate those words
very, very much.
To wind up our tribute tonight to
Leon, I would like to call on a colleague who has more than his own individual experiences to relate to us, but
he advised me that his father was very
much involved in ADA and has very,
very intimate stories to tell about
Leon Shull. It is my privilege now to
yield to our distinguished colleague,
the gentleman from California, BOB
FILNER.

Mr. FILNER. Mr. Speaker, I thank
the gentlewoman from Hawaii. We are
so appreciative of her efforts to allow
us to pay tribute to Leon Shull on his
80th birthday.
Most of us have been influenced by
Leon, Mr. Speaker, because of his 20
years as national director of ADA, the
Americans for Democratic Action,
which he presided over for those years,
which saw unprecedented growth and
unmatched influence for the Nation's
oldest and largest political action and
lobbying organization devoted to progressive ideals. He was a pivotal figure,
as the Members have heard from our
previous speakers, in all the major issues of the last 30 years.
Just reading off those events and
causes that he so influenced can tire
one out: nuclear arms control, the
fights against Carswell and Hainsworth
in the Supreme Court, the creation of
ADA PAC's to support the campaigns
of Progressives running for Congress,
campaign finance reform, the reform of
political parties, civil rights, human
rights, at home and abroad, the Impeach Nixon campaign, post-Watergate
reform efforts, youth empowerment,
realigning the Federal budget priorities, tax reform, full employment, opposition to the war in Vietnam, passage of the Humphrey-Hawkins Full
Employment Act, on and on. These are
the issues on which Leon gave guidance, support, and victory, many
times.
As the gentlewoman from Hawaii
[Mrs. MINK] mentioned, my father was
involved over a long period of time
with the ADA National Board. I knew
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long before I met Leon that he was and
is the font of all knowledge when it
comes to progressive issues, past,
present, and future.
I first met him when I cam to Washington nearly 20 years ago, when I was
a legislative assistant to Senator Hubert Humphrey and Congressman Don
Fraser, both long-time members and
leaders of ADA. Leon educated me, as
he had so many others, in the art of a
practical politics, but as the gentleman
from Massachusetts [Mr. FRANK] said,
a practical politics defined by a true
commitment to progressive ideals.
He schooled me and others in this vision in meetings and conferences, and
in enormously stimulating dinner parties hosted by he and his partner in
life, Anne Shull. I went back to San
Diego, and as elected members of the
San Diego Board of Education and the
city council, I could always call on
Leon to help put a national perspective
on the issues we were dealing with locally, whether they were education reform, defense spending, economic conversion, you name it.
When I returned to Congress as a
freshman Member, he was still there,
as he is for all those who might call, to
help prepare us for the battles in this
arena, to show us a road map of Capitol
Hill and the pitfalls and opportunities
that a Member of Congress may face.
Like everyone, I sometimes disagree
with Leon, but I know I can always get
an honest and incisive assessment of
the issue involved. Leon and Anne, we
love you, we thank you for your years
of activism, your years of mentorship,
your years of commitment to a world
of peace and economic and social justice.
I thank the gentlewoman from Hawaii [Mrs. MINK] for allowing all of us
to share our debt and our country's
debt to Leon Shull.
Mrs. MINK. Mr. Speaker, I thank the
gentleman for his contribution. There
were many other Members who would
have wished to be able to join us tonight. One of them is our colleague, the
gentleman from New York [Mr. RANGEL], who was here earlier but had to
leave. He also served as president of
the Americans for Democratic Action.
Mr. Speaker, to sum up our feelings
about Leon, I think it would be accurate to say that this individual was a
remarkable person who was able to
combine not only a wit and sense of
humor but an enormous, incredible
ability of trying to synthesize some
very complicated issues and being able
to, in a few words, command the attention of the people to whom the words
were being directed; namely, Members
of Congress, people who were in the
policy arena.
O 1920
And he had this marvelous talent of
being able to provoke your intellect
and your conscience to do the right
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thing. 'And I think that his contribu- they are not central issues today, but ing his wife, Anne. His two daughters,
tions have to be acclaimed, and his the character of the debate has Jane and Susan, and son-in-law, Ed,
skill and his ability as a person who changed somewhat, largely due to the and his granddaughter, Ruth, I know
could come to the Hill, describe the pioneer work of Leon Shull and those will be coming together shortly in the
content of legislation and the enor- who followed in his footsteps who Capital City to join with Anne and
mous need for this legislation in order placed the proper agenda and emphasis Leon in celebrating his 80th birthday.
to help the people of this country.
of this country, and for all of the peo- And so along with my colleagues who
No matter what the issue, whether it ple who believe in what can be done were here tonight, and those who were
was the environment, or consumers, or
about these issues. And Leon was a not, I want to extend to Leon the
people who were ill, or in need of hous- master at doing that.
happiest of 80th, and many many more
ing, or food, or the hungry, or whether
So I am very proud to have had the to come. And we will continue to look
it was a civil rights issue, or war and opportunity to serve not only in the to you, Leon, for your leadership, and
peace, or whatever the matter at hand, Congress with him, giving us direction for your challenge for a better Amera defense appropriation for moneys he and leadership, but also after I left the ica.
felt were being wasted on unneeded Congress to serve as national president
Mr. MINETA. Mr. Speaker, I would like to
projects where the funds could be used of ADA for three terms while he was thank our good friend, the gentlewoman from
in other areas, he was a champion of the national director.
Hawaii [Mrs. MINK),for requesting this time to
the social and economic needs of this
Since he retired in 1984 he has gone pay tribute to Leon Shull, on this the occasion
country. And he spent his lifetime ar- on to assume numerous other respon- of his 80th birthday.
guing and debating and formulating sibilities. He has not been in retireKnown to many as Mr. Liberal, Leon Shull
these issues so that we, in arenas like ment. He simply left the presidency of has been a driving force in American politics
this in the Congress, could better focus ADA. He went on to serve as executive for over 50 years. Without his commitment to
our energies and accomplish these director of Citizens for a Just Mini- the principles of fairness and equality, some of
things in the name of what is good for mum Wage. Minimum wage is very the most important civil rights and employment
much an issue that this Congress has laws in this Nation would never have been enour country.
Not very often do ycu find a national to deal with if we are really going to acted.
organization that almost is parallel to move our country forward and provide
The amazing thing about Leon's many
our political parties like the Demo- people with quality employment. I achievements is that they came about as a recratic Party or the Republican Party. mean how can we talk about people sult of grassroots political action thai seemed
The ADA had its own platform. It had working a full 40-hour week and still to have little or no chance of winning from the
people coming to the Hill to lobby on being in poverty based on our national outset.
legislation. It had its own convention standard? So there he is working
From his work in reforming Pennsylvania
in which it endorsed nominees that ran mightily as a member of that commit- politics in the 1940's, to his opposition to the
for office both at the national level and tee.
Vietnam war, to his passionate commitment to
sometimes at the local level for govHe also went on to serve as executive progressive political action, Leon's activism
ernor. It set about mobilizing a grass- director of Citizens for Workplace fair- springs, not from any quest for power or influroots organization because that is ness. This has to do with the striker re- ence, but from his unshakable dedication to
where the strength of ADA lay, and as placement bill. So he is very much in equality and justice.
national director for 20 years, Leon the forefront as an activist and a stratIt is this very integrity that has kept Leon as
Shull presided over all of these very, egist in order to get that legislation active in the political process at age 80, as
very extensive and important activi- through the Congress.
when he first started in politics. While most of
ties. He was out there mobilizing the
He served as legislative director of us would have long since stopped to smell the
grassroots at the country level and the the Full Employment Action Council, roses, Leon continues on as a full-time volunState level, moving across the country, because again, as in the early part of teer at ADA where he serves as the legislative
talking about issues of importance and his career, he is back to concentrate on and grass-roots coordinator for ADA's efforts
the importance of full employment in to enact a single-payer health plan, bring
why people ought to care.
That is not to say that there were America. Whether we talk about about full employment, and realign our nanot other important organizations, NAFTA or any of the other issues that tional budget priorities.
ones committed to the environment, provoke this Congress, and which reOn top of all this, Leon continues to reach
some to social issues, civil rights, the quire our action, fundamentally it all out to younger ADA staff and volunteers,
housing alliance or women's groups, comes down to jobs. Whether we are de- teaching them about the power of grassroots
the labor unions, each one targeting a bating an item in a defense budget or political action and instilling in them a drive to
narrow portion of our national agenda social program, we are talking about continue the tradition of activism he started at
and working vigorously in that area. what impacts it will have on the em- ADA.
But for Leon Shull, he took the whole ployment opportunities in this counLeon's principled dedication and commitpanorama of issues that faced our try.
ment are respected across the political specHe has returned to the ADA, and that trum, even among those who disagree with his
country, and like the political parties,
like the Democrats and the Repub- is probably the most remarkable thing. positions on the issues. His activism replicans, fashioned a platform and a form He is our No. 1 volunteer. He is serving resents the embodiment of the basic ideals of
of action to try to accomplish these in our legislative department. He is American Government: that a free people are
things in a global and total sense. And giving guidance again to people who capable of governing themselves and that, dehe was a master. He devoted his total come and flock around him for inspira- spite the cynicism of our times, one person
energies and expertise in organizing tion. He has been a model individual in can make a difference.
and in confronting people who were my life, and he has certainly affected
I'm proud to join my colleagues in wishing
going to make decisions to make the the lives of many people here in Wash- him a well-deserved Happy Birthday.
ington.
right decisions.
He served at a critical time. I hapWe pay tribute to Leon for his reNORTH AMERICAN FREE-TRADE
pened to be here in the Congress during markable career. But alongside him,
AGREEMENT
the Vietnam war and during the mat- inseparably and almost joined together
ters in which we debated the poverty in this crusade to make America better
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under a
program, and the housing agenda, and has been his wife, Anne, who has previous order of the House, the genthe concepts of nondiscrimination in worked side by side along with Leon on
tleman from California [Mr. DREIER] is
jobs, and the need for full employment, all of his adventures and all of his recognized for 60 minutes.
and all of these things that were de- projects. And so we cannot really pay
Mr. DREIER. Mr. Speaker, I have
bated at that time. It is not to say that tribute to Leon without also recogniz- taken out this time this evening to
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talk about the North American FreeTrade Agreement. We know that it is a
package that is being strongly supported by President Clinton. It is being
supported by all of the living former
Presidents. This morning a letter was
circulated from all 10 living former
Secretaries of Commerce supporting
the North American Free-Trade Agreement for a very simple and basic reasons. They have all come to the conclusion that the North American FreeTrade Agreement is in the best interest
of the United States of America.
One of the things that has happened
over the past several weeks and
months is that the people have been led
to believe that implementing the North
American Free-Trade Agreement is
somehow a sellout of U.S. interests.
Mr. Speaker, actually nothing could be
further from the truth. In fact, the opposite is the case when one looks at
NAFTA.
I happen to believe that as we look at
the challenge of the future, NAFTA is
in our best interest. In fact, as we listen to people who regularly stand here
on the floor of the Congress, we listen
to people out there in the country debating on television and radio programs the North American Free-Trade
Agreement, we regularly hear horror
stories about Mexico, about the flow of
United States jobs from the United
States to Mexico.
O 1930
We hear about problems that exist on
the border, we hear about the problem
of illegal immigration which certainly
affects my State of California. Our taxpayers in my State have to shoulder a
$3 billion annual cost for illegal immigration. We hear about the wage situation that exists in Mexico, we hear
about human rights violations in Mexico, we hear about a lack of political
pluralism in Mexico. We hear all these
things and one would conclude that
every one of these problems is taking
place. Why? Because of NAFTA? Well,
Mr. Speaker, NAFTA does not exist.
NAFTA is an agreement which will be
struck among the three countries, Canada, the United States, and Mexico,
and is proposed to go into effect January 1, 1994, and be phased in over a 15year period. So as we listen to the horror stories of United States jobs going
to Mexico, as we listen to the horror
stories of environmental problems on
the border, as we listen to the horror
stories of human rights violations
which have taken place in Mexico, as
we listen to all these problems, illegal
immigration and all, we have to realize
that all these things have happened not
because of NAFTA, because there is no
NAFTA. I happen to believe that while
every single one of these problems does
exist, the best way for us to counter
these is by implementing NAFTA.
So basically the conclusion that I
have drawn is that the North American

Free-Trade .Agreement is about the future and not the past.
What we need to do is realize that we
have some very serious economic problems right here in the United States. I
am privileged to be able to represent
part of Los Angeles County here. The
unemployment rate in Los Angeles
County is between 9 and 10 percent; the
unemployment rate statewide in California is right around 9 percent. I happen to believe that the North American
Free-Trade Agreement is not just in
the best interests of the State which I
am privileged torepresent here in the
Congress, it is in the best interests of
this country. Why? Because we desperately want to create job opportunities here in the United States all over
the country. The best way for us to do
that is to realize that finding new markets for U.S.-manufactured goods and
services is the best way to do that.
How do we do that? By breaking
down tariff barriers, and that is what
NAFTA is all about.
You know, those who oppose the
North American Free-Trade Agreement
do not offer a job-creation strategy.
Oh, yes, they say things with which I
agree that we should reduce the capital
gains tax rate here in the United
States, to create a business friendly
Government outlook here; but we have
this great opportunity 3 weeks from tomorrow when on November 17 we cast
our vote on the North American FreeTrade Agreement.
Frankly, if we pass this opportunity-and there are many who have
predicted defeat of the North American
Free-Trade Agreement-I think we
have a great chance to narrowly win it.
I have said many times that if this
were a secret ballot it would probably
win by 75 votes. Why? Because as I
have talked to colleagues on both sides
of the aisle, Democrats and Republicans, they say they know it is in the
best interest of the United States of
America to pass NAFTA. But they feel
political pressure at home and for
other reasons they do not think they
can vote for it. In fact more than a few,
Mr. Speaker, have said to me they hope
it passes but they feel they do not want
to vote in support of it.
So clearly we have to look at the
consequences of a potential defeat of
NAFTA.
Let me tell you basically what happens: There is no doubt whatsoever
that someone will export products like
cars, computers, medical equipment,
telecommunications to Mexico. With
NAFTA if we put it into place it will be
the United States of America. We will
be the ones manufacturing automobiles, telecommunications, medical
equipment, computers, other things to
send into Mexico. Without NAFTA it
will just as likely be Japan and the European Community.
I have said many times, Mr. Speaker,
that I am not one who likes to engage
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in bashing Japan or the European Community, but I am the first to acknowledge that Japan and the European
Community have benefited greatly
since we played a role in rebuilding
their economies, their societies in the
postwar world. And what has happened
is they would very much like to have
the chance to get into the Mexican
economy.
There are 88 million consumers in
Mexico and if we defeat NAFTA they
will have in Mexico little choice other
than to look toward Japan, the Pacific
rim, and the European Community for
opportunities to trade. Why? Because
the United States will have said to the
neighbor, their neighbor with which
they share a 2,000-mile border to the
north, the United States will have said,
"Forget it. We don't want to do this."
Now I have always said that as my
friends talk about, "Not this NAFTA,
we want to create another North American Free-Trade Agreement," I believe
that is slightly disingenuous. Why? Because while this is a 2,000-page agreement and I do not like every aspect of
it and I am supporting NAFTA in spite
of, not because of the side agreements,
I am convinced they do not jeopardize
U.S. sovereignty as some have said; but
as we look at this package, that is
phased in over a 15-year period-and
the reason it is so long is that the tariff structure is so great today that we
need to work to bring it down-but as
we look at those who say, "Not this
NAFTA, we need to negotiate another
NAFTA," I say: "Strike an agreement
that will have the support of Ross
Perot and Pat Buchanan, Jesse Jackson, Jerry Brown, Lyndon LaRouche,
Ralph Nader. These people who came
out and opposed NAFTA said there
should be another NAFTA. The AFLCIO, I am hard-pressed to believe that
an agreement could be struck that
would have all of the support of the
AFL-CIO and Pat Buchanan and at the
same time Jesse Jackson.
So the fact of the matter is while it
is not perfect, and I realize, I am the
first to admit there is going to be some
job displacement-that is what happens
with free markets, the free flow of
goods and services. That is the way it
works. I am convinced while this one is
not perfect it clearly is far superior to
the status quo and it does create an opportunity for the United States of
America to have a tremendous, tremendous advantage over the Japanese
and the European Community.
Let me explain why: First of all we
look at the tariff structure that exists
today. I would like to ask you, Mr.
Speaker, to focus on these charts right
here so that our colleagues, most of
whom are not here but I realize they
may be seeing this in some other spot,
the tariff structure that exists today as
a tariff that ranges between 10 and 20
percent for chemicals, United Statesmanufactured chemicals going into
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Mexico. Where the United States tariff factured steelmill products coming the North American Free-Trade Agreeon chemicals from Mexico is between into the United States. Under NAFTA ment it will be zero, so we will have a
zero and 4 percent.
totally eliminated. But the 10- to 15- tremendous opportunity,
which is
Under NAFTA for the United States percent Mexican tariff will be main- much greater than Japan or Germany
and Canada that tariff will be com- tained for the Japanese producers and to sell United States-manufactured
pletely eliminated. What we will see is the European Community.
automobiles to the 88 million consumwe will see this tariff barrier of 10 to 20
ers in Mexico.
[ 1940
Light trucks, again 20 percent tariff
percent maintained, not for the United
Flat
glass:
The
average
tariff
is
20
that Mexico charges. Right now for the
States, Mr. Speaker, but for the Japapercent on flat glass coming from the United States to send light trucks into
nese and the European Community.
Look at pharmaceuticals: On an av- United States into Mexico. The tariff Mexico, our average again, our tariff is
erage a 15-percent Mexican tariff is that the United States charges on 2.2 percent that we impose on Mexican
charged on United States-manufac- Mexican-manufactured flat glass com- light trucks coming into the United
tured goods going into Mexico. The av- ing in is three-tenths of 1 percent, this States. Under NAFTA, it comes down
erage tariff that we impose on Mexican tariff brought down to zero, totally to zero. Free trade, dramatic increase
pharmaceuticals coming into the Unit- eliminated except for the Japanese and in our opportunity to export from the
ed States is only 3.5 percent. Under the European community, that 20 per- United States into Mexico, but the 20
NAFTA that is totally eliminated, cent tariff is maintained. So the United percent tariff is maintained for Japan
brought down to zero. But for the Japa- States creates a tremendous advantage and the European Community.
Auto parts, 13.1 percent tariff is what
nese and the European Communities it over the Japanese and the European
the Mexicans charge for United Statesis still a 15-percent average tariff bar- communities.
Bearings, 12 percent Mexican tariff, 7 manufactured auto parts going into
rier that wall will still be up giving the
United States a greater advantage over percent the average United States tar- Mexico; four-tenths of 1 percent, you
iff,
goes down to zero under NAFTA. can see here, is what is charged for
our friends in Japan and the European
And what happens, maintained at 12 Mexican-manufactured auto parts comCommunity.
In the textiles and apparels area, 14 percent for the Japanese and the Euro- ing into the United States.
Under NAFTA, it comes down to
to 20 percent on average, the Mexican pean community.
Machine tools: Thirteen percent av- zero, but for Japan and the European
tariff that is charged-a tax basically
community,
it remains at 13.1 percent
on United States textiles and apparel erage Mexican tariff that is charged on
going into Mexico-6 percent is the av- United States-manufactured machine for auto parts.
these
figures, you can see
So
with
erage tariff that we have on Mexican tools going into Mexico, 2 percent is
very clearly, Mr. Speaker, that there is
textiles and apparel coming into the the average United States tariff on
a tremendous benefit that is accrued to
United States. This 14- to 20-percent Mexican machine tools coming into the
the United States worker which will
average tariff remains for Japan and United States. Under NAFTA, it comes
enhance opportunities for us to have
down
to
zero.
Free
trade,
yet
the
13
the European
Community. But it
this grand strategy of creating jobs.
comes down for the United States cre- percent average is maintained for
Let us look at computers. I have
ating an opportunity for us to gain ac- Japan and the European community.
often pointed to this and said, as I will
Look
at
automobiles,
which
is the
cess to those 88 million consumers cresay
again this evening, that computers
ating a chance for us to create jobs item that is often discussed here, and is something that is of great concern in
here in the United States and expand for the life of me, as my friend, the my State of California. We have a 10gentleman from Florida [Mr. SAM GIBexport opportunities for us.
percent figure here, but actually the
So it seems to me we need to realize BONS], chairman of the Trade Sub- tariff on computers manufactured in
that NAFTA is clearly in the best in- committee says regularly, he cannot the United States going into Mexico
understand why auto manufacturers
terests of the United States.
goes up to 20 percent. It is 10 to 20 perLet us go further: Industrial machin- and the workers would not support cent, and the United States tariff on
ery. On average a 10- to 17-percent NAFTA.
Mexican-made computers coming into
Why? The tariff that Mexico charges this country is between 3.7 and 3.9 perMexican tariff on United States-produced industrial machinery going into for United States-manufactured auto- cent, as you can see on this chart, Mr.
Mexico, zero to 2 percent is the United mobiles, a tax imposed on us to get our Speaker.
States tariff on Mexican-manufactured cars into Mexico is 20 percent.
Well, what happens is under NAFTA
The United States tariff charged for we bring that tariff down to zero, a
industrial machinery coming into the
United States. What happens under manufacture of automobiles in Mexico great big zero, nada; but the tariff of 10
NAFTA if NAFTA is implemented? coming into the United States is only to 20 percent remains for Japan and the
both sides are brought down to zero. 2.2 percent. Under NAFTA, it comes European community.
But remember Japanese and European down to zero.
Now, the specific example that I have
Projections from the big three auto- cited in the area of computers, Mr.
Community manufacturers of industrial machinery will still face this 10- makers are that we will see a 60 fold in- Speaker, I would like to share again.
crease in the first year. Right now we As we talk to the people in the comto 17-percent Mexican tariff.
Household appliances on average 17.1 export 1,000 automobiles from the Unit- puter industry, the chief executive offipercent is the Mexican tariff on United ed States into Mexico. Under NAFTA, cer of IBM, the International Business
States-manufactured household appli- the projections are that in the first Machines, has said that if NAPTA is
ances going into Mexico. Less than 1 year we will see an increase of 60,000 defeated, IBM will have no choice other
percent, 0.8 percent is the average tar- automobiles manufactured.
than to move operations to Mexico.
Why? Because of the dramatic proiff charged on household appliances
Why? Because it is the only way that
manufactured in Mexico coming into duction that takes place, and ulti- they can gain access to those 88 million
the United States. Under NAFTA a mately that tariff will be down to zero. consumers in America; but if we put
total elimination of these barriers but
But Mr. Speaker, the 20 percent tariff the North American Free-Trade Agree17.1 percent average tariff will be main- right here that Mexico charges for ment in place, we can keep the jobs
tained for the Japanese and the Euro- automobiles coming in will be main- right here in the United States.
tained for automobiles manufactured
Why? Because under NAFTA the tarpean Community.
Steelmill products: On average 10- to in Japan, for automobiles manufac- iff will come down to zero, so that
15-percent Mexican tariff on steelmill tured in Germany, for automobiles United States workers can continue to
products coming from the United manufactured in Italy, or France, or manufacture computer systems prodStates into Mexico; 4 percent is our av- other countries, but for the United ucts, software, and export into Mexico
erage tariff charged for Mexican-manu- States of America and Canada, under tariff free under NAFTA.
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are the people who are desperately that 41 of 50 Governors, all of whom
So I would like to see IBM keep its
jobs here in the United States, and seeking the opportunity to purchase have as their top priority every mornUnited States-manufactured goods and ing when they wake up, creating jobs
with a zero tariff export into Mexico.
for their States, why is it that 41 of the
Now, if we pass NAFTA, remember services.
So it seems to me, Mr. Speaker, that 50 strongly support the North Amerthat 10 to 20 percent tariff on computers which will be eliminated under we need to do everything we possibly ican Free-Trade Agreement?
The reason is very simply that they
NAFTA if we pass it will be maintained can to expand these opportunities for
for computers coming from Japan and us to create jobs right here in the Unit- know that NAFTA is going to create
jobs
in their States, and I say to my
ed
States.
the Far East, other countries in the
Now, as we look, I mentioned a few colleagues, if you look at the past sevworld, the European Community.
So what happens? The North Amer- minutes ago the people who oppose the eral years, exports for all but two
ican Free-Trade Agreement is a great North American Free-Trade Agree- States in the Union have increased
boost for the United States of America, ment. It consists of, I mentioned all from between 100 and 300 percent althe U.S. worker, and it will clearly cre- the defeated Presidential candidates, ready, even with the tariff structure
ate more job opportunities for us here. Ross Perot, Pat Buchanan, Jesse Jack- that exists, and that is how we have
Computer chips, 10 percent, right son, Jerry Brown, Ralph Nader, Lyndon been able to go from what was a nearly
now we have zero tariff, no tariff on LaRouche, all these people have run for $6 billion trade deficit in 1986, to what
computer chips from Mexico coming President of the United States and we had last year, a $5.4 billion trade
into the United States. They charge us they strongly oppose the North Amer- surplus. The Mexican consumers were
buying $5.4 billion more in goods from
10 percent, that tariff, that 10 percent ican trade agreement.
tax on the U.S. worker going in.
Let us look for a moment at the peo- us than we from them.
Now, Mr. Speaker, I know that oppoUnder NAFTA, both will be elimi- ple who support the North American
nated. You can see there is obviously a Free-Trade Agreement. Last month, nents say that so many of these goods
that exists actually on September 1, all 12 of the simply go down to Mexico, and then
humongous
difference
today. We have no tariff and they have living American Nobel Laureate econo- are manufactured, and then turn
a 10 percent tariff. It goes down to zero. mists joined with 264 other economists around and come back to the United
Computer chips from the United in sending a letter to President Clin- States, but 83 percent of the items
States will go in. IBM, Tandy, other ton. In that letter, the likes of Paul which go from the United States to
operations will not have to shift from Samuelson, Milton Friedman and oth- Mexico stay in Mexico, and they are
the United States, and open up their ers, Robert Solow and James Tobin, there for the Mexican consumer.
I mentioned the fact that all 10 of the
manufacturing operations in Mexico.
who have received the Nobel Laureate
But, and once again this 10 percent in Economics, strongly supported the living Commerce Secretaries who, here
tariff that is there for computer chips North American Free-Trade Agree- at the Federal level, have as their reis maintained for Japan, the European ment.
sponsibility economic growth, creating
Community
and
other
countries
jobs, spurring on the economy; all 10
O 1950
living former Commerce Secretaries
throughout the world.
In their letter, and I have got it here, have today signed this letter which
In the area of electronics, 2.6 percent
average tariff on electronics that they it says, and I quote, "Specifically the strongly supports NAFTA, Democrats
charge on our goods coming in, 2.4 per- assertions that the North American and Republicans. So, as we look at this
cent on Mexican-manufactured elec- Free-Trade Agreement will spur an ex- issue, it is clear that we need to do evtronics equipment coming into the odus of United States jobs to Mexico erything that we possibly can to exUnited States. It will go down to zero. are without basis," and I think that pand these opportunities.
That 2.6 percent average will be main- the points that I have made with these
Mr. Speaker, Mexico is our third
tained for Taiwan, Singapore, Hong charts, Mr. Speaker, point to that.
largest export market, and it is the
Now I should explain that. Let me
13th largest economy on the face of the
Kong, Korea and Japan and other countries, which would desperately like to say that, as we look at other support, Earth, and it is one of the fastest growhave access to the Mexican market. I remember when we went to the White ing, and we need to realize that, while
They would love to get to Mexico so House and President Clinton had we have had slow economic growth in
that they could use it for a staging former President Ford, former Presi- many parts of the United States, Mexiground, an export platform, if you will, dent Bush, and former President Carter co's economy is growing, and so are the
to send goods into the United States; join in a ceremony with him. He stood economies of other countries in Latin
but Mr. Speaker, I believe that we in up and he talked about his experiences America.
Mr. Speaker, the other countries in
this hemisphere should unite together, as a Governor. He had told me on other
recognizing that the wave of the future occasions that, as a Governor, he knew Latin America desperately want to see
of people that, under the present situa- us pass the North American Free-Trade
is to reduce barriers.
Now, let us look at the export indus- tion, had seen their jobs go to Mexico, Agreement, and I believe that, if we try
try here in the United States. We found and he said that as a former Governor to stick our heads in the sand and simthat on average workers here in the he knows that every single person who ply say that the United States of
United States who manufacture items lives in a Governor's mansion, of the 50 America can stand alone, that we will
for export earn 17 percent more than in this country, wakes up in the morn- actually be hurting ourselves more
workers here in the United States. The ing, and the first thing he or she thinks than anyone can imagine. There are
workers here in the United States are of is, how am I going to create jobs for some very dire predictions as to what
compensated for items that are simply the people in my State?
might happen if we do not pass the
Mr. Speaker, people expect their North American Free-Trade Agreefor domestic consumption here in the
Governors to create jobs for them in ment, and the best one, I believe, is
United States.
So it is a 17-percent wage improve- their States, and that is really their that which I was referring to with
ment for those people who are in the top priority, and, Mr. Speaker, 41 of these charts.
export industries.
the 50 Governors in this country,
We extend an invitation to Japan and
We also know that contrary to the Democrats and Republicans, support the European Community to come to
argument that we regularly hear that the North American Free-Trade Agree- Mexico and utilize Mexico as an export
the poor Mexican people cannot afford ment, and I think that as those who platform to embark on free-trade
to buy United States goods, the middle are out there here in Washington, agreements with other countries in
income wage earner in Mexico, there Members of Congress, talking about South America. They ultimately want
are 20 million of them, almost the en- how jobs are going to be lost, one can- to join with us, and I think that, as we
tire population of Canada, and these not help but ask the question, Why is it look at the cause of freedom and the
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fact that during the past 15 years we
have seen incredible advances in technology, we have seen incredible advances in our ability to communicate
worldwide, the natural step is to work
to reduce barriers to the free flow of
goods and services.
Mr. Speaker, I say regularly that I do
not believe that I, as a Member of the
U.S. Congress, have a right to say to
the people whom I represent in California, "You can't buy the best quality
product at the lowest possible price." I
think that we should be able to do
that. I believe that we should do everything that we can to increase U.S. productivity. I am convinced that the
American worker is by far the most
productive.
Mr. Speaker, it was United States
productivity that led General Motors
and the United Auto Workers to make
a decision to move a plant from Mexico
back to Lansing, MI, creating a thousand jobs right here in the United
States. Why? Because the United
States auto worker is actually nine
times more productive than the Mexican auto worker.
So, as we look at these issues which
are of concern, I hope very much that
our colleagues will do everything that
they possibly can to look at the details
and the facts on this.
I recognize that it is a tough political
issue. Out in southern California, Mr.
Speaker, I suppose I enhance their efforts by saying this, but there are more
than a couple of people, many of whom
are not actually constituents of mine,
but know that I have been in strong
support of reducing trade barriers, trying to increase export opportunities for
the United States, but these people
have gone out and picketed and protested almost daily in front of my office in Los Angeles, and I certainly
welcome them. I mean, I know that
some of the people in my office may
not welcome them, but I support their
first amendment rights, their right to
free speech. They have a right to stand
there and voice their opinions on this.
But I believe that, as we look at the
facts on this, Mr. Speaker, that it is in
the best interests of the United States
to look toward the future and not the
past, and that is what I am trying to
do, and I hope that 3 weeks from tomorrow, on November 17, that a majority of our colleagues in the U.S. House
of Representatives will join with a majority of our colleagues in the U.S.
Senate and pass the North American
Free-Trade Agreement.
SPECIAL ORDERS GRANTED
By unanimous consent, permission to
address the House, following the legislative program and any special orders
heretofore entered, was granted to:
(The following Members (at the request of Mr. BURTON of Indiana) to revise and extend their remarks and include extraneous material:)
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Mr. MCCANDLESS, for 60 minutes, on
October 27.
Mr. MANZULLO, for 5 minutes, today.
Mr. GILLMOR, for 5 minutes, on October 27.
Mr. Goss, for 5 minutes, on October
27.
Mr. WELDON, for 5 minutes, today.
Mr. DORNAN, for 60 minutes, today.
Mr. BILIRAKIS, for 5 minutes each
day, on November 3 and 4.
Mr. BARTLETT of Maryland, for 5 minutes, today.
Mr. KINGSTON, for 5 minutes, today.
(The following Members (at the request of Ms. WOOLSEY) to revise and extend their remarks and include extraneous material:)
Mr. McCLOSKEY, for 5 minutes, today.
Ms. WOOLSEY, for 5 minutes, today.
Miss COLLINS of Michigan, for 5 minutes, today.
Mr. MONTGOMERY, for 5 minutes,
today.
Mr. UNDERWOOD, for 30 minutes,
today.
Mr. FALEOMAVAEGA, for 60 minutes,
today.
Mrs. MINK, for 60 minutes, on October
27.
Mr. STUPAK, for 10 minutes, on November 3.
EXTENSION OF REMARKS
By unanimous consent, permission to
revise and extend remarks was granted
to:
(The following Members (at the request of Mr. BURTON of Indiana) and to
include extraneous matter:)
Mr. FISH.
Mr. GILMAN.
Mr. BAKER of California.
Mr. ALLARD.
Mr. LAZIO.
Mr. GRAMS.
Mr. SMITH of New Jersey.
Mr. SAXTON.
Mr. HOKE.
Mr. DORNAN in two instances.
Mr. GALLEGLY in three instances.
Mr. BURTON of Indiana.
Mr. CLINGER.
Mr. SOLOMON in three instances.
Mr. WALKER.
Mr. QUINN.
(The following Members (at the request of Ms. WOOLSEY) and to include
extraneous matter:)
Ms. MEEK.
Mr. PETERSON of Florida.
Mr. BLACKWELL in three instances.
Mr. DIXON in three instances.
Mr. ACKERMAN.
Mr. LEHMAN in three instances.
Mr. CLAY.
Mr. STARK in five instances.
Mr. FOGLIETTA.
Mr. MONTGOMERY.
Mrs. MALONEY in two instances.
Mr. MINETA.
Mr. SWETT.
Mr. NEAL of Massachusetts.
Mr. BROOKS.
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Ms. DELAURO.
Mrs. THURMAN.
Mr. MANN in two instances.
Mr. SLATTERY.
Mr. RANGEL.
Miss COLLINS of Michigan.
Mr. KREIDLER.
Mr. STENHOLM.
Mr. RICHARDSON.
Mr. MARTINEZ.
(The following Members (at the request of Mr. DREIER) and to include extraneous matter:)
Mr. LEWIS of Georgia.
Mr. SCHUMER.
Mr. PORTER.
Mr. TOWNS.
Mr. MAZZOLI.
ENROLLED BILLS AND JOINT
RESOLUTIONS SIGNED

Mr. ROSE, from the Committee on
House Administration, reported that
that committee had examined and
found truly enrolled bills and joint resolutions of the House of the following
titles, which were thereupon signed by
the Speaker:
H.R. 328. An act to direct the Secretary of
Agriculture to convey certain lands to the
town of Taos, NM.
H.R. 2491. An act making appropriations
for the Departments of Veterans Affairs and
Housing and Urban Development, and for
sundry independent agencies, boards, commissions, corporations, and offices for the
fiscal year ending September 30. 1994, and for
other purposes.
H.R. 2519. An act making appropriations
for the Department of Commerce. Justice.
and State, and judiciary, and related agencies for the fiscal year ending September 30,
1994,and for other purposes.
H.R. 2750. An act making appropriations
for the Department of Transportation and
related agencies for the fiscal year ending
September 30. 1994, and for other purposes.
H.J. Res. 228. Joint resolution to approve
the extension of nondiscriminatory treatment with respect to the products of Romania.
H.J. Res. 281. Joint resolution making further continuing appropriations for the fiscal
year 1994, and for other purposes.
A BILL PRESENTED TO THE
PRESIDENT
Mr. ROSE, from the Committee on
House Administration, reported that
that committee did on this day present
to the President, for his approval, a bill
of the House of the following title:
H.R. 2685. An act to amend title V, United
States Code. to extend the Federal Physicians Comparability Allowance Act of 1978,
and for other purposes.
ADJOURNMENT
Mr. DREIER. Mr. Speaker, I move
that the House do now adjourn.
The motion was agreed to; accordingly (at 7 o'clock and 58 minutes
p.m.), under its previous order, the
tomorrow,
until
adjourned
House
Wednesday, October 27, 1993, at 12 noon.
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EXECUTIVE COMMUNICATIONS,
ETC.
Under clause 2 of rule XXIV, executive communications were taken from
the Speaker's table and referred as follows:
2054. A letter from the Administrator. Energy Information Administration, transmitting the Energy Information Administration
report "Emissions of Greenhouse Gases in
the United States, 1985-1990," pursuant to
section 1605(a) of the Energy Policy Act of
1992; to the Committee on Energy and Commerce.
2055. A letter from the Chairman, Federal
Trade Commission, transmitting a report on
the need for. and the desirability of, having
a uniform national label on devices used to
dispense automotive fuel to consumers, pursuant to Public Law 102-486, section 1503(c)
(106 Stat. 2999); to the Committee on Energy
and Commerce.
2056. A letter from the Assistant Legal Adviser for Treaty Affairs, Department of
State, transmitting copies of international
agreements, other than treaties, entered into
by the United States, pursuant to 1 U.S.C.
112b(a); to the Committee on Foreign Affairs.
2057. A letter from the Chairman, Federal
Election Commission, transmitting proposed
regulations governing "Best Efforts" to obtain and report contribution information,
pursuant to 2 U.S.C. 438(d)(1); to the Committee on House Administration.
2058. A letter from the Comptroller of the
Department of Defense, transmitting a report pursuant to sections 8007, 8006, and 9006
of the Department of Defense Appropriations
Acts for fiscal year 1991, fiscal year 1992, and
fiscal year 1993, respectively, and sections
1401, 1001. and 1001 of the Department of Defense Authorization Act for those same
years; jointly, to the Committees on Appropriations and Armed Services.
2059. A letter from the Chairman, Competitiveness Policy Council, transmitting a report to the President and Congress entitled
"Enhancing American Competitiveness: A
Progress Report to the President and Congres:," pursuant to Public Law 100-418, section 5204(b) (102 Stat. 1456; jointly, to the
Committees on Education and Labor, Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs. Science,
Space,
Technology, Energy and Commerce, and Ways and Means.
2060. A letter from the General Counsel of
the Department of Defense, transmitting a
draft of proposed legislation to designate defense acquisition pilot programs in accordance with the National Defense Authorization Act for fiscal year 1991, and for other
purposes; jointly, to the Committees on
Armed Services. Government Operations,
Small Business, Ways and Means, Foreign
Affairs, the Judiciary, Merchant Marine and
Fisheries, Public Works and Transportation,
and Energy and Commerce.

and

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES ON
PUBLIC BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS
Under clause 2 of rule XIII, reports of
committees were delivered to the Clerk
for printing and reference to the proper
calendar, as follows:
Mr. STUDDS: Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries. H.R. 1250. A bill to amend
the coastwise trade laws to clarify their application to certain passenger vessels; with
an amendment (Rept. 103-307). Referred to
the Committee of Whole House on the State
of the Union.
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Mr. DERRICK: Committee on Rules. House
Resolution 283. Resolution waiving points of
order against the conference report to accompany the bill (H.R. 2492) making appropriations for the government of the District
of Columbia and other activities chargeable
in whole or in part against the revenues of
said District for the fiscal year ending September 30. 1994, and for other purposes (Rept.
103-308). Referred to the House Calendar.
PUBLIC BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS
Under clause 5 of rule X and clause 4
of rule XXII, public bills and resolutions were introduced and severally referred as follows:
By Mr. BROOKS (for himself and Mr.
SCHUMER):
H.R. 3350. A bill to establish a program of
residential substance abuse treatment within Federal prisons; to the Committee on the
Judiciary.
H.R. 3351. A bill to amend the Omnibus
Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968to
allow grants for the purpose of developing alternative methods of punishment for young
offenders to traditional forms of incarceration and probation; to the Committee on
the Judiciary.
By Mr. GIBBONS (for himself, Mr.
MATSUI, Mr. ANDREWSof Texas, Mr.
KOPETSKI, Mr. JEFFERSON, Mr. RICHARDSON, Mr. COLEMAN Mr. CHAPMAN,

and Mr. BAESLER):
H.R. 3352. A bill to establish a transitional
program of adjustment assistance to workers
adversely affected by the implementation of
the North American Free-Trade Agreement,
and for other purposes; to the Committee on
Ways and Means.
By Mr. BROOKS (for himself and Mr.
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nonwoven, needletacked web composed of fibers made from polypropylene electret
charged, fibrillated film, with or without
scrim, such scrim being composed of spun
bond fibers of polypropylene; to the Committee on Ways and Means.
By Mr. HOKE (for himself and Mr. DERRICK):
H.R. 3359. A bill to amend the Federal Deposit Insurance Act to establish a lifetime
limit of $100,000 on the amount of deposit insurance any person may obtain; to the Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs.
By Mr. LIPINSKI (for himself, Mr.
TAUZIN, Mr. MANTON, Mr. STUPAK,
and Mr. LAFALCE):
H.R. 3360. A bill to direct the Secretary of
Transportation to demonstrate on vessels
ballast water management technologies and
practices, including vessel modification and
design, that will prevent aquatic nonindigenous species from being introduced and
spread in U.S. waters; to the Committee on
Merchant Marine and Fisheries.
By Mr. MACHTLEY:
H.R. 3361. A bill to provide revenues for the
revitalization of the U.S. merchant marine
by increasing the excise tax on the transportation of passengers by water for vessels having a capacity of at least 150passengers, and
for other purposes; to the Committee on
Ways and Means.
By Mr. MAZZOLI:
H.R. 3362. A bill to amend the Immigration
and Nationality Act to strengthen sanctions
relating to employment of unauthorized
aliens; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
By Mr. MAZZOLI (for himself, Mr.
SCHUMER, and Mr. MCCOLLUM):

H.R. 3363. A bill to amend the Immigration
and Nationality Act to improve immigration
enforcement and antismuggling activities, to
SCHUMER):
reform the asylum law, and to authorize apH.R. 3353. A bill to amend the Omnibus propriations for the Immigration and NatuCrime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968to ralization Service; to the Committee on the
allow grants to develop more effective pro- Judiciary.
By Mrs. MEEK:
grams to reduce juvenile gang participation
and juvenile drug trafficking; to the ComH.R. 3364. A bill to provide for adjustment
mittee on the Judiciary.
of immigration status for certain Haitian
H.R. 3354. A bill to amend the Omnibus children; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968to
By Mr. MORAN (for himself, Mr. FRANK
allow grants for the purpose of developing
of Massachusetts, Ms. PELOSI, Mr.
Towxs, Mr. ScoTT. Ms. BYRNE, and
and implementing residential substance
Mrs. MORELLA):
abuse treatment programs within State's
correctional facilities, as well as within local
H.R. 3365. A bill to amend title 18, United
correctional facilities in which inmates are States Code, to protect the personal privacy
incarcerated for a period of time sufficient and safety of licensed drivers, taking into acto permit substance abuse treatment; to the count the legitimate needs of government
Committee on the Judiciary.
and business; to the Committee on the JudiH.R. 3355. A bill to amend the Omnibus ciary.
Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968to
By Mr. ORTON (for himself, and Mrs.
SCHROEDER):
allow grants to increase police presence, to
expand and improve cooperative efforts beH.R. 3366. A bill to amend title 18, United
tween law enforcement agencies and mem- States Code, to provide penalties for child
bers of the community to address crime and endangerment and abuse in the special maridisorder problems, and otherwise to enhance time and territorial jurisdiction of the Unitpublic safety; to the Committee on the Judi- ed States; to the Committee on the Judiciary.
ciary.
By Mr. HAYES:
By Mr. OXLEY (for himself and Mr.
H.R. 3356. A bill to designate the U.S.
MICHEL):
courthouse under construction at 611 Broad
H.R. 3367. A bill to provide restitution to
Street, in Lake Charles. LA, as the "Edwin crime victims; to the Committee on the JuFord Hunter, Jr., United States Court- diciary.
By Mr. PETERSON of Florida:
house"; to the Committee on Public Works
and Transportation.
H.R. 3368. A bill to provide that each State
By Mr. GOSS:
may furnish one additional Statute for
H.R. 3357. A bill to prohibit travel by Mem- placement in National Statuary Hall in the
bers, officers, and employees of the House of Capitol, and for other purposes, to the ComRepresentatives at lobbyist expense; to the mittee on House Administration.
Committee on House Administration.
By Mr. RANGEL:
By Mr. HOBSON:
H.R. 3369. A bill to amend the Internal RevH.R. 3358. A bill to suspend until January enue Code of 1986 to exempt certain Small
1, 1999, the duty on straining cloth of Business Administration financing from the
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provisions of section 514 of such code; to the
Committee on Ways and Means.
By Mr. SANDERS:
H.R. 3370. A bill to amend the Agricultural
Act of 1949 to provide for the establishment
of a multiple-tier price support program for
milk to achieve a, closer correlation between
annual milk production and consumption
while assuring sufficient low-cost dairy products for nutrition assistance programs; to
the Committee on Agriculture.
By Mr. SWETT:
H.R. 3371. A bill to authorize Federal departments and agencies to sell energy from
cogeneration facilities, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Energy and Com-

merce.
By Mr. UNDERWOOD (for himself, Mr.
ABERCROMBIE, Mr. DE LUGO, Mr. EDWARDS
of
California,
Mr.
FROST,
Mr.
Mr.
FALEOMAVAEGA,
GALLEGLY, MS. NORTON, Mr. KING,
Mr. LIPINSKI. Mrs. MEEK, Mrs. MINK,
Mr. MURPHY, and Mr. SERRANO):
H.R. 3372. A bill to provide for the minting
of coins in commemoration of the 50th anniversary of the liberation of Guam and the
Northern Mariana Islands, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs.
By Mr. ZIMMER (for himself. Mr.
SAXTON, and Mrs. JOHNSON of Connecticut):
H.R. 3373. A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow a credit against
the estate tax for certain transfers of real
property for conservation purposes; to the
Committee on Ways and Means.
H.R. 3374. A bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 with respect to the treatment of certain bargain sales; to the Committee on Ways and Means.
By Mr. GILLMOR:
H.J. Res. 282. Joint resolution proposing an
amendment to the Constitution of the United States regarding federally mandated expenditures: to the Committee on the Judici-

ary.
By Mr. BLACKWELL:
H. Res. 284. Resolution expressing the sense
of the House of Representatives that the
Third College at the University of California
at San Diego should be renamed
the
"Thurgood Marshall College" in honor of
Justice Thurgood Marshall; to the Committee on Education and Labor.
By Ms. WOOLSEY:
H. Res. 285. Resolution expressing the sense
of the House of Representatives that the Attorney General and the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation should cooperate with the U.S. Postal Service and the
Polly Klaas Search Center to disseminate information regarding the kidnapping of Polly
Klaas: jointly, to the Committee on the Judiciary and Post Office and Civil Service.

MEMORIALS
Under clause 4 of rule XXII,
263. The SPEAKER presented a memorial
of the House of Representatives of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, relative to having Congress take appropriate measures to

have the National Railroad Passenger Corporation rescind the recently announced
service reduction within the Keystone Corridor; to the Committee on Energy and Com-

merce.
ADDITIONAL SPONSORS.
Under clause 4 of rule XXII, sponsors
were added to public bills and resolutions as follows:
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H.R. 65: Mr. GILCHREST.
H.R. 140: Mr. GUNDERSON and Mr. ROTH.
H.R. 323: Mr. INGLIS of South Carolina, Mr.
GREENWOOD, Mr. MCKEON, and Mr. TALENT.

H.R. 417: Mr. MANZULLO.Mr. FAWELL. Mr.
GOODLATTE, and Mr. Cox.
H.R. 419: Ms. BYRNE.
H.R. 455: Ms. FURSE and Ms. BROWN of Florida.
H.R. 467: Ms. SLAUGHTER, Mrs. LLOYD, and
Mr. ENGEL.
H.R. 656: Mr. GIBBONS.
H.R. 688: Mr. GRAMS and Mr. JEFFERSON.
H.R. 760: Mr. FISH and Mr. SENSENBRENNER.
H.R. 769: Mr. SKEEN.
H.R. 830: Mr. PRICE of North Carolina, Mr.
INSLEE, Ms. SLAUGHTER, and Mr. TAYLOR of
Mississippi.
H.R. 886: Mr. EwING, Mr. CASTLE, Mr. DEAL,
and Mr. MCDADE.
H.R. 894: Mr. SOLOMON.
H.R. 911: Mr. VISCLOSKY.
H.R. 935: Mr. DELLUMS.
H.R. 972: Mr. KOPETSKI and Mr. ENGEL.
H.R. 1082: Mr. MINETA.
H.R. 1295: Mr. FRANKS of New Jersey, Mr.
TEJEDA, Ms. FURSE. Mr. LAZIO. and Mr. WILLIAMS.
H.R. 1332: Ms. SLAUGHTER.
H.R. 1355: Mr. BATEMAN.
H.R. 1438: Mr. MCINNIS.
H.R. 1593: Mr. ZIMMER.
H.R. 1608: Mr. BROOKS, Mr. DURBIN, Mr.
GIBBONS, Mr. STOKES, and Mr. WASHINGTON.
H.R. 1627: Mr. WOLF. Mr. SLATTERY, and
Mr. BARLOW.
H.R. 1671: Mr. WYNN and Mr. DIAZ-BALART.
H.R. 1709: Mr. McKEON, Mr. FIELDS of
Texas, Mrs. MALONEY, Ms. ENGLISH of Arizona, Mr. SANTORUM, Mr. COOPER, Ms. HARMAN, Mr. STENHOLM. Mr. GALLEGLY. and Mr.
HUNTER.
H.R. 1718: Ms. MCKINNEY.
H.R. 1738: Mr. MILLER of Florida.
H.R. 1787: Mr. GORDON.
H.R. 1796: Mr. EVANS. Mr. ANDREWS of
Maine, Mr. GENE GREEN of Texas, Mr. ENGLISH of Oklahoma, Mr. REGULA, Mr. TEJEDA.
Mr. GUTIERREZ. Mr. SANTORUM, Mr. MOAKLEY, Mr. WYDEN, and Mr. RIDGE.
H.R. 1801: Mr. GENE GREEN of Texas.
H.R. 1814: Mr. BISHOP and Mr. MACHTLEY.
H.R. 1933: Mr. MANTON.
H.R. 1985: Mr. YATES, Mr. PICKETT, and Mr.
JOHNSON of South Dakota.
H.R. 2033: Mr. MCHALE.
H.R. 2042: Mr. UPTON, Mr. HOEKSTRA. Mr.
WOLF, Mr. STUMP, and Mr. LEWIS of Florida.
H.R. 2092: Mr. SIS1SKY, Mr. KOPETSKI, Mr.
FISH, Mr. GUTIERREZ, and Mr. DELLUMS.
H.R. 2171: Mr. RAMSTAD and Mr. KOPETSKI.
Mr. BROWN of Ohio, Mr.
H.R. 2292:
MACHTLEY, and Mrs. FOWLER.
H.R. 2307: Mr. MCCRERY.
H.R. 2375: Mr. BACCHUS of Florida, Mr.
HOCHBRUECKNER, Mrs. MALONEY. Mr. BOUCHER. MS. PELOSI, MS. SNOWE, and Mr. LIPINSKI.
H.R. 2414: Ms. WOOLSEY.
H.R. 2438: Mr. VISCLOSKY.
H.R. 2462: Mr. JACOBS.
H.R. 2602: Mr. JOHNSON of South Dakota
and Mr. GRAMS.
H.R. 2612: Mr. MINETA.
H.R. 2706: Mr. BARCA of Wisconsin. Mr.
HUGHES, Mr. RANGEL, Mrs. MEEK, Mr. BOUCHER, Mrs. MALONEY, Mr. FINGERHUT, and
Mr. KENNEDY.
H.R. 2712: Mr. BLACKWELL and Mr. BREWSTER.
H.R. 2720: Mr. WYNN. Mr. KINGSTON, Mr.
BISHOP, Mr. BUYER, Mr. BEREUTER, and Mrs.
ROUKEMA.
H.R. 2722: Mr. REYNOLDS, Mr. KILDEE, Mr.
McDERMOTT. Mr. GILLMOR, Mr. ENGEL, Mr.
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CUNNINGHAM, Mr. PALLONE, Mr. TORKILDSEN,
Mrs. ROUKEMA, Ms. SLAUGHTER, Mr. FRANK Of
Massachusetts, Mr. HOEKSTRA, Mr. ANDREWS
of New Jersey. and Mr. RAMSTAD.
H.R. 2787: Mr. HINCHEY.
H.R. 2834: Ms. BYRNE, Mr. JOHNSON of
South Dakota, Mr. BARCA of Wisconsin, and
Mr. MEEHAN.
H.R. 2864: Mr. ROMERO-BARCELO, Mr. REED,
Mr. MYERS of Indiana, and Mr. MEEHAN.
H.R. 2867: Mrs. SCHROEDER, Mr. JEFFERSON,
Mr. THOMPSON, Mrs. MEEK, Mr. BERMAN, Mr.
HILLIARD, Mr. DEUTSCH, Mr. FRANK of Massachusetts, Mr. JOHNSTON of Florida, Mr.
EVANS, and Mr. WATT.
H.R. 2872: Mr. PAXON, Mr. HOUGHTON, Mr.
BOUCHER. Mr. THOMAS of Wyoming, and Mr.
BACHUS of Alabama.
H.R. 2884: Mr. EVANS.
H.R. 2916: Mr. FROST, Mr. SMITH of New
Jersey, and Mr. MACHTLEY.
H.R. 2975: Mr. McHUGH.
H.R. 2995: Mr. CONDIT and Mr. PRICE of
North Carolina.
H.R. 2997: Mr. REED.
H.R. 3012: Mr. LEACH.
H.R. 3017: Mr. GIBBONS.
H.R. 3021: Mr. THOMAS of Wyoming and Mr.
HUGHES.
H.R. 3030: lyr. TALENT.
H.R. 3031: Mr. MOORHEAD.
H.R. 3039: Mr. GUNDERSON, Mr. TALENT, and
Mr. ROHRABACHER.
H.R. 3041: Mr. WILSON and Mr. LIPINSKI.
H.R. 3078: Mr. PARKER.
H.R. 3096: Mr. ABERCROMBIE.
H.R. 3098: Ms. ENGLISH of Arizona. Mr.
SHAYS, Mr. KLUG. Mr. VISCLOSKY, Mr. MANTON, Mr. HOUGHTON and Mr. MARKEY.
H.R. 3100: Mr. BEILENSON, Mr. BERMAN, Mr.
FILNER. Mr. FOGLIETTA, Mr. FRANK of Massachusetts, Mr. HUGHES, Mr. JEFFERSON, Mrs.
MINK, and Mrs. UNSOELD.
H.R. 3109: Mr. HANSEN. Mr. KLUG, and Mr.
KLECZKA.
H.R. 3122: Mr. EVERETT.
H.R. 3129: Mr. FRANK of Massachusets.
H.R. 3146: Mr. ZELIFF.
Mr. BLACKWELL and Mr.
H.R.
3182:
DEUTSCH.
H.R. 3203: Mr. MACHTLEY, Mr. MCHUGH, Mr.
NEAL of North Carolina, Mr. EDWARDS of
California, and Mr. JEFFERSON.
H.R. 3205: Mr. PETE GEREN of Texas, Mr.
KLEIN. Mr. ANDREWS of Texas, Mr. ENGLISH
of Oklahoma, Mr. LANCASTER. Mr. WILSON,
Mr. MINGE, and Mr. ZELIFF.
H.R. 3212: Mr. BAKER of Louisiana and Mr.
PETRI.
H.R. 3228: Mr. HUGHES and Mr. SHAW.
H.R. 3235: Mr. FLAKE, Mr. KANJORSKI, Mr.
PICKLE, Ms. VELAZQUEZ, and Mr. HINCHEY.
H.R. 3250: Mr. ROHRABACHER and Mr. BAKER
of Louisiana.
H.R. 3256: Mr. CRAMER, Mr. FROST, Mr. EMERSON, Mr. WALSH, Mr. KLUG, Mr. MURPHY,
and Mr. LIPINSKI.
H.R. 3269: Mrs. UNSOELD, Mr. FILNER, Mr.
BOUCHER, Mr. MCHUGH, Mr. LIPINSKI. Mr.
JEFFERSON, Mr. GUTIERREZ, and Mr. NEAL of
North Carolina.
H.R. 3272: Mr. MCCOLLUM.
H.R. 3278: Ms. VELAZQUEZ. Ms. PELOSI, Mr.
BLACKWELL, and Mr. LEWIS of Georgia.
H.R. 3301: Mrs. MALONEY, Mr. FRANK of
Massachusetts, Mr. NEAL of North Carolina,
Mrs. ROUKEMA, Mr. HOCHBRUECKNER, Mr.
LEWIS of Georgia, Ms. BYRNE, and Mr. ROMERO-BARCELO.
H.R. 3341: Mr. THORNTON.
H.J. Res. 79: Mr. BACCHUS of Florida, Mr.
BARLOW, Mr. CLINGER, Mr. DEUTSCH, Mr. EVERETT, Mr. HANSEN, Mr. INHOFE, Mr. KILDEE,
Mr. KLINK, Mr. LANTOS, Mr. MORAN. Mr.
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OXLEY. Mr. PACKARD, Mr. PAYNE of New Jersey, Mr. PASTOR, Ms. PELOSI, Mr. PETRI. Mr.
ROBERTS, Mr. ROTH, Mr. RIDGE. Mr. SCHUMER, Mr. SOLOMON, and Mr. SMITH of Iowa.
H.J. Res. 159: Mr. GILMAN, Mr. JOHNSON of
South Dakota, Mr. SAXTON, Mr. HUNTER, Mr.
WYDEN, Mr. WHEAT, Mr. BONIOR, Mr. PRICE of
North Carolina, Mr. MANTON, Mr. ORTON, Mr.
KANJORSKI, Mr. PAYNE Of New Jersey, Mr.
GRAMS, MS. PELOSI, and Mr. HILLIARD.
H.J. Res. 163: Mr. PETE GEREN of Texas.
H.J. Res. 175: Mr. BARCA of Wisconsin, Mr.
CLEMENT, Mr. CONYERS, Mr. VALENTINE, Mr.
WHITTEN, Mr. SWETT, Mr. WYNN, Mr. REGULA,
Mr. BERMAN. Mr. PARKER, Mr. SKEEN, Mr.
SHAYS, Mr. MOAKLEY, Mr. KENNEDY, Mr.
PETE GEREN of Texas. and Mr. FRANKS of
New Jersey.
H.J. Res. 212: Mr. BOEHLERT and Mr. PAYNE
of Virginia.
H.J. Res. 216: Mr. BARLOW, Mr. GENE GREEN
of Texas, Ms. NORTON, Mr. MANTON, Mr. BACCHUS of Florida, Mr. BAbCA of Wisconsin, Mr.
PETE GEREN of Texas, and Mr. MCCANDLESS.
H.J. Res. 242: Mr. LEWIS of Georgia, Ms.
VELAZQUEZ, Mr. OWENS, Mr. PETE GEREN of
Texas, Mr. LEWIS of California, Mr. BOEHLERT, Mr. DIXON, Mr. HOLDEN, Ms. NORTON,
Mr. UNDERWOOD, Mr. QUILLEN, Mr. REYNOLDS,
Mr. STOKES. Mr. BILIRAKIS, Mr. HINCHEY, Mr.
GALLO, Mr. POMEROY, Mr. KLINK, Mr. QUINN.
Mr. HANSEN, Mr. THOMAS of Wyoming, Mr.
SISISKY, Mr. SYNAR, Mr. RICHARDSON, Mr.
EMERSGN, and Mr. CLIKGER.
H.J. Res. 246: Mr. BERMAN, Mr. BLILEY, Mr.
CLEMENT, Mr. CONYERS, Mr. DREIER, Mr.
GONZALEZ, Mr. KLEIN, Mrs. MALONEY, Mrs.
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MORELLA, Ms. NORTON, Mr. PASTOR, Mr.
PRICE of North Carolina, Mr. ROEMER, and
Mr. ROHRABACHER.
H.J. Res. 247: Mr. SCHUMER, Mr. CARDIN,
Ms. PELOSI, Mr. HOLDEN, Mrs. LLOYD, Mr.
BARCA of Wisconsin, Mr. SCHIFF, Mr. WYNN,
Mr. FAWELL, Mr. SCHAEFER, Mr. BISHOP, Mr.
JOHNSTON of Florida, Ms. WATERS, Mr. JOHNSON of Georgia, Mr. ROWLAND, Mr. BONIOR,
Mr. FROST, Ms. KAPTUR, Mr. FINGERHUT, Mr.
MORAN, Mr. EDWARDS of California, Mr.
BROWN of Ohio, Mr. EVANS, Mr. HOEKSTRA,
Mr. TALENT, Mr. BARRETT of Wisconsin, Mr.
KILDEE, Mr. BLILEY,MR. OLVER, Mr. WASHINGTON, Mr. MANN, Mr. TORKILDSEN, Mrs.
BENTLEY,
Mr.
DELLUMS,
Mr.
ROMEROBARCELO, Mr. RICHARDSON, Mr. GINGRICH, Mr.
GALLEGLY, Mr. GUNDERSON, and Mrs. JOHNSON of Connecticut.
H.J. Res. 264: Mr. MOAKLEY, Mr. HUGHES,
Mr. BONIOR, Mr. PORTER, Ms. PELOSI, and Mr.
HEFNER.
H.J. Res. 266: Mr. BATEMAN and Mr. MARTINEZ.
H.J.
Res. 274: Mr.
FROST
and Mr.
MCDERMOTT.
H.J. Res.
278: Ms. BYRNE
and Mr.
SARPALIUS.
H. Con. Res. 20: Mr. KREIDLER.
H. Con. Res. 103: Mrs. MEEK.
H. Con. Res. 122: Mr. FARR, Ms. SCHENK,
Ms. ESHOO, Mr. LANTOS, Mr. GALLO, Mr.
KING, and Mr. MATSUI.
H. Con. Res. 124: Mr. FOGLIETTA, Mr.
ROHRABACHER, Mr. FRANK of Massachusetts,
Ms. PELOSI, Ms. BYRNE, Mr. BOUCHER, and
Mr. PRICE of North Carolina.
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H. Con. Res. 126: Mr. EVANS, Mr. McINNIS,
Ms. NORTON, and Ms. SHEPHERD.
H. Con. Res. 148: Mr. BURTON of Indiana,
Mr. BARTON of Texas, Mr. ARMEY, Ms. ROSLEHTINEN, Mr. DORNAN, Mr. SMITH of Oregon,
Mr. KING, Mr. PENNY, Mr. APPLEGATE, Mr.
GEJDENSON, and Mr. HILLIARD.
H. Con. Res. 159: Mr. FINGERHUT and Mr.
WALSH.
H. Res. 122: Mr. SCHIFF, Mr. SANDERS, Mr.
TORKILDSEN, and Mrs. MEYERS of Kansas.
H. Res. 234: Mr. PAYNE of Virginia, Mr.
MONTGOMERY, Mr. HOUGHTON, Mr. HOEKSTRA,
Mr. MCCLOSKEY, Mr. HAMILTON, Mr. NEAL of
North Carolina, Mr. OXLEY, Mr. ENGEL, Mr.
EVANS, Mr. WHITTEN, and Mr. BILBRAY.
H. Res. 277: Mr. BARLOW, Mr. CASTLE, Mr.
BAESLER, Mr. POMEROY, Mr. TEJEDA, Mr.
BROWDER, MS. PRYCE of Ohio, Mr. SWETT, Mr.
GILLMOR, Mr. GUNDERSON, and Mrs. LLOYD.
H. Res. 281: Mr. STEARNS, Mr. GOSS, Mr.
COLLINS of Georgia, Mr. SMITH of Texas, Mrs.
VUCANOVICH, Mr. RAMSTAD, Mr. COMBEST, Mr.
CRANE, Mr. GILLMOR, Mr. BLILEY, Mr. PAXON,
Mr. KNOLLENBERG, Mr. UPTON, Mr. EWING,
Mr. ARMEY, Mr. POMBO, and Mr. BUNNING.

DELETIONS OF SPONSORS FROM
PUBLIC BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS
Under clause 4 of rule XXII, sponsors
were deleted from public bills and resolutions as follows:
H. Con. Res. 166: Mr. DORNAN.
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SENATE-Tuesday, October 26, 1993
(Legislative day of Wednesday, October 13, 1993)
The Senate met at 9 a.m., on the expiration of the recess, and was called to
order
by
the
Honorable
HARRIS
WOFFORD, a Senator from the State of
Pennsylvania.

SCHEDULE

Mr. MITCHELL. Mr. President and
Members of the Senate, immediately
following my remarks on the schedule,
the Senate will begin 90 minutes of debate on the pending motion to invoke
PRAYER
cloture on the Interior appropriations
The Chaplain, the Reverend Richard conference report. The time will be
C. Halverson, D.D., offered the follow- equally divided and under the control
ing prayer:
of Senators REID and NICKLES, or their
Let us pray:
designees.
Love worketh no ill to his neighbour:
From 10:30 until 11:30 this morning,
therefore love is the fulfilling of the there will be 1 hour for debate on the
law.-Romans 13:10.
motion by Senator HUTCHISON to waive
God of perfect love, these words of the Budget Act with respect to her
the Apostle Paul remind us of the place amendment to the unemployment inof love in the economy of God. The surance bill, with a vote on that mofoundation of Old Testament truth and tion to waive to occur at 11:30 a.m.
worship is the word of Moses in the That time will be divided 40 minutes
Torah. "Hear, 0 Israel: The Lord our under Senator HUTCHISON's control and
God is one Lord: And thou shalt love 20 minutes under my control.
the Lord thy God with all thine heart,
Following the vote on the motion to
and with all thy soul, and with all thy waive-and that means at approximight." (Deuteronomy 6:4,5)
mately 11:50 a.m.-the Senate will
Jesus said that all the law and the
begin 1 hour of debate on a point of
prophets are summed up in two comorder to be made against the bill by
mandments: "* * * love the Lord thy
Senator NICKLES, with a motion to
God ** *," and "* * * love thy neigh- waive the Budget
Act to be made by me
bour as thyself."
or
my designee. And at the conclusion
We have reduced love to a feeling, an
emotion, a fantasy. In the Bible, love is of that hour, or at approximately 12:50
a command of the Ruler of the universe p.m., the Senate will stand in recess to
the
respective
conwhich comprehends all law and is to be accommodate
obeyed. Give us grace to hear this ferences.
At
2:30
p.m.,
the
Senate
will
vote
on
truth and respond as we ought.
the motion to waive the Budget Act
In the name of Him who is Love Inwith
respect
to
the
bill.
Following
that
carnate. Amen.
vote, or at approximately 2:50 p.m.,
there will be 30 minutes additional for
APPOINTMENT OF ACTING
debate on the motion to invoke cloture
PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE
on the Interior appropriations conThe PRESIDING
OFFICER. The ference report. That time will be equalclerk will please read a communication ly divided under the control of Sento the Senate from the President pro ators REID and NICKLES, and approximately 3:20 p.m. the Senate will vote
tempore [Mr. BYRD].
The assistant legislative clerk read on that motion to invoke cloture.
Following that vote, the Senate will
the following letter:
return to the unemployment insurance
U.S. SENATE,
bill.
PRESIDENT PROTEMPORE,
Washington, DC, October 26, 1993.
Mr. President, we have fallen subTo the Senate:
stantially behind schedule due to the
Under the provisions of rule I, section 3, of length of consideration of a number of
the Standing Rules of the Senate, I hereby measures that was more than anticiappoint the Honorable HARRIS WOFFORD, a
Senator from the State of Pennsylvania, to pated-primarily the defense appropriations bill. Therefore, I wish to reperform the duties of the Chair.
peat what I said last evening so that
ROBERT
C. BYRD,
all Senators will be aware of it and on
President pro tempore.
Mr. WOFFORD thereupon assumed notice.
I have been the principal advocate of
the chair as Acting President pro temthe Senate adjourning by Thankspore.
giving. My advocacy has been based
upon my expectation that the Senate
RECOGNITION OF THE MAJORITY
would complete all of the business reLEADER
quired prior to that time. 1 wish to
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem- make very clear to all Senators that if
pore. The majority leader is recog- we do not complete that work, then the
nized.
Senate will continue in session after

0

Thanksgiving. I will be a principal advocate of that position.
What has happened is that Senators
increasingly want it both ways. They
want to adjourn by Thanksgiving, but
they also do not want to be here during
the time between now and Thanksgiving, which is necessary if we are
going to complete action on the agenda
that remains. I wish to repeat this so
there can be no misunderstanding:
Adjournment at Thanksgiving is directly contingent upon completing
those measures on which action must
be taken prior to then. If we do not do
so, then we will be in session after
Thanksgiving for as long as it takes to
complete action on those measures.
Senators can make a choice. I now
make it clear that that choice exists.
They can either be present during the
week and in the evenings and cooperate
in helping us get through this agenda,
or they cannot do so, in which event it
is assured-it is a certainty, in that
event, that we will remain in session
after Thanksgiving and for as long as it
takes in December to complete action
on those required measures.
Mr. President, I yield the floor.
RESERVATION OF LEADER TIME
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Under the previous order, leadership time is reserved.
CLOTURE MOTION-CONFERENCE
REPORT ON H.R. 2520
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Under the previous order, the
Senate will now resume consideration
of the motion to invoke cloture on the
conference report accompanying H.R.
2520, which the clerk will report.
The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:
CLOTURE MOTION

We, the undersigned Senators, in accordance with the provisions of rule XXII of the
Standing Rules of the Senate, hereby move
to bring to a close the debate on the conference report accompanying H.R. 2520, the
Interior appropriations bill:
Robert C. Byrd. Wendell Ford, Harry
Reid, Claiborne Pell, Russell D.
Feingold, J. Lieberman, Paul Simon,
Patty Murray, Pat Leahy, D. Pryor,
Fritz Hollings, Harris Wofford, Barbara
Boxer. Edward M. Kennedy, Paul Sarbanes. Joe Biden, Dan Inouye.
The Senate resumed consideration of
the motion.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The time until 10:30 a.m. shall be

This "bullet" symbol identifies statements or insertions which are not spoken by a Member of the Senate on the floor.
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equally divided and controlled between
the Senator from Nevada [Mr. REID]
and the Senator from Oklahoma [Mr.
NICKLES].
Mr. REID. Mr. President, it is my understanding that the proponents and
opponents of this matter have approximately 80 minutes, equally divided.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. There are 83 minutes equally divided.
Mr. NICKLES addressed the Chair.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Oklahoma is
recognized.
Mr. NICKLES. Mr. President, I will
just make a few comments before turning this over to my colleagues. We are
confronted with a very difficult situation on the Interior appropriations bill.
I, for one, would like to see us pass this
bill. But I also share the frustration
and opposition by many of the colleagues that will be speaking this
morning, and have spoken last week, in
opposition to the provision that was inserted in the bill during the conference
report, and that provision was inserted
by our colleague and my friend, Senator REID, from Nevada.
This provision was not in the House
bill, and it was not in the Senate bill.
It was extraneous to the conference. I
might mention, in the House bill there
was a provision to increase grazing
fees. In the Senate bill, we had a provision that had a moratorium on regulations dealing with land management.
We did not have the grazing fee increase in the Senate bill. In the conference, one would think that the two
items to be decided would be how much
would we raise grazing fees, or whether
or not they would be raised, and whether or not there would be a moratorium
on the regulations proposed by the Secretary of the Interior Bruce Babbitt.
But instead of debating those two
items, we had an extraneous provision
brought in out of the conference that
significantly legislated the land-use
policies in detail, 19 pages of detail.
I have been a Senator now for 13
years, but I do not remember or recall
legislating in conference. We legislate
on appropriations bills all the time.
The House does it. The Senate does it.
One side prevails. That happens. That
is not unfamiliar. It is sometimes
against the rules but not uncommon.
But it is uncommon to legislate in
conference, to take a significant piece
of legislation and to pull it in extraneous to the House bill, extraneous to
the Senate bill, and put it in conference. That is very unusual. I cannot
recall it happening.
I mentioned that to my colleague,
Senator BYRD from West Virginia, who
has had experience for far more years
than I and a great deal of knowledge
about the Senate as an institution. But
I could not recall a very significant
piece of legislation being put in in conference extraneous to either the House

or Senate bill and to be inserted. I say
that in reference so our colleagues will
know what we are talking about.
I know that my colleague and friend,
Senator WALLOP from Wyoming, as
ranking Republican on the Energy
Committee, which has jurisdiction over
public lands, is offended by the fact
that this committee and actually this
conference would legislate policy that
affects such a significant percentage of
the United States and particularly the
Western United States.
I happen to share some of his frustrations. I happen to be vigorously opposed to the procedure that happened
in the conference committee. I told
that and mentioned that to my friend
and colleague, the chairman of the subcommittee and full committee, Senator BYRD.
I do think Senators have a very legitimate procedural complaint about
the way this process has happened.
That is why we are in this real dilemma now. I believe my friends and
colleagues, the opponents of this procedure, probably have 41 votes. We will
find that out this afternoon.
I know the House is insisting on its
position. It is interesting that the
House is insisting that this happen.
But it was not in the House bill. I have
heard, well, Congressman MILLER and
others are going to insist that we keep
this provision in. But this provision
was not in the House bill.
Some say, well, where do we go from
here? I really think we should have debate and discussions on grazing fee increases, and I will support some increases in grazing fees. I think we
should have a discussion on whether
there should be a moratorium or not,
and that should be the parameters of
the discussion. That is what was in the
Senate bill and what was in the House
bill. That is, frankly, where we should
end up to break this logjam. I hope we
can break this logjam.
It is important that we pass this bill.
It is important that we pass this bill as
soon as possible. I hate to see us continually postponing or not finishing
this bill and continuing with the continuing resolutions. That is not a good
way to plan or to govern.
Mr. President, I will yield the remaining control of this bill to Senator
WALLOP from Wyoming.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Wyoming.
Mr. REID addressed the Chair.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Who yields time?
The Senator from Nevada.
Mr. REID. Mr. President, I yield to
myself such time as I may consume.
I say to my friend from Oklahoma,
whom I have had the pleasure of working with in the legislative appropriations bill, he the ranking member for 2
years, and I have the greatest respect
and admiration for him.
But I remind him that in the Interior
appropriations bill, during the last sev-
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eral years we have legislated in the Interior appropriations bill on the spotted owl, on timber on more than one
occasion, reauthorization of the arts
and humanities in conference and a
number of other .issues. So this is not
anything new or unique. This has happened time and time again on this bill
in addition to many other bills.
I also say to my friend from Oklahoma, this is a situation where it is
never the right time. It is never the
right time to do an increase in the
grazing fee and to do some land management reforms. Tomorrow is always
better, next week, next month, or next
year.
We are faced with a situation in this
U.S. Senate this week that today is the
right time, that we must do something
about this, or the Interior Department
could be closed. It is as simple as that.
The House by a 3-to-1 vote approved
this amendment.
Mr. NICKLES. Mr. President, will my
colleague yield for an inquiry or question?
Mr. REID. Sure.
Mr. NICKLES. Mr. President, I appreciate the Senator's yielding.
I want to make sure that the Senator
understood that I mentioned, yes, I
know that we legislate on appropriations bills. I know that we have legislated in the past on the Interior appropriations bill in other committees
which I have served on. So I am not
saying we should never ever do that.
I cannot recall an instance where we
brought in very significant legislation
that was totally extraneous to either
the House or the Senate bill. Usually,
when we have legislated, one House or
the other has passed legislation specifically in their bills, and then we would
adopt either the House position or the
Senate position.
But this is the first time that I can
recall that we have had very significant legislation totally extraneous to
either the House or the Senate bill.
Mr. REID. Mr. President, I respond to
my friend again that we had a moratorium in the Senate version of this bill
which, in effect, stopped all the rulemaking procedure from going forward
with Secretary Babbitt. All the rulemaking procedure was something we
talked about here on the Senate floor
when the Interior appropriations bill
came up. It was not something new and
unique. We talked about various aspects of what Secretary Babbitt wanted to do.
I would also say, on the House side
they had a significant grazing fee in
this bill, as they have had every year
in the past number of years. In addition to this, of course, we have brought
in the Interior appropriations conference a lot of, as referred to my
friend, unique, unusual-I am not finding the right word that he had-but extraneous in their reauthorization of
arts and humanities in conference just
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a couple years ago. We completely rewrote that. And there was nothing in
the House or Senate bill. That is not
what we have in this instance.
I also state that it is unique. I have
listened to every one of the speeches
that Senator BYRD has made regarding
the Roman empire and how it relates
to the loss of legislative power here in
the United States. He compared Rome
to the United States, and he can see, as
I see, a troubling pattern developing
here in this country that the U.S. Congress, the legislative branch of this
Government, is giving up its power to
the executive branch of Government.
There could be no better illustration
than right here with this bill. We are
saying, and the people who are trying
to invoke filibuster in this instance are
saying, we do not want to do anything;
we will let the Secretary of the Interior go ahead and make all the rules. I
think that is wrong.
Let us not forget that what this
amendment does is restrain the Secretary of the Interior from increasing
grazing fees up to $4.28 a year at the
end of 2 years and also allows him 25
percent a year increase in addition to
that. We have restricted, as a matter of
law, his going forward in five different
rulemaking procedures that he wanted
to do. This is pursuant to requests from
people who are now opposing this
amendment, who said the Secretary
has too much leeway, let us restrict
him. And that is what we have done in
this instance.
What is happening is that the small
guy is going to lose if this amendment
is not adopted. The big people can go
ahead and file their lawsuits, as we
showed last time in this debate. The
opponents of this legislation not only
threatened gridlock on the floor, they
threatened gridlock in the courts. They
said: Let Babbitt go forward. Then we
can tie it up in the courts.
We need to move forward with this
legislation. It is fair. It is appropriate.
We should have an up-or-down vote on
the amendment and go forward with
this legislation. If we did that, in a
year, next year at this time, grazing
would not even be on the lips of a Member of the U.S. Senate or the House of
Representatives. It would be gone and
over with.
But, in fact, what we are having is a
small minority holding up progress on
this legislation, preventing us from
going to health care reform, the crime
bill, unemployment insurance, NAFTA,
all these things that have great significance to the American public.
I believe that this amendment protects Nevada ranchers from Secretary
Babbitt. I believe that we should go
forward with this. We have 250 million
people whose legislation is being held
up in this body as a result of 20,000 permittees. It is time we moved forward.
It is time we moved forward and got on
to the business at hand.

Mr. President, I reserve the remainder of my time.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Who yields time?
Mr. WALLOP addressed the Chair.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Wyoming.
Mr. WALLOP. Mr. President, I yield
myself 1 minute.
Mr. President, it is not often that I
find myself in a position of hoping that
perhaps in this instance the executive
branch might win.
I am a strong believer in a strong
Congress. But when Congress is off
track, off the rail, so to speak, then
perhaps those of us whose constituency-and I suggest that that constituency is significantly larger than the
Senator from Nevada portrays-I suggest that that constituency touches
virtually every State. But in our instance, the livelihood of a major portion of our people is about to be seriously affected.
This is, as I have said and have said
and have said, not just an issue of
ranchers. Apparently, in the State of
Nevada, school boards do not derive
any income from ad valorem taxes on
livestock; apparently, the counties
have no particular need for the revenues from those; apparently, the banks
in the small towns have no investments in the ranching business; apparently, the purveyors of propane, ranching equipment, shoes, groceries, and
other things have no dependency on
the livestock industry.
I suspect that is wrong and I suspect
that the people whose income is from
ranching in the State of Nevada will be
as drastically hurt as will those from
our other States.
In fact, I have a press release from
the Nevada Cattlemen's Association
and a letter signed by Demar Dahl.
I will read the letter:
NEVADACATTLEMEN'S ASSOCIATION,
Elko, NV. October 25, 1993.
Hon. MALCOLM WALLOP,

Russell Senate Office Building,
Washington, DC.
DEAR SENATOR WALLOP: It has come to our
attention that our position concerning Senator Reid's amendment has not been made
clear, therefore we feel it is important that
you understand our feelings regarding Senator Reid's actions. Senator Reid has never
asked for our input and has steadfastly ignored our recommendations. He has turned
his back on the livestock industry and in our
view the entire State of Nevada by his blatant misrepresentation of our best interests.
We view Senator Reid's actions on water
rights as a states' rights issue and very
therefore damaging to Nevada and the livestock industry. The subleasing paragraph in
his amendment will put a number of our
ranchers out of business. It also makes it
nearly impossible for young families to get
started in the livestock business, since Nevada's ranching industry is so dependent
upon federal lands with 87% of Nevada feder-

ally owned. We are very concerned about the
infringement upon our private property
rights, i.e., range improvements and water,
by Senator Reid's amendment. We view Sen-
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ator Reid's amendment as a political maneuver to deny the public, including ranchers.
the right to comment on all of the proposed
changes. By codifying this into law we are
denied our rights that the NEPA process
guarantees.

The livestock people of Nevada appreciate
your efforts on our behalf and on behalf of
all the ranchers in the west. If we can assist
you in any way, please don't hesitate to contact us.
Thank you again for your efforts.
Sincerely,
DEMAR DAHL,

President.
I ask unanimous consent that the
text of the press release that accompanied that letter be printed in the
RECORD.
There being no objection, the text of
the press release was ordered to be
printed in the RECORD, as follows:
ELKO, NV.-October 21, 1993--Demar Dahl,
President of the Nevada Cattlemen's Association issued the following:
The Nevada Cattlemen's Association today
appealed to Senator Bryan asking him to
stand up for Nevada and join the filibuster
pending in the United States Senate.
"Senator Reid has turned his back on Nevada, the livestock industry, and the communities that depend on that industry," said
Demar Dahl, President of NvCA.
"Senator Reid says we have the choice of
accepting his amendment or Secretary
Babbitt's proposal. That's like choosing between the electric chair and the firing
squad," Dahl said.
He also pointed out that Senator Domenici
of New Mexico and other western senators
are leading the filibuster effort. "They obviously believe there are alternatives other
than the Reid amendment or the Babbitt
plan," he said.
Senator Reid said in a press release yesterday, "Frankly, it would be easier for me to
throw my hands in the air, support a filibuster, and watch Secretary Babbitt go all
the way with his reforms, and a $4.28 fee. In
good conscience I cannot do that. I did not
walk away from the negotiating table when
the going got tough, and I will not walk
away from cattlemen now."
"The going got tough at the negotiating
table for Reid because he was working
against the very people he is supposed to represent," said Dahl. "and yes, he did walk
away from the cattlemen."
Mr. REID. Mr. President, might I
just ask a brief question? Who was that
letter from?
Mr. WALLOP. From Demar Dahl,
president of the Nevada Cattlemen's
Association. The date of letter is October 25, 1993.
Mr. President, one of the problems
that we have is that people do not understand the consequences of this
amendment. The Senator from Colorado quite correctly last week spoke to
the issue of water. And while the Senator from Arizona denied that it affected any water except on BLM, it is
simply not true.
The Forest Service and the BLM are
equally affected by the language that
exists in the underlying law. We will
find that there are areas in the East,
perhaps in the State of the occupant of
the chair, where municipal water supplies, Mr. President, will be affected by
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Nothing
could be farther from the
ing our private property values in the proc- truth. It has never been offered in our
I know that
thisofbill.
the provisions in ess
this settlement.
committee and the Senator from Arin the State
they will be affected Sincerely
yours, of
kansas is the chairman of the subJIM WEBB.
Alabama, because we have already had
committee-we have not had a chance
contact.
Now, this is a letter a legitimate to have this thing. The Senator from
thing which
There is anothercomplaint
rancher. But what it Colorado and I have a bill in our comfromis acomthe the Senate will
to what
apparently,
pletely unknown,does
not tell and
mittee for which we have yet to have a
sponsors of this amendment
does to the country hearing offered to us. It is not we who
whattoit the
not hear is and
Interior,
Secretary of the and
does to of
the revenues of the have stood in the way of this.
what it neither
of
knowledge
any States
whom seems to have
Those reveUnited
of America.
Last, let me just remind the Senate
exists in
thattrickle
the agriculture business
nues that
into the BLM are that of the 28 Senators in the 14 Westthat is out
about
their States, andtrickling
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greater rate from the ern States, only 7 have supported this;
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Internal Revenue Service.
not one Governor of the Western
in- me read another
in mostlet
Mr. President, subleasing,
Mr. President,
States.
they
today, Ibut
what
stances, is illegal letter.
would
like
to display it. It is a
This is not the new West. This is a
it
doing is making
have succeeded inhandwritten,
little letter
from a guy in West that is struggling to survive.
of ranch operimpossible for a number
Wyoming.
Mr. President, I reserve the remainators to compensate employees in a FARSON, WY,
der of our time.
way which has been normal since the
October 20, 1993.
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beginning of the DEAR
SENATOR
WALLOP: I'm writing this pore. Who yields time? The Senator
regarding
of Reid
the Amendment.
of fact,
most the
and, as a matter letter
I hold
federal
permits or even from Nevada.
timegrazing
or
atnoone
ranchers in the West,
Mr. REID. Mr. President, there are a
the Reid amendment
ownemployees
any land, ofbut
other
another, have been
couple of things I want to bring to the
negative effect
certainly
have
a
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would
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public lands
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Mr. President, the
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to askOctober
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October
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scendants
stripped
U.S. Senate.
yet devastating amendment to an appropria- State of Nevada.
Washington, DC.
I would also like to refer to a chart
DEAR SENATOR WALLOP: The compromise tions bill.
Respectfully,
to put to rest once and for all this nonentered into by Secretary Babbitt and Sensense about what this amendment does
ator Reid is devastating to my community
and to my personal operation. My neighbors
regardingM.A.
theMOODY.
definition of "range imhave sons that work for the county and help
provement."
Mr. President, again, here is a legition the ranch are faced with the fact that
Under the Code of Federal Regulamate way of compensating people sudwhat they have put their life into is now a litions which is now in effect it says:
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claim ownership of improvements for
promise.
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In my case, the Arizona State grazing land
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committee, this back
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to comment
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the Bureau of Land Management. This
on it.
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Mr. President, I do not know what it
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takes to persuade the Senate that the
ice was treated just like the Bureau of
pay in advance. My view of this increase is
provisions on improvements on public
Land Management. Secretary Watt
that my cows don't know the fee has unilatlands will deny this country ever the
came along and changed it in the Deerally increased since they didn't breed up as
opportunity to have a private industry
well due to the hot summer, and the mounpartment of the Interior. And we have
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mission line.
two so I can pay the increase. There is nothwater rights will be grandfathered in.
Mr. President, I yield myself 1 more
ing in my operation that will compensate for
Those people who proved up on water
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the fee increase, except what I have to live
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President,
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C-SPAN this morning that they have is a phantom, a
because nobody seems to give a damn that
straw
man someone
I would
not let it is trying to chase
to have this because
come up in my committee.
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that simply does not exist. This
amendment that has been approved by
the conference and approved by the
House by a more than 3-to-1 margin
does not change the grazing world at
all. It is not going to stop a rancher
from buying a vehicle. It is not going
to stop some kid from saving money.
It is going to raise grazing fees. If
you run 400 head of cattle 12 months a
year it would raise the grazing fee, for
all 400, total-not 1, all 400 for a yearbetween $1,500 and $2,000 for 400 cattle.
I reserve the remainder of my time.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. Who yields time?
Mr. CAMPBELL addressed the Chair.
Mr. WALLOP. Mr. President, how
much time does the Senator from Colorado require?
Mr. CAMPBELL. Six minutes will be
fine.
Mr. WALLOP. I yield 6 minutes to
the Senator from Colorado.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Colorado is recognized.
Mr. CAMPBELL. Mr. President, I
would like to also discuss a letter that
was not written by an enemy of my
friend from Nevada, Senator REID, but
in fact a friend of his, and a huge friend
of mine, too, that is the Governor of
the State of Colorado, Gov. Roy
Romer. I ask unanimous consent to
have his complete letter printed in the
RECORD.
There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
STATE OF COLORADO,

Denver, CO, October 25, 1993.
Hon. BOB DOLE,
Senate Minority Leader, Hart Senate Office
Building, Washington. DC.
Hon. GEORGEJ. MITCHELL,
Senate Majority Leader, Russell Senate Office
Building, Washington, DC.
DEAR SENATORS MITCHELL AND DOLE: I am

writing to express serious concerns about the
Reid Amendment to the fiscal year 1994Interior Appropriations bill. This Amendment
addresses grazing fee and rangeland management reform issues. I urge members of the
Senate to oppose this legislation in its current form.
While I agree that the grazing system
should be reformed, the potential long-term
consequences of these reforms on Colorado
ranchers and the public land resources demand a far more deliberative and constructive process for the formation of rangeland
management law than has been used in developing the Reid Amendment.
We need an open and deliberative process
to solve this complicated set of issues. The
Reid Amendment is not the product of the
informed viewpoints of all the constitutents
whose lives they would affect, including
ranchers, water users, environmentalists.
western governors, and many others.
I am particularly concerned with the provisions of the Reid Amendment pertaining to
water. As written, the Reid Amendment
would inject such ambiguity and confusion
into the process or allocating water in the
West that litigation and uncertainty would
prevail for years to come.
For over a century, the allocation and administration of water rights have been the
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province of the States. In Colorado, as ir Sallocating water in the West that litigation
other Western states, we have worked hardI and uncertainty would prevail for years to
for decades to remove the cloud of uncer- Scome.
tainty created by unknown and unquantifiec
Governor Romer is further concerned
federal reserve rights over state water that:
rights. In that regard, laws have been passed
For
over a century, the allocation and adthat require the United States to proceed ir
of water rights have been the
accordance with State law to obtain rights ministration
province
of the states. In Colorado. as in
to water for uses on federal lands. We in Colorado have spent considerable time and other Western States, we have worked hard
decades to remove the cloud of uncermoney over the past two decades in efforts for
created by unknown and un-quanto quantify the federal water rights on our tainty
tified
federal reserve rights over state rights.
public lands.
In
that
regard, laws have been passed that
If passed in its present broad and ambigurequire the United States to proceed in acously worded form, the Reid Amendment
cordance
with State law to obtain rights to
could be construed to reserve a federal water
for uses on federal lands. We in Coloright on federal lands not only for grazing water
rado have spent considerable time and
but for any other purpose as well. Such an money over the past two decades in efforts
outcome unnecessarily exceeds the scope of to quantify the federal water on
our public
rangeland management reform. and could lands.
undermine State water allocation laws and
The
Governor
has
written
that
if the
the rights created under those laws.
The Reid Amendment would also direct the language is passed:
***
Secretary of the Interior to incorporate
in its
standards and guidelines into permits and * * * in its present and ambiguously worded
leases that, among other objectives, would form, the Reid Amendment could be conprovide for the "protection and restoration strued to reserve a federal water right on
of riparian values, such as healthy wildlife federal lands not only for grazing but for any
and fish habitat and diverse vegetation."
other purpose as well. Such an outcome unWhile it is necessary to take steps to im- necessarily exceeds the scope of rangeland
prove riparian habitats throughout the West, management reform, and could undermine
the Reid Amendment would appear to place state water allocation laws and the rights
undue reliance on the regulatory process of created under those laws.
permit issuance to achieve this important
In and of itself, the water language in
goal. Collaborative, voluntary efforts that this bill is bad enough, but read toinvolve all affected parties are far preferable gether with the language about nameans to achieve riparian restoration than
is unilateral reliance on regulation. In con- tional standards and guidelines, the
trast, the Reid Amendment clearly exceeds language is certainly an impermissible
the appropriate scope of rangeland manage- intrusion into State water matters. As
ment reform and seriously erodes the prerog- my colleague, Senator BROWN, has alative of the States to protect riparian values ready said, the Forest Service has simiwithin the prior appropriation system.
lar authority and is trying to force
The Western governors, through the West- small communities to transfer their
ern Governors' Association, have asserted rights to the Federal Government even
among other things that if rangeland reform
is to succeed, it must result in healthy land though these water rights and water
and sustainable and economically diverse projects were specifically recognized in
communities. Most westerners would agree Federal legislation passed in 1866.
that fees need to be raised in a way that proIn addition, Governor Romer is justects the range and the resource; however, a tifiably
concerned - that
the Reid
fee increase that drives family ranchers off amendment would place undue reliance
the land is not practical or acceptable.
on the regulatory process to issue perWe need to develop such important and far
reaching laws and policies in the full light of mits to achieve the goal of riparian
restoration. This is tragic, as the goal
public participation and scrutiny.
Beyond the need for a sound policy making of restoring riparian habitat has been
process, rangeland management reform and accomplished, so far, through cooperaether efforts to reform federal land policies tion, rather than regulation.
should be approached in full recognition of
Collaborative, voluntary efforts that
the need to protect both rural economic vi- involve all parties are far preferable to
tality and diversity and the productive eco- unilateral, command and control regulogical systems necessary to sustain rural lation. Governor Romer feels that the
economies. This fundamental point must be
understood and embraced if we are to suc- Reid amendment "clearly exceeds the
appropriate scope of rangeland mancessfully reform federal land policies.
The grazing fee issue is but one of a num- agement reform and seriously erodes
ber of concerns that affect public lands. We the prerogative of the States to protect
need to do more to examine these impacts riparian values with in the prior approand support a comprehensive effort to diver- priations system."
sify the economies of the rural west.
The entire Western Governor's AssoSincerely,
ciation has also expressed similar conRoY ROMER,
cerns and have asserted among other
Governor.
things, that if rangeland reform is to
Mr. CAMPBELL. The letter I re- succeed:
ceived was from Governor Romer yesIt must result in healthier land and ecoterday morning. He and I both oppose nomically diverse communities. Most Westthis legislation in its current form.
erners would agree that fees need to be
Governor Romer is particularly con- raised in a way that protects the range and
cerned about the bill's provisions per- the resource, however, a fee increase that
taining to water. He feels that as writ- drives family ranchers off the land is not
practical or acceptable.
ten:
It is my feeling that the so-called reThe Reid Amendment would inject such
ambiguity and confusion into the process for forms in this legislation are neither
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A fee that is not based on sound get a fair return on the use of our pubreasonable, practical or acceptable and
science and careful study will desta- lic lands? This is a perfect example of
must be rejected.
I believe the unstated objective ol f bilize the entire livestock industry and what the American people do not like
these so-called reforms is to remove the rural Western economic infrastruc- to see in Congress: Filibuster means
livestock grazing from Federal land. ture it supports. If Congress and the gridlock. In gridlock, everybody loses.
I said it the other day and I will say
Few, if any of the proposals, will actu- administration want livestock grazing
ally improve range conditions or agen- on Federal lands, and the billions of it again. There are too many things in
cy efficiency. In fact, if these proposals dollars in economic activity it rep- this bill that are important to my conare adopted, it is far more likely that resents, it must consider the Federal stituents and other Members' States to
range conditions and wildlife habitat Forage Fee Formula Act that has been keep holding it up on this floor. Caught
will deteriorate, not improve. Range introduced rather than passing this in the middle of this debate are people
with historical and cultural ties to the
conditions have improved and continue legislation.
forest products industry in my State.
I yield the floor.
to improve. Wildlife numbers have inMr. REID. Mr. President, I yield 5 These people have faced years of uncercreased significantly and continue to
do so. The case cannot be made that minutes to the Senator from Washing- tainty, one lawsuit after another and
the frustration of dealing with an indethere is a significant need to change ton [Mrs. MURRAY].
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem- cisive bureaucracy.
the way grazing is managed in the
Earlier this year, the Government
Washington.
from
The
Senator
pore.
United States.
Mrs. MURRAY. Mr. President, the challenged people in the rural NorthThis proposal will end the era of ecoI people of Washington State and this west-local leaders, business people,
diverse
communities.
nomically
should not have to remind my col- Nation quite rightly take a great inter- workers-to come up with new ideas
leagues that the average rate of return est in what is happening on the Senate and a new vision for the forest products
in the livestock industry is 21/2percent. floor day in and day out. They want to industry. Let me tell you, they have
After factoring in a number of condi- know what we are doing to cut spend- responded with creativity and enthutions related to grazing and calving on ing and create jobs. They are asking siasm. People in Port Angeles, Aberpublic and private lands, the adminis- tough questions about NAFTA and deen, Darrington have flooded my oftration's proposed fee increases equals health care. They are concerned that fice with all kinds of ideas.
This bill that we are considering
a reduction in gross receipts of 4 per- our troops abroad are deployed judiciously. In short, they want to know today fulfills the commitment to peocent. This result will end grazing on
ple in my State to help bring these
we are down here doing our jobs.
public lands.
This month, people have seen the fis- ideas to fruition. They have been waitI think that there are several key objectives in establishing a fair grazing cal year end. They have seen us pass ing for years for someone in the Govfee formula. First, the fee needs to be one, then another continuing resolu- ernment to take responsibility for solvbased on the value of forage. Second, tion. For the past several days, they ing a difficult problem. Like the grazthe value of the grass, or forage, needs have seen an extremely important ap- ing compromise, the forest plan is by
to be identified as a percentage of the propriations bill held up because a no means perfect, but it has given peoprivate land lease rate. Third, an ad- small group has been unwilling-after ple hope that new opportunities exist.
justment needs to be made which re- literally years of debate-to accept a They cannot afford to wait anymore
flects the lower returns derived from reasonable compromise on grazing. I and we should not deny them that hope
Federal lands compared to private will remind all of us the language in today.
There is another big issue at stake.
lands, as well as the additional costs of this bill is a compromise.
There has been pressure for years to There are two runs of Snake River
doing business on Federal lands comincrease the grazing fees. I remind my salmon that have been listed under the
pared to private lands.
In short, the bill I have already in- colleagues that before this language Endangered Species Act. A petition to
troduced, the Federal Forage Fee For- came before the Senate, our friend and add runs on the mid-Columbia is pendmula Act, is based on the private for- colleague from Nevada, HARRY REID, ing. Just last week, another petition
age market while reflecting the higher was an outspoken critic of efforts with- was filed to list coho salmon throughoperational costs and lower returns de- in the administration to increase fees. out its range from California to the Carived from ranching on Federal lands. He was first in line to deny funds for nadian border. This bill today contains
resources to fund a salmon conservaAs a result, this formula would pro- the administration to implement its
mote similar economic opportunity be- proposals. But given the pressure in tion strategy that is vital to the comtween Federal land and private land the other body, and the position of the mercial and recreational fisheries and
administration, Senator REID took up to the forest products industry in my
livestock producers.
Ranchers are the family farmers of the challenge and negotiated a com- region. If we cannot get this bill passed
the West. The establishment of a fair promise. This compromise would cut in and stem the decline in salmon stocks
and equitable grazing fee formula is half the fee increase proposed by Sec- in the Northwest, we, the Congress,
necessary to ensure their survival. It
retary Babbitt, and would include regu- will be faced with immeasurable costs
may sound redundant, but it is no lie latory reforms that largely bring BLM in the future, costs that place even
that ranching remains a key compo- grazing rules into line with the Forest more pressure on the timber industry,
nent in the rural western economy. Service.
costs that undermine fisheries on the
Senator REID has endured tremen- entire west coast, costs that threaten
Every dollar a rancher spends yields $5
in economic activity throughout the dous pressure, and I think he should be energy production and agriculture. In
West. Not only does this add billions to commended for doing a terrific job short, costs to the West will dwarf the
the Nation's economy, in much of the under very difficult circumstances. It grazing issue by comparison.
West, it is the single largest source of may not be a perfect deal for public
These issues and many others are at
economic activity and tax revenue.
land grazers, but it is certainly not stake because of this filibuster. More
Every Western ranching job creates going to bring the livestock industry often than not, gridlock, as we are seeas many as four jobs on Main Street. If to an end and it does reflect an under- ing now, sets progress back. When a
ranchers go under, so will the tractor, standing of multiple use of public vocal few can succeed in derailing a
truck, and automobile dealers, the gas, lands.
well-reasoned plan, nothing is accomgrocery, and feed store owners, the vetMr. President, the grazing fees today plished and no one is served. We must
erinarians, doctors, and dentists, and are lower than they were about 10 move on. We must pass this bill and
many others who make up the commer- years ago. Can we simply deny the ex- show the public that we can tend to its
cial and social fabric of rural Western istence of inflation, or are we going to business responsibly and that we do
towns.
step up and say the Treasury should care about the people we serve.
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Thank you, Mr. President.
Mr. WALLOP addressed the Chair.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Wyoming.
Mr. WALLOP. I yield myself 1
minute. I say to the Senator from
Washington that the Governor of
Washington does not seem to be of the
same view. As part of the Western Governor's Conference, they have come
down heavily against this proposal, and
for reasons that are quite simple. It is
broader than just the grazing issue, I
will say to the Senator from Washington. It is not about gridlock. It is about
livelihood.
Let me say to the Senator from Nevada, I direct a question to him if he
will give me his attention. I wonder if
the Senator is aware that the plain
language of his section on range improvements is not limited to range improvements only but applies to any improvements on public lands which includes dams, transmission lines, pipelines, mining structures, et cetera. Let
me just read it.
Subject to valid existing rights on the date
of enactment of this section, all rights to
permanent improvements contained on or in
public lands are vested in the United States.
Mr. President, I will say there is absolutely no limit to that.
Mrs. MURRAY addressed the Chair.
Mr. REID. The Senator from Washington is yielded whatever time she
needs.
Mrs. MURRAY. If I can just comment
on the comment of the Senator from
Wyoming on the Governor from Washington, the Governors Association did
take a stand on Secretary Babbitt's
original proposal. It is my understanding they have not taken a stand on this
current proposal in this bill.
Mr. WALLOP. I yield myself 30 seconds. I will say that is incorrect. In
fact, a letter has gone to the Senator
from Nevada which says:
While we expected the conference committee might very well legislate a fee, we feel
strongly that this is not an appropriate process for dealing with broader rangeland reform. Rangeland reform is complex with the
potential result of healthier land and sustainable rural communities. It should not be
done hastily, opening the door to unintended
or undebated results. We believe that governors and those in western grazing communities have expertise and experience that

Mr. BURNS. Mr. President, I thank
my friend from Wyoming. I just want
to remind this body, we have stood
here and talked about this issue many
times. I am interested in what the Senator from Washington had to say because we stand here on principle today.
A year ago, this Congress passed a
water bill that affected California. It
took 25 percent of the water away from
the farmers in the central valley of
California.
I had an opportunity to drive through
that part of the country. I observed
land going back to waste, starting to
grow tumbleweeds now, with 40 and 50
percent unemployment in Mendota,
Firebaugh-all of these areas where we
thought we were doing a very grand
thing and doing something about reallocating that water. Farmers there
are finding it hard to understand when
you have 150 percent snow pack and yet
your water gets cut 25 to 30 percent and
your fields burn up.
That is when we said that this is just
the first step in an assault on the West.
I am interested in the Senator from
Washington saying that she does not
have any problems with this, but that
is what it is. We do not stand here
today discussing fees. We are discussing policy, and it has to do with mining, it has to do with timber, it has to
do with recreation, it has to do with
gas and oil and energy development, it
has to do with hunting and fishing, it
has to do with everybody that has a use
on a public land.
It is new policy that says we do not
want things to happen out there. I will
tell you right now-and everybody
heard this old story about big operators have all these leases-in Montana,
we have 3,039 BLM permittees and 1,399
Forest Service. The average AUM's are
from 200 to 350 AUM's that run from 6
to 7 months. That does not sound like
big operators to me. It sounds like
hardworking people who will, by policy, be driven from the land; by policy
will be driven from the land because of
these new rules and regulations that
have never had a hearing in this Congress and with this process.
So I ask my colleagues, if they want
to fight for their people, I am going to
fight for mine, and I am going to stand
on principle. But it is much broader
should be tapped through an inclusive proc- than that. The war has already been
ess. * * * Therefore, western Governors are declared out there because of the emonot supportive of the process that led to this tional issue of public lands.
proposal.
Who made it that way? Who imMr. REID. Mr. President, if I can re- proved them? We have more elk, more
spond to my friend from Wyoming, I antelope, more mule deer, more turkey
think you will find that letter was not and white tail. We did it because we
signed by the Governor of Nevada. I improved the land through an organitalked with him yesterday. He indi- zation called the Society for Range
cated he had not signed the letter. I be- Management and Range Days that I
lieve the Senator from Wyoming has sponsored since 1980. We could carry
more AUM's. Give us a little more rain,
the floor,
Mr. WALLOP. I yield 5 minutes to and we can carry a lot more. But it is
the Senator from Montana.
better now than any time in recent hisThe ACTING PRESIDENT pro tern- tory, and I mean since the Great Depression and the drought years of the
pore. The Senator from Montana.
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thirties, the "dirty thirties." And yet
those people who improve those ranges,
who make it livable, in a harsh land,
now see it taken away from them with
an inability to pay for schools, taxes,
and to provide all the services that
local government is supposed to provide.
But we chase the straw man, range or
grazing fees. That is the straw man.
The devil is in the fine print and that
is the rules and regulations in this bill,
that should have been in the authorizing committee.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator's time has expired.
Mr. BURNS. I urge my colleague to
stand on this because there is a lot at
stake for the West.
I yield the floor. I thank the Chair.
Mr. WALLOP. Mr. President, I yield 5
minutes to the Senator from Idaho.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Idaho.
Mr. CRAIG. Mr. President, I thank
the Senator from Wyoming for yielding
on what has become a very important
and closely watched debate in the Senate. I say that, Mr. President, because
this debate may be about principle; it
may be about philosophy; it may be
about one Senator's approach toward
an issue versus another Senator's. But
let me tell you what I believe it is really about. It is really about power.
Our Founding Fathers recognized
that an all-central government was a
too powerful government, and most of
that power ought to reside out in the
States. But ever since that day 200-plus
years ago through to today, that
power, through one effort or another,
one legislative vehicle or another, one
change in our Constitution or another,
has emanated back toward Washington.
In those 17 elusive pages of legislative effort on the part of the Senator
from Nevada and the Secretary of Interior, it is all about power. It is about a
phenomenal shift of power away from
public land States and their representatives toward a central government.
That shift of power gets masked in the
argument of fees or a battle over this
or that or something else. But who
controls the water has the power. Who
controls access to the public lands has
the power. Who controls the policy
that designs the human effort and activity on those public lands holds and
has the power.
Government is all about power. We
know that as Senators. Some have it
and some do not, and some are in and
some are out. But that is what this debate fundamentally is all about. And
power does affect the lives of people.
For a moment let me reflect on the
lives of the citizens of my State and
how, they perceive the power that the
Senator from Nevada is jerking out of
his State and turning over to Bruce
Babbitt as the Secretary of Interior
and the Department of Interior and
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how it will impact the people of my
State.
Here is the vice president of a major
regional bank who says, "The profitability and the creditworthiness of a
permittee will drastically decrease if
the Federal Government insists on
maintaining water rights and permittee-financed range improvements." In
other words, a shift in power is going
to affect the financial credibility of a
permittee on our grazing lands. That is
First Security Bank in the West, Vice
President Curtis H. Eaton.
A CPA talks about the historical relationship of farming and ranching to
small agricultural communities. This
CPA is in Burley, ID. Burley is not a
big place, but a lot of marvelous small
businesses reside there, and beautiful
families of people. He says it is going
to cost that community hundreds of
thousands of dollars as small ranchers-not big ranchers, small ranchers,
150- and 200-cow operations, mother, father, son, and daughter operating
these-will go out of business because
the Senator from Nevada by the policy
in this law would assist in putting out
of business.
I wish to enter all of these in the
RECORD, but the story goes on and on.
Power resides in other ways.
Here is a letter from a variety of professors and range management specialists from Colorado State University,
and their line in conclusion is, "But
our concern is about the fairness in the
reallocation
of wealth."
Not big
wealth, little wealth, little wealth having an impact on small people.
Wealth is power. If you control the
wealth of Burley, ID, by controlling
the access to the public lands, that
generates the resource base, that generates the wealth that flows back down
main street, you have created a phenomenal power shift.
That is what this legislation does. Instead of those advisory committees
where a majority of those who are affected by the policy of this administration would have some say, there is a
shift once again in power. So there are
a variety of ways of debating this
issue.
I ask unanimous consent, Mr. President, that a cross-section of these letters be printed in the RECORD because
it is very important Senators understand that Bruce Babbitt and the Senator from Nevada are talking about
power at this moment.
There being no objection, the material was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
FIRST SECURITY BANK,

October 1, 1993.
DIRECTOR (200),

Bureau of Land Management,
Washington, DC.

DEAR SIR/MADAM: Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed rulemaking by the U.S. Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management. We believe that
the proposed increase in grazing fees to the

$4.28 level and accompanying measures will
cause significant disruption to our borrowers.
Livestock ranchers, their families and employees now make up a sizeable percentage
of our commercial lending portfolio.
A rancher's ability to acquire financing is
base on assets, liabilities and net worth. The
proposed grazing fee increases will decrease
permit value, thus decreasing the rancher's
assets and net worth. In addition, the shortening of the permit term will result in a
higher amortization cost and limit marketability and value of said permits.
The profitability and credit worthiness of a
permittee will drastically decrease if the federal government insists on maintaining
water rights and permittee-financed range
improvements. As a lender, it would not be a
sound decision to finance improvements that
can be amortized. As a result, improvements
will most likely not be made and the forage
resources of the land will suffer making it
less profitable.
The combination of the above effects will
result in devastating short-term impacts.
The financial viability of the livestock industry will be severely threatened due to increased operating costs, decreased asset marketability and decreased profit margins.
This will ultimately result in herd liquidation, lower livestock prices and discontinuance of many family operations. An already
fragile western range sheep industry will collapse and the cattle industry will slowly follow!
I strongly urge that fee increases and regulatory measures be carefully thought out
and that the many studies that have been
submitted dealing with private/public grazing cost comparisons be carefully considered.
Sincerely,
CURTIS H. EATON,
Vice President, Area Manager.
RAMSEY HEATING & ELECTRIC, INC.,

Burley, ID, October 11, 1993.
DEAR SIRS: Your proposal to increase the
grazing fees to a $4.28 level could have serious effects on cattlemen's financial support
of our business. We are in an agricultural,
cattle area depending on no other source for
income. We believe the range is in good condition, not overgrazed and the ranchers do a
good job cooperating and keeping it in control as requested.
We need financial support from owners of
the cattle business if our business is to continue successfully.
Please take another look at the increase
possible at the rate of inflation.
Thanks,
ROBERT A. RAMSEY,
Owner.
WM. F. STEVENSON D.V.M. INC.,
Buellton, CA, September 20, 1993.
Re range reform '94.
Hon. DIANNE FEINSTEIN,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, DC.
This letter is to provide comments for the
United States Department of the InteriorBureau of Land Management and Department of Agriculture-Forest Service Notice of
intent to prepare an Environmental Impact
Statement and Proposed Rulemaking as published in the Federal Register, Vol. 58, No.
155, Friday, August 13, 1993, pps. 43202-43206,
43208-43213 and 43234-43237.
Please do NOT support the current administration proposal for a 130% increase in
grazing fees and severe land-use restrictions.
This increase and the changes in land-use
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policies established under the Public Rangelands Improvement Act (PRIA) will severely
hurt many of the family-owned ranch operations. These people are obviously a minority and their lifestyles and values as conservationists of the land should be protected.
Please study the cases of privately managed
lands vs. publicly managed lands and I think
you will see the folly behind this socialized
new proposed policy.
Thank you for your time and support.
Sincerely,
BILL STEVENSON,D.V.M.
OSTERHOUT POPE PHILLIPS & CO.,

Burley, ID, October 11, 1993.
DEAR GENTLEMEN: I would like to comment
on the proposed changes in the rules and regulations pertaining to federal land users. I
believe that the proposed increases in grazing fees, and the resulting decrease in value
in the associated permits will cause a significant decrease in the profitability of our local
ranchers and a significant decrease in my
business.
I practice as a certified public accountant
in Burley, Idaho. Agriculture represents a
major portion of my business, both directly
and indirectly. A majority of my business is
in the preparation of income tax returns
with its related write-up work. The proposed
increase in grazing fees would adversely affect a material portion of my clients and result in an estimated contraction of my business of approximately 10-20%.
Historically farming and ranching has operated on a very small operating profit. Any
profit produced has been reinvested in the
business, except for that needed for living expenses. Because of low net profit amounts,
any additional cost of the rancher will make
a large difference in the net profit of the
ranchers. For example, an increase in grazing fees of $5,000.00 may not seem like much
in an operating budget of $100,000.00. However, when it is considered that there is only
a $10,000.00 profit, an additional $5,000.00 expense does make a big difference.
I also believe that the ranching industry
has been taking good care of our ranges.
They have been managing the ranges for
sixty years. If they had been exploiting these
ranges, the ranges would not have lasted this
long. One reason why ranchers have taken
care of the ranges is because their range
leases are proprietary in nature. It is my understanding that some of the new regulations reduce or limit the proprietary nature
of the leases. If this is the case, then I do believe that the incentive for the rancher to
maintain the range will be less and the government costs to maintain the range will increase substantially. If the ranchers are not
there, who will manage the range. Will it be
the bureaucrats from Washington, D.C.? I
suppose they will do as good a job as they
have previously done. A good example of the
government's management skill is found in
Yellowstone Park. In Yellowstone Park the
range has been destroyed with an over population of diseased animals. However the government is not able to make the decisions
necessary to properly manage the animals. It
is a mess. I predict that all the federal range
land will look like Yellowstone if the government assumes management duties.
You bureaucrats claim that the rancher is
not paying the cost of maintaining the
range. Well, what happens if the ranchers
leave the range? Then there will be no revenues. However, the naturalists, conservationists, and recreationalists, will require
more and more from the government. It appears to me that the government will have
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increased expenditures and decreased revenues. Where is the benefit in this? If you
don't believe this is true, then who is presently demanding the government spend more
money on the public lands. It is not the
ranchers.
In Idaho the government owns 64% of the
land. Over 80% of the cattle in Idaho will
spend some time on government land.
Changes in government policy regarding
public lands have a big impact on Idaho's
economy. A 132% increase in lease rates will
have an enormous impact on Idaho's economy and future. The average age of farmers
and ranchers is over 50 years. If this is such
a profitable industry why aren't more young
people involved? It is not because there is no
interest, it is because it is not economically
possible. Increased fees and decreased proprietary interest in the leases will further reduce the number of young people who can
begin to farm.
One final comment, all the government
programs are instituted for one reason and
one reason only. That being to provide inexpensive food to our citizen's. Generally that
has been accomplished. The American citizen's percent of revenue that is spent for
food is the lowest in the world. We have been
able to accomplish this by maintaining a
large number of small farmers who have been
unable as a group to limit supply and drive
prices up. If the government is successful in
driving the western cattlemen from the
ranges, the supply of beef will decrease substantially and the cost to the consumer will
increase proportionately.
You people should consider the sayings
which are found on grain storage facilities in
Cassia County:
"Don't complain about agriculture with
your mouth full."
"If you eat, you are involved in agriculture."
Sincerely,
CURTIS B. POPE.
Certified Public Accountant.
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There is a strong theoretical linkage be- pected loss or elimination of permit value
tween grazing fees and permit value. As fees which would accompany this increase will
go up, permit values should erode and wealth cause significant hardship to our school diswill be transferred from ranchers to the gov- trict.
ernment. This is the dilemma that policy
Ranching families and employees now
makers face. The GFTG does not imply that make up 25% of our total school district enthis transfer is right or wrong, but the con- rollment. Our school district would suffer
cern about the fairness of reallocating without the presence and diversity of ranchwealth is obvious."
ing students.
Our assessment that the value of public
In addition, livestock ranchers, their familand grazing was worth between $3 and $5 per lies and employees now pay approximately
AUM relied heavily on what ranchers have 33% of our total school district tax assesspaid to purchase grazing permits. In most in- ments. Without this financing, we cannot
stances, a total cost comparison between pri- pay teacher salaries, repair facilities, purvate and public leases did not support the $3 chase text books and supplies, and might
to $5/AUM recommendation. In fact, the cost possibly have to close schools all together.
Approximately 4100 of the 5200 square miles
comparison for Forest Service and all sheep
allotments resulted in negative forage val- which make up our school district are federues. In many cases, ranchers are paying ally owned. These federal grazing permits
more to graze public lands because of the must continue to remain, along with the
lack of alternatives and/or the complemen- deeded land to which they have been historitary between their deeded lands and associ- cally attached, with Idaho ranchers so that
ated federal permits. Utilizing the permit we can rely on a consistent tax base to allow
value approach allowed us to quantify some us to provide for the education needs of our
of these intrinsic values associated with the community.
The cattle business is not only the largest
use of public lands.
The allocation of permit value is a key agricultural commodity in Idaho, it is an imissue to be addressed in setting grazing fee portant part of our school district. The
policy. By proposing a base value of $3.96/ ranching lifestyle produces students that we
AUM the implication is that the value of want in our schools, they are responsible and
public land grazing permits belongs to the hard-working!
This proposal along with the proposed engovernment and will be reallocated from
ranchers to the government. We feel it is im- dangered species listing of the Bruneau Hot
portant that those setting grazing fee policy, Springs Snail, would be disastrous to our
and the general public, realize that a re- school district.
Sincerely,
allocation of value will result from higher
grazing fees.
RALPH HATCH,
Superintendent.
We hope that as federal grazing fees are debated, recognition will be given to the permit value issue. We do not take a position as
EMMETT, ID,
to who is entitled to permit value. Ranchers
October14, 1993.
took a risk that policies might change when DIRECTOR (200),
buying the grazing permit. We point out, Bureau of Land Management,
however, that public land ranchers are pay- Washington, DC.
ing full market value for grazing public
DEAR SIRS: Please accept the following relands when higher non-fee grazing costs and marks on the proposed Rangeland Reform.
investments in grazing permits are considFirst, let me give you a little background
ered. The issue is whether recognition should on my agriculture experience. My family has
COLORADO
be given to the investment cost current hold- been in the livestock business for over a hunSTATE UNIVERSITY,
er of grazing permits have. To exclude this dred years. My grandfather started out in
Fort Collins, CO, August 27, 1993.
point from the proposed policy statement the sheep business and my father expanded
MICHAEL J. PENFOLD,
Assistant Director, Land & Renewable Re- and from the synopsis of what we found is into cattle. We are primarily in the cattle
sources, U.S. Department of the Interior, misleading.
business now, although I still have an interBureau of Land Management, Washington.
Sincerely,
est in the family sheep business.
DC.
E.T.BARTLETT,
There are several issues in the proposal
Professor, Department
that need to be addressed. We have had for at
DEAR MIKE: As the outside (University) authors of the Grazing Fee Task Group Report
of Rangeland Ecoleast 20 years, a rest rotation system for our
system Science, Colograzing lands. We have done this with the
(GFTG) we read with interest Rangleland
rado State UniverReform '94. We were especially interested in
full cooperation of the BLM and Forest Servsity.
ice. With the program, even in the severe
the reference to the GFTG Report and the
support our analysis lends to the fee proNELI RIMBEY,
drought years that we have experienced in
posal. We agree with the interpretation of
Extension Professor,
the last few years, our cattle have not had to
Range
Economist,
be held off of the land for any reason, much
our study findings but feel the brief synopsis
provided in Rangeland Reform '94 does not
University of Idaho.
less for any deterioration. We are good stewL. ALLEN TORELL,
explain or even mention one of the major
ards of our land, both private and public. A
concerns highlighted in our report. As we
Professor, Dept. of
raise in the grazing fees will greatly hurt our
Agric
Economics,
ability to stay in business. I feel we would be
summarized in the Executive Summary of
New Mexico State
our report (Incentive-Based Grazing Fee Syspunished for our taking care of the land.
University.
Something that does not seem to be adtem, Part I, pp. i-ii):
"The government is not collecting the full
LARRY VANTASSELL.
dressed in the proposal is the fact that we, in
market value for grazing public lands, but
Assoc. Professor, Agric
agriculture business, are feeding not only
Economics, Univ. of
the United States but several other nations
ranchers are paying full value through the
Wyoming.
current fee, non-fee grazing costs, and inwith the beef and other products that we, as
vestments in grazing permits. Past grazing
an industry produce. We in the United States
have probably the cheapest food prices in the
fee policy has contributed to the value of
JOINT SCHOOLDISTRICT NO. 365,
world, and with the increase in the fees,
grazing permits and current ranchers have
Grand View, ID, October 4, 1993.
paid this cost. Some of the value of public DIRECTOR (200),
along with so many restrictions and regulaland grazing has been capitalized into the Bureau of Land Management,
tions on us, cattle producers will go out of
value of public land ranches and is bought Washington, DC.
business. When these producers, like myself.
and sold in the ranch real estate market.
DEAR SIR/MADAM: As a public school dis- go out of business, the price is going to do
Legal precedent says permit value need not trict with a tax base reliant on agriculture, nothing but go up, the supply is going to go
be considered in setting grazing fee policy, we are extremely worried about your recent down and the consumer is going to yell.
As for the disbanding of the grazing advibut the allocation of permit value remains a proposals. We believe the proposed increase
central issue in the grazing fee debate.
in grazing fees to the $4.28 level and the ex- sory boards and re-appointing of the new
69-059 0-97 Vo. 139 (Pt 18) 23
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board, this is a very strange proposal. Would
you appreciate paying rent on property, for
the use of the property for your business,
then have someone with no expertise or experience in your business, be put in charge of
telling you how to run your business? We pay
rent for the privilege of using this land and
the preservationists and recreationists do
not and yet they will be able to tell us how
to run our business? If this is allowed to happen, it would be very unfair to the livestock
producer and the citizens of the U.S.
63.8 percent of the State of Idaho is federally owned. We, the tax payers of Idaho, survive on this type of tax base. By raising the
grazing fees. the economy of the state will be
greatly impacted. The impact on the local
counties and communities will be even more
impacted. The most current figures that I
have seen say that for each person that is
employed on a ranch or farm, 5 people in the
surrounding communities are kept employed. The sale of cattle in Idaho generated
$721.4 million in 1992. Eighty percent of these
cattle graze on public land. Our industry accounted for 25.6 percent of the total Idaho
agricultural receipts last year. Don't strife
this important part of our economy.
The main reason most of the Federal lands
are Federal lands in the Western United
States is because this land is not usable for
any other purpose. The rancher has developed water for livestock, which wildlife, the
hunters, and the recreationists, among others. use and benefit from year round. I feel
that taking away the ownership of the these
improvements will cause the incentive to
maintain these to deteriorate. The right to
have the water rights is a very important
part of this process. Without these rights, all
users of the land will be affected.
To make such general restrictive regulations for the totally different kinds of terrain there are in the West, not just here in
Idaho, is ludicrous. Any regulatory changes
need to be regionalized, not nationalized.
Thank you for considering these remarks.
SSincerely,
JUDY ANDRON WOODIE,
Haw Creek Ranch.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
STATE OF IDAHO,
October 14, 1993.
DIRECTOR,
Bureau of Land Management,
Washington, DC.
DEAR SIR: As a state legislator knowledgeable in the day to day hardships of family
ranch operations in southern Idaho, I can
state with full confidence that the proposed
grazing fee increase from $1.86 to $4.28 over a
three year period is too much-too fast. Even
the current Senate/House compromise proposal of $3.45 exceeds realistic economic considerations. Especially in light of the fact
that rangeland reform regulations and standards are apparently included in the compromise language. The two in combination
constitute a double-whammy economic impact that is poorly conceived and ill advised.
The cause cdlebre is that this package is for
the taxpayer, the forgotten in grazing debates. I disagree. Like the emperor who wore
no clothes, the federal government has surrounded itself with its own gown of logic;
logic developed in the ethereal atmosphere
of absolute right that so often prevails within the Washington D.C. beltway.
It is not really logical when a landgrant
university such as the University of Idaho
prepares a detailed research paper on comparative grazing costs on federal, state and
private land only to have deferral bureau-
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crats reject that study on the basis of other
studies which purport to show something
else. My experience in Washington D.C. was
that in research and development I could always find studies to support any thesis. Sort
of the antithesis of the scientific thought
process.
In all probability, the University Idaho
study has a good handle on grazing conditions and cost as they relate to Idaho. As
such, the grazing fee increases and rangeland
reform package currently under consideration will adversely impact the economic
stability of Idaho's family ranches. When
these families cut back operations or fold operations, the state's economic base is disrupted, taxes from income and sales will decrease and additional taxes will have to be
collected to maintain existing levels of state
funding. Since this will also adversely impact most Idaho taxpayers, how much has
the "forgotten taxpayer" really been helped?
On a more national scale, larger corporations who engage in livestock operations
often use cattle as a profit/loss control to advantage the corporation in reducing taxes.
With the increased grazing fees proposed, it
is very likely that the national treasury will
actually see five year average losses resulting from just such corporate manipulations.
Therefore, large corporations which also include cattle operations will probably not be
too heavily impacted. However, the "forgotten taxpayer" will still be wondering when
his ship is going to come in.
Large livestock operations will have a cut
in their economic base which will again impact state income and sales taxes. They will
survive either because of their economic
base, or because they are able to acquire additional range grazing rights from those who
yield their rights back to the federal government. This forced cannibalism on the part of
the federal government will reduce jobs. Will
the federal treasury see the benefit? Perhaps-but only perhaps. States are matched
by the federal government on an approximately 70/30 basis for health and education
costs of the unemployed or dysfunctional.
The costs of these programs, to the extent
that ranch families are displaced, could significantly reduce the net return to the federal government.
Finally, even the Idaho Land Board has
taken note of economic pressure on livestock
operators as evidenced by the recent reduction of the Idaho grazing fee from $4.99 to
$4.53. It is the reduction that establishes the
precedent. The point often made that the
Idaho grazing fee is as high as rates considered for federal lands is largely negated by
the fact that environmental regulations and
operational mandates on federal lands are
generally more extensive than on Idaho
lands.
Are there winners in this package. Yes.
But the taxpayer rallying call is a smokescreen. As recently pointed out by Senator
Larry E. Craig, the issue is environmental
and the purpose is to reduce livestock on federal land. The recent elimination of BLM
grazing advisory boards is clear evidence of a
planned shift in grazing representation on
federal boards. That being the case, every
"forgotten taxpayer" in the United States
had better remember that when the livestock go, the costs for federal land maintenance will transition to the user-that's the
general public now calling for the reduction.
And in this area, the rate of increase in
abuse of federal lands but the general public
far transcends anything in the livestock industry over the past one hundred years.
Sincerely,
JIM D. KEMPTON.
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NEVADACATTLEMEN'S ASSOCIATION,
Elko, NV.
Contact: Betsy Macfarlan
Phone: 702-738-9214
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Elko, Nevada-October 21, 1993-Demar
Dahl, President of the Nevada Cattlemen's
Association issued the following:
The Nevada Cattlemen's Association today
appealed to Senator Bryan asking him to
stand up for Nevada and join the filibuster
pending in the United States Senate.
"Senator Reid has turned his back on Nevada. the livestock industry, and the communities that depend on that industry," said
Demar Dahl, President of NvCA.
"Senator Reid says we have the choice of
accepting his amendment or Secretary
Babbitt's proposal. That's like choosing between the electric chair and the firing
squad," Dahl said.
He also pointed out that Senator Dominici
of New Mexico and other western senators
are leading the filibuster effort. "They obviously believe there are alternatives other
than the Reid amendment or the Babbitt
plan," he said.
Senator Reid said in a press release yesterday, 'Frankly, it would be easier for me to
throw my hands in the air, support a filibuster, and watch Secretary Babbitt go all
the way with his reforms, and a $4.28 fee. In
good conscience I cannot do that. I did not
walk away from the negotiating table when
the going got tough, and I will not walk
away from cattlemen now."
"The going got tough at the negotiating
table for Reid because he was working
against the very people he is supposed to represent," said Dahl, "and yes, he did walk
away from the cattlemen."
NEVADACATTLEMEN'S ASSOCIATION,
Elko,
NV, October 25, 1993.
Hon. LARRY CRAIG,
Hart Senate Office Building,
Washington D.C.
DEAR SENATOR CRAIG:It has come to our
attention that our position concerning Senator Reid's amendment has not been made
clear, therefore we feel it is important that
you understand our feelings regarding Senator Reid's actions. Senator Reid has never
asked for our input and has steadfastly ignored our recommendations. He has turned
his back on the livestock industry and in our
view the entire state of Nevada by his blatant misrepresentation of our best interests.
We view Senator Reid's actions on water
rights as a states' rights issue and very
therefore damaging to Nevada and the livestock industry. The subleasing paragraph in
his amendment will put a number of our
ranchers out of business. It also makes it
nearly impossible for young families to get
started in the livestock business, since Nevada's ranching industry is so dependent
upon federal lands with 87% of Nevada federally owned. We are very concerned about the
infringement upon our private property
rights, i.e. range improvements and water,
by Senator Reid's amendment. We view Senator Reid's amendment as a political maneuver to deny the public, including ranchers,
the right to comment on all of the proposed
changes. By codifying this into law we are
denied our rights that the NEPA process
guarantees.
The livestock people of Nevada appreciate
your efforts on our behalf and on behalf of
all the ranchers in the west. If we can assist
you in any way, please don't hesitate to contact us.
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Thank you again for your efforts.
Sincerely.
DEMARDAHL,
President.
- S
NEVADACATTLLEMEN'S ASSOCIATION,
October 25, 993.
BILL MYERS,
,
Public Lands Counc
Washington, DC.
DEAR MR. MEY ERS: I have read many
quotes from Senat or Reid in several papers,
saying he is repreesenting the livestock industry and that hie consulted with ranchers
who are semi-agree yingwith him.
I am here to tell you that is not the truth
I myself talked t o him at length on the
phone, and then faxed him the enclosed letter. Senator Reid is absolutely not working
for the Nevada Cat'tlemen. He has not spoken
with the Nevada Cattlemen's Association or
any person authori zed to speak for us, and he
does not echo the ;rue beliefs of the State of
Nevada, the State with the most public land.
He has sold us out in favor of lining up with
Democrats and the Administration.
It is imperativea .t this time that we either
stick with the mor'atorium for a year or let
the Administratioi n move administratively.
We cannot allow ainy of the Reform 94 package to be codified into law. Issues such as
this should not be ccodified into law in a committee without a plublic hearing, and should
be done pursuant tio the Administrative Procedure Act and the Taylor Grazing Act.
As Chairman of the Federal Lands Cornmittee for the Nev ada Cattlemens Association, I believe I an nin much better communication with the federal lands ranchers in
this State and can speak for them more accurately then can Senator Reid. The ranchers in Nevada do niot support the Reid Compromise or Rangela nd Reform 94.
Sincerely.
JOHN L. FALEN,
Chairman, Public Lands.
NV,
OROVADA,
October 5 1993.
Senator REID.
U.S. Senate.
DEAR SENATOR: Please excuse the hand
written note. I tal ked to you on the phone
earlier todayI know you've 1been
convinced that we
must reach a compr omise-Sir-we just can't
compromise any m rare. We have been coinpromising ourselvess out of business for the
last several years-- don't give away the store!
To further prove my point about the endangered species an d other similar laws, taking our country over do me and yourself a
favor.
Please get the Se ptember 1993issue of the
Readers Digest and read "When a Law Goes
Haywire." It starts on page 49 and is only
four pages long-s urely you have enough
time to read that , it's really important.
Take it to the comr nittee meeting with you.
Tell them this is
s where we're headingstand up and be tough. If you take a hard
line, Nevada will be proud of you.
The compromise you are talking about is
going to do us in an
them do it and don 'tbe a rty to our wn
devise.
Thank you,
JOHN L. FALEN,
Chairman,
Nevada F'ederal Lands Committee.
The ACTING P 'RESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator 's time has expired.
Mr. CRAIG. Th at is one of the hottom lines of the diebate in this issue.

Mr. REID addressed the Chair.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Nevada.
Mr. REID. I yield myself 10 minutes.
The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tempore. The Senator from Nevada.
Mr. REID. Mr. President, in the West
there are stories of important heritage,
good guys in white hats, bad guys in
black hats. We have had shootouts at
all kinds of corrals, but the most famous is the one at OK Corral; Federal
marshals like Matt Dillon, who singlehandedly stopped train robberies and
found murderers in the most interest.
ing places.
Let us understand, as I have explained before, I am from the Western
part of the United States, was born
there. I understand western heritage
and stories about the train robbers and
marshals and all kinds of things like
that. These stories are good when they
are not falsehoods or they are not built
upon myths.
But we have heard some myths in
this debate from those who propose
locking up Government, stopping Government from moving forward. I believe they do a disservice to the West
and westerners.
We have heard about this so-called
war on the West. But let us look, Mr.
President, at the facts. Take, for example, the State of Montana. In the State
of Montana, like all Federal lands, the
grazing fee is $1.86. That is what it is
now. If you want to graze on State
lands in the State of Montana, it is
$4.03. If you want to graze on private
land, it is almost $12.
Is $1.86 increased by a few cents over
the next 3 years outrageous? Of course
not. Secretary Babbitt's proposal is
much higher than what I have recommended in my amendment. But one
of the myths being propounded around
here is that the $1.86 is fair and should
not be increased at all.
Look at private lands all over this
country-Oregon,
$9.28; Washington,
$10.69; Wyoming, $9.93, and in Wyoming
the legislature just passed a law and
State lands will be $3.50. So that is
what we are talking about in the way
of myths.
It is not often, Mr. President, that
you get the National Taxpayers Union,
environmental
environmental groups, and editorial
support from all over the country.
When I was here last week, I could only
talk about editorial support from
Reno, Las Vegas, Sacramento, Casper,
Denver. Now we even today have an
editorial supporting what should happen on this bill in the Washington
Post. The support is growing, not
weakening.
Since I was born and grew up in
Searchlight, NV, Mr. President, the
population of Nevada has increased 650
percent. In Alaska, 350 percent; Colorado, 150 percent; State of Washington,
over 100 percent; Utah, 150 percent; Oregon, about 100 percent; Idaho, 700 percent; Montana, Wyoming 65 percent.
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Mr. President, overall, western populations have grown nearly 200 percent
in my lifetime. The population growth
has brought pressure on public lands.
These lands that are public are owned
by the public, are intended for multiple
use. And our growing population is
using these lands.
Look at our national parks. During
the last 10 years visitors to the Grand
Canyon have increased 50 percent-4
million people a year visit Grand Canyon. Zion National Park in Utah, really kind of a small park, has increased
the same period of time 50 percent-2
million visitors. I told you about Grand
Canyon having 4 million visitors. Lake
Mead had 9 million-9 million people.
There is tremendous growth in the
wanting of people to visit our parks.
Yosemite, 4 million. The population
has strained our resources, our urban
centers are becoming crowded, our
lands are used by many. We must recognize new reality. This reality is
about progress and it is about change.
My friends on the other side do not
want change. There is not a thing that
we can do to make them happy.
"Change this, we do not like that."
"Stop Babbitt from going forward, restricting by statute, that is not good
enough." We did that. The grazing fee
is still too high, $3.45, still too high.
They want gridlock. That is what has
stopped this country from going forward is gridlock. We cannot do anything to make them happy.
Today's West is different. This debate
is about a new West. We talked about
gridlock last week, gridlock not only
in the Senate, but in the courts, we
have been threatened with in the
courts. I believe that we must again
understand that what we are talking
about here, Mr. President, is giving the
ranchers of the Western part of the
United States a break from what Secretary Babbitt wanted to do, lower
grazing fees, less increase after 3 years
and restricting what he can do and
what he can move forward on.
The compromise allows room for the
ranching families that are part of our
history. The vast majority of ranching
families will not be affected by these
changes. They will retain ownership of
range improvements during this 10year period, they will retain the water
rights that they have proven up, they
will not be penalized if they care for
the land.
This compromise, I again suggest to
the President, has been endorsed by the
National Taxpayers Union.' Conservation groups, the environmental groups,
say this proposal is wal.tered down. It is
a compromise but it is a step forward
and they support it. The House does
not like it. Secretary Babbitt does not
like it. But it is the best we could do.
Again, what the opponents have offered
is gridlock and more gridlock. I believe
we should allow this to come to a vote,
vote it up or down, and move forward
with something else.
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This Senator has always been a
Mr. President, we are now in the
world of gridlock No. 2. We have moved strong defender of the property rights
from last week to gridlock No. 1; we of individuals. On many occasions, I
are now at gridlock No. 2. I think we have risen and voted to defend attacks
should move on to something more on private property rights when the
issue has come before the Senate.
constructive.
A fundamental question before us
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. DORGAN). The Chair advises the Senator today is what rights do the grazing perhave now and how, if at all,
secmittee's
30
8
minutes
has
from Wyoming
onds remaining; the Senator from Ne- will these rights change after this provada controls 18 minutes and 30 sec- posal is adopted.
The Federal Land Policy and Manonds.
Mr. REID. I yield 5 minutes to the agement Act-section 402-directs the
Secretaries of the Interior and AgriSenator from Arizona.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- culture to issue permits and leases for
ator from Arizona.
a period of 10 years subject to terms
Mr. DECONCINI. Mr. President, we and conditions deemed appropriate and
find ourselves back again with the consistent with the law. Recognition of
same arguments, the same talking. Ev- the value of the permittee's contribuerybody wants to project themselves tion to the permanent improvements is
out here as representing the West, noted.
those of us who are at least speaking. I
The State governments have estabwill say this to my friends from Wyo- lished water laws which grant rights to
ming, Idaho, and New Mexico. You all water. The Federal Government has
represent the West. I understand that. long recognized the States' right to
I represent the West. I hope you under- regulate water. In the past century,
stand that.
tens of thousands of water filings have
I have been here long enough and I been processed and granted by the
know the issues well enough in my States in the West. Clearly water
State to realize what is important to rights exist on the public land.
the ranching industry there. My famWhat would this proposal do to
ily, though not ranchers, were farmers change these existing water rights?
and we know the land, we know what Nothing. This proposal recognizes and
water is all about, and the importance maintains existing water rights. Fuof it. What we are faced with today is ture water rights only will be vested in
a decision, in my judgment, of whether the United States so that the Federal
or not we are going to put an end to Government can ensure that protection
this constant yearly battle as to what
of public water supplies are mainranchers are going to pay. We know tained.
they are going to pay for it, what
To fully understand the importance
rights they are going to have, as it re- of the water issue, I would like to prolates to the Bureau of Land Manage- vide an example of what happens when
ment land, and when doing that, you a water right on the public lands is
have to be realistic.
granted to an individual and then reSure, we like it our way. We have had moved from multiple-use management.
it our way. And this particular Reid
I would like to describe Dripping
compromise that is before us is still Spring in northwest Arizona. This
our way. It is still beneficial to the spring, on public land within the
ranchers. The costs, for instance, do Mount Nutt Wilderness Area, is mannot cover the exact cost of administer- aged by the BLM and is the only water
ing the program. That is a benefit to source for miles. It was the water
our ranchers. And in Arizona, two- source for desert bighorn sheep, birds,
thirds of the ranchers' lands are leased deer, wild burros, small mammals, and
from the Forest Service. The standards livestock.
that are imposed here in this legislaThe water rights granted by the
tion are those same standards that are State included the entire flow of the
already adopted by the Forest Service. spring. The State granted Water Right
I do not know how it is in other States. No. 713 in 1930 for 15,000 gallons per
Amazingly enough, we seem to reach day. This 15,000 gallons per day permit
an agreement here on this floor when, was issued on a spring that flows 3 galin fact, we have reached agreement lons per minute. The actual flow
with the House of Representatives. The amounts to less than one-third of the
fee no longer appears to be the primary permitted amount.
An adjoining private landowner has
bone of contention based on the arguments that are here. Even the oppo- piped the water to use on his private
nents of the Reid compromise seem to land several miles away. It is reported
propose that their own fee increase of that over 15 families currently use the
$3.45 focuses now on the policy ques- water for domestic use even though the
State permit is for livestock use only.
tions involving this compromise.
I would like to address a subject that Additionally, State law does not rehas been raised by those in opposition quire that sufficient water be left at
to the Reid compromise before us; that the source to serve the ecosystem that
is, private property rights. It is being is dependent upon the water. This is
presented that this proposal will in not an isolated example. I have several
some way have an effect on present pri- other examples of these types of acvate property rights.
tions.
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I ask my colleagues, how can you
manage the public lands, especially in
desert ecosystem, if you do not have
water? Entire ecosystems can be
changed and species displaced and the
land can be damaged immeasurably for
future grazing. Water is the most critical resource in the desert ecosystem.
While past policies have allowed this to
occur, it is time to make the correction. We should not penalize those who
abide by the law but we need to maintain the entire ecosystem, not pieces
for the benefit of maintaining the ecosystem for livestock. Several of my
colleagues have tried to redirect the
argument and scare people by saying
that these changes will affect water
rights all over the West. It will not affect the allocation on the Colorado
River. It will not affect the city of
Boulder's water supply. The changes
are clearly directed at the BLM range,
and it is so clear in the law that it irks
this Senator to see that continuously
Arizona
the central
argued, that
project is going to be affected. It is not.
Range improvement ownership is another issue where past policies need
correction. While it is suggested that
you must have title to range improvements before money is invested, this
view is flawed. The Forest Service has,
since its very formation in 1906, not allowed ownership of range improvements.
Livestock grazing on the national
forest has occurred for over 80 years
under this policy. Investments have
been made, transfer of permits undertaken, and bank loans have been granted. I do not remember a single piece of
legislation introduced to change the
Forest Service policy. It must be working.
I ask my colleagues, if you were a
business person and you leased land to
someone else and they made improvements in order to conduct their business, would you give them title to the
improvements? I venture to say no.
The lessee made those improvements
with full plans to amortize them during the period of the lease. This is why
permit tenure for 10-year leases is so
important to the industry. Adequate
time needs to be allowed to make investments and amortize their value.
The Reid compromise protects permit
tenure.
Many of the range improvements
have multiple use values and need to be
the responsibility of the BLM to ensure
they are used in that manner. The
springs I described before are used in
that manner. The springs I described
before are examples of that. In addition, in other locations livestock corrals and fences are also used in wild
horse and burro roundups or management.
While past BLM policy allowed the
ownership of range improvements, it is
time for change. Again, what is the impact of the change on existing ownership of range improvements? Nothing!
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The proposal recognizes existing ownership. Future permanent range improvements will have title vested in
the United States.
Mr. President, let me also remind my
colleagues that there are other things
at stake in this bill. If this bill does
not pass, funding for timber harvest,
which is vital to my State and to the
States of many who are opposing this
measure, will be unavailable; funding
for important national park projectswhich are already experiencing a tremendous backlog-will be unavailable;
critical funding for native American
schools, hospitals and water projects
will be unavailable; and so on.
The State of Arizona has the largest
on reservation Native American population in the United States. Everyone
here has heard me speak of the destitution and poverty in the Bennett Freeze
Area on the Navajo Reservation. Well,
Mr. President, there is money-no
where near what is necessary-but
there is funding to start to provide
sewer lines and home repairs for U.S.
citizens who are living in third world
conditions.
I am not prepared, and I hope my colleagues would not be either, to jeopardize programs critical to the health and
well-being of a number of Americans.
Mr. President, I have long supported
the livestock industry. I feel this proposal is the best compromise that can
be achieved. I think this bill should be
passed and I ask my colleagues to support the Reid compromise. I yield the
floor.
I wish we had more time because this
is an important issue that needs to be
resolved, and we need to do it now.
This is going to bring certainty to the
capability of ranchers to finance their
ranching enterprises. And it is time
that we put it to rest and stop all of
the misinformation that is being put
out here. Nobody here who is proposing
this that I know of says it is a wonderful, wonderful thing. How many times
have my friends on the other side had
to propose legislation that was not absolutely perfect?
So, Mr. President, in closing, I hope
that the Senate will impose cloture
and get on with it. Failure to do that
this afternoon, means that the Interior
Department could close down, in effect,
really all of Arizona. We must not let
something like this keep us from doing
what is right for the entire west and
what is right for the ranchers.
Mr. WALLOP. Mr. President, I yield
30 seconds to myself.
I say to the Senator from Arizona
that the western State water engineers
feel that he is flat wrong. Maybe he is
right and they are wrong, but one thing
is certain: Nobody had a chance to find
out, because a back-room deal denied
them the ability to have a hearing.
I yield to the Senator from Idaho.
Mr. CRAIG. I thank the Senator. The
Senator from Arizona is right. There
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may be myths in this, but we do know nongridlock
twosome-to
introduce
there is a great deal of uncertainty. legislation to raise those fees. And we
Why?
have not been able to have a hearing,
First, new section 406 (i)(2) of the because the back-room deals with the
conference report states:
Secretary of the Interior were on the
The United States shall assert its claims way down.
and exercise its rights to water development
The issue of costs was raised by the
on public lands to benefit the public lands Senator from Arizona and is absolutely
and resources thereon.
fraudulent. The BLM figures produced
I take it to mean that the water cur- by the Secretary of Interior, Mr. Babrently used for hydroelectric power bitt, assume that all costs of rangegeneration is to be subordinated for use lands are attributable solely to grazfor "the public lands and resources ing, as though if you eliminated all of
thereon" -even if that water has been the livestock, there would be no more
used for the past 50 years to produce need for BLM employees, range exelectricity at a hydroelectric dam.
perts, forest experts, hydrologists or
Hydroelectric projects on BLM lands anything else. Mr. President, that is
in Arkansas, 8; Alabama, 5; California, not fair to the people whose honest liv32; Idaho, 30; Colorado 3; Minnesota, 7; ing comes from this.
New Mexico, 1; Missouri, 2; Montana, 2;
There is also a very disturbing thing
Utah, 9; Washington, 2; Wyoming, 10; that the Senator from Arizona brings
Nevada, 0. Is that a coincidence? I do up: Subject to valid existing rights. My
not know, but I do know what it ap- friends from the west know, and most
pears that the conference report says, other people who have ever been in priand the Senator from Arizona will not vate business know, the determiner of
really know, unless we have full public valid existing rights is the U.S. Govhearings and bring in the experts to ernment and the Secretary of the Inteapply that language.
rior, who seeks to take them. That is
Second, new section 406(1) authorizes who the determiner is. There is noththe Secretary of the Interior to cancel ing in the back-room deal that says
or suspend permits and leases if there this is subject or pursuant to State
is any violation of Federal or state law law. Secretary Babbitt, over the weekconcerning conservation, protection of end, managed to make it clear that he
natural or cultural resources, and the does not believe that State law or comprotection of environmental quality. pensation for the loss of property is an
There are a half-dozen or so Federal obligation of the United States.
and State authorizations necessary to
Mr. President, let me talk just a
build a hydroelectric powerplant. Plus minute about one other thing. The
there are untold State laws on these isSenator from Nevada said the Forest
sues. Thus, the conference report gives Service has had these regulations for
the Secretary of the Interior nearly un- many years. Let me just make clear
bridled power to rescind a hydro- that the Forest Service with regard to
electric license.
these has had some, not all, similar
The PRESIDING OFFICER. There regulations-and the key word, Mr.
are 7 minutes remaining for the Sen- President is "regulations"-over the
ator from Wyoming. The Senator from years. They have not had the Forest
Nevada has 9 minutes.
Service law, and many of those regulaMr. WALLOP. Mr. President, I yield tions have been and are being tested in
myself the remainder of our time.
jurisprudence. That distinction is critiIf this debate contains any other incal. Forest Service regulations are not
formation for a public confused by hav- laws, and the Senator from Nevada and
ing one side say one thing and another the back-room dealers are putting
side counter it, and the other side deny them into law. Why? It is our belief
it, it is that nobody can say for a cer- that the Secretary of the Interior does
tainty what is contained in the lan- not have the statutory authority for
guage of these back-room deals. I will most of the Executive order. And so
say this-and it is the belief of the Sen- how better to get it than to put it in a
ator from Wyoming-that the thoughts back-room deal, and then authorize the
propounded by the Senator from Ari- Secretary to issue regulations pursuzona are absolutely wrong. Water is af- ant to what is now law and has not
fected. Range improvements are af- been before-only Executive order.
fected. The language of the bill on
Mr. President, there is something
range improvements does not confine really very unsettling about that.
I say again this Congress managed to
range improvements to just those for
livestock usage. There is no definition say that ordinary people in America
and language which says "all improve- are not entitled to their expenses for
raising issues of direct concern to this
ments."
Mr. President, all improvements is a Congress. Lobbying is no longer delot more than just the ranching issue. ductible even though it is a perfectly
Let me just say once again that the legitimate pastime for a rancher from
livestock industry has accepted the Rawlings, WY, to come and see the
fact that there will be a rise in grazing Senator from Wyoming. He cannot do
fees, and they have authorized the Sen- that. The big corporations, the favorator from Colorado and the Senator ites on the left, are able to write that
from
Wyoming-a
bipartisan, off as legal fees.
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the
executive
Ranchers were not even allowed to institution against
come here at their own expense for a branch which had chosen to end run
hearing, and why not? Because a hear- the Congress. That was the mandate of
ing would have disclosed the very trou- the Senate which the Appropriations
Committee took into conference.
bling events that are here.
The House, on the other hand, had no
Mr. President, I have a series of
statements on the economic effects of provisions in their bill, although they
this. But let me just say it is ironic later manufactured a vote to instruct
that the Republican staff of the Joint their conferees. The issue before the
Economic Committee just last week re- conference was whether to have a morleased a study finding that State budg- atorium. It would have been underets will experience a $33.8 billion short- standable, although regrettable, if the
fall over the next 5 years because of the Senate conferees had simply caved to
the House and deleted the moratorium.
tax bill just passed.
This is a big-time shortfall for those What the Senate conferees did was to
of us whose lands lie in Federal hands. adopt virtually all of the Secretary's
It is very easy from somebody from proposals and enact them into law.
Iowa, or Oklahoma, or some other How in the name of reason did the conplace, to not worry about that because ferees decide to do that?
Mr. President, doing nothing would
they do not have the same circumstance. Their land is all deeded in have been far more preferable to what
the hands of citizens and of the State. the conferees brought back. There are
It is not true in Wyoming, Nevada, Ari- portions of the Secretary's proposed
zona, or Idaho, or the rest of the 14 regulations which simply have no basis
in law and would fall under court chalStates that are covered by it.
This Congress, without having so lenge. The conferees would have us
much as a whim of conscience, can imenact those provisions. As I stated earpose on the 28 of us from the western lier, there is legislation pending before
which
authorizing
committee
land States its will because they do not the
have any constituents affected by it.
would raise grazing fees and make
They do not have any State govern- other changes. Apparently the Approment affected by it. They do not have priations
Committee
considers
any county government affected by it.
endrunning the authorizing commitThe loss of revenues are of some con- tees to be a problem only when a point
sequence to them except when the rev- of order might be raised on initial conenue from income tax begins to flow sideration. It does not seem to be a
next year and the outflow will be com- problem when the authorizing commitplete.
tee can be ignored in the dark of a conMr. President, I see no reason to ference room.
mince any words with respect to the
I will go through this travesty line
consideration of the conference report by line to demonstrate why it should
on the Interior appropriations meas- not be enacted. But I resent having to
ure. I still do not understand how the engage in that debate. If any Member
Senate conferees managed to go from of the Senate thought this proposal
an overwhelming vote in the Senate to was a good idea, they could have introplace a moratorium on the Secretary of duced it and had it referred to the
the Interior's proposed rulemaking on Committee on Energy and Natural Rerange management to enactment of the sources. If the administration had
very regulations which the Senate de- wanted to involve the legislature
cided should not go forward.
branch in its assault on the West, the
The situation is simply unbelievable. Secretary could have submitted a bill
Not only did the Appropriations Com- and had it introduced by request. Both
mittee disregard the vote of the Sen- Senator CAMPBELL and I would be
ate, it also ignored the authorizing happy to put our legislation as well as
committee. Even more unbelievable, this outrage to the test of public hearonce they had decided that the author- ings and committee consideration.
izing committee was irrelevant, they
That is not the route which the adignored the only legislation pending in ministration and its minions on the
the Senate, which had been introduced Hill chose. No public hearings, no pubby Senator CAMPBELL and myself.
lic scrutiny, no consultation with the
I do not understand how we got to sponsors of the only legislation pendwhere we are. I do not understand how ing in committee, no concern, no
an overwhelming vote in the Senate thought. I am bitterly disappointed in
not to engage in rulemaking turns into my colleagues who voted to accept this
the enactment of something which is proposal in the conference. This proso terrible that no Senator would even posal would have fallen under a point
introduce it. Just so my colleagues un- of order had it been offered honestly in
derstand the situation, the Senate the Senate when we originally considvoted 59 to 40 to place a moratorium on ered the interior appropriations bill.
the proposed rulemaking by the Sec- There is no excuse or justification for
retary of the Interior. There was legis- what the conference did.
lation pending before the Senate ComI hope that my colleagues will stand
mittee on Energy and Natural Re- up for the legislative process and the
sources, which was bipartisan, and the rights of the authorizing committee. I
Senate acted to protect its rights as an hope that my colleagues will stand up
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for the rights of the Senate of the United States to have major measures debated fully in accordance with the
rules and procedures of the Senate.
The conferees took a simple moratorium into conference and came back
with 19 pages of substantive law. The
conferees took a moratorium into conference and came back with legislation
to reverse over a century of deference
to State water law. The conferees took
a moratorium into conference and
came back with legislation which
seizes all improvements on public
lands, from highways to mines to canals to homes, in the name of the United States. The conferees took a moratorium into conference and came back
with a provision which makes every
water right and every permanent improvement on public lands subject to
an undefined Federal validity determination. The conferees took a moratorium into conference and came back
with a blanket assertion of Federal
ownership of all water developed on
public lands, not just for grazing, but
also for hospitals, schools, rural communities, mining, and all other uses.
Most outrageous of all, the conferees
made major life decisions for thousands of family ranchers, and hundreds
of western communities without their
knowledge or counsel.
Mr. President, I have been flooded
with letters which clearly and painfully detail the real life drama created
by fear of what this Congress proposes
to do to our Western Federal lands and
to the communities they support.
There is something terribly wrong with
the process that has brought us to this
point.
Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the several statements, several letters, and others relating to
these topics be printed in the RECORD.
There being no objection, the material was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
SUBLEASING

Under the Reid amendment, most all
ranches would be negatively impacted by his
new subleasing language.
The Reid language will make what is now
a customary business practice for all types
of businesses,-wholesale beverage dealers.
oil field service equipment businesses, grocery stores, big game outfitters-to name
just a few-and will add not only an intolerable financial burden, but will make a legal
and widely accepted business practice illegal.
SUBLEASING SITUATIONS UNDER REID'S
PROPOSAL

Scenario #1=20% subleasing surcharge:
Base property leased, permit held.
Scenario #2=20% subleasing surcharge:
Permit leased, base property owned.
Scenario #3=50% subleasing surcharge:
Livestock not owned by permittee.
Scenario #4=70% subleasing surcharge:
Base property leased, permit held (or
leased??) and livestock not owned by permittee nebulous language as to whether permit
is held or leased.
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SUBLEASING EXAMPLES FOR SCENARIOS

Scenario #1: A young couple entering into
the ranching business with only enough assets to purchase livestock but wish to lease
base property and acquire permits.
Scenario #2: Existing operator faced with a
temporary reduction in forage on private or
public lands due to drought, fire, etc. that
needs additional forage to avoid overgrazing.
Scenario #3: (a) A rancher is willing to
allow a son, daughter or employee to run individually owned livestock on the ranch permit as compensation for work performed.
(b) Permits held by various Grassland associations are grazed by livestock owned by individual association members.
Scenario #4:A rancher forced to retire by
age or health wishes to leasehe ranch and
livestock until a child is prepared to take on
operation.
ECONOMIC ARGUMENTS

Environmental groups and the media have
portrayed the grazing fee issue as a deficit
reduction measure. But we can't look at the
revenue issue in a vacuum. Didn't we learn
anything from the luxury tax debacle? Increasing grazing fees isn't going to increase
federal revenue-it's going to lead to lost
jobs, lost cash and lost net worth-all of
which translate into lost federal and state
tax dollars.
Loss of Net Cash Income
An increase in grazing fees will significantly reduce the net cash flow of a ranch.
One study, prepared by Texas A&M and associated groups including the Department of
Agriculture, looked at the economic impact
of the proposed higher grazing fees on five
representative ranches in Montana, Wyoming, Colorado and New Mexico.
The study found that net cash income
could decline by as much as $6,000/year for
low debt ranches that depend on federal grazing for 50% of its needs, and by as much as
$6,400 for similar high debt ranches.
In Wyoming, a comparison of small and
large livestock operations reveals a reduction in average annual income of $3000 for
large ranches and $6600for small ranches.
Let's put these figures into prospective.
In Wyoming, the average annual income
for large family livestock operations is only
$22,271. For small family livestock operations it is only $19,548. A $3,000-6,600 reduction in income to these farms represents a
decline of 14 to 34 percent of their total net
income.
For many, it means the difference between
continuing to operate or having to shut down
their ranching business.
What does this mean to the federal government? The proposed fee increases will directly reduce economic activity in public
land states by over $1 billion. Using the oftquoted multiplier that $1 of ranch income
generates between $5 and $10 times that income to the economy, a reduction of S1 billion could lead to more than $5 billion in lost
economic activity.
This lost revenue will trigger an irreversible decline in the economies of rural communities who rely on this economic activity
to generate sales tax revenues.
For example, Ken Kerns, Chairman of the
Board of County Commissioners. Sheridan
County, Wyoming wrote that "rural communities, such as ours, must have economic diversity. The soundness of that profit-driven
agriculture base is a valued piece of that diversity. The next downturn in our sales tax
revenues could be inflicted by a squeezing of
local business profits. If the grazing fee on
public lands, along with other factors of pro-

duction costs, are increased beyond the point
of profitability, then that portion of profit
now being spent on our main streets, which
generates sales tax dollars, will be absorbed
in the federal treasury which is a long way
from our community."
Isn't it ironic that the Republican staff of
the Joint Economic Committee just last
week released a study finding that state
budgets will experience a $33.8 billion shortfall over the next five years because of the
tax bill just passed?
Why? Because citizens forced to send additional monies to Washington are not spending that money on taxable items on which
states collect sales tax.
Now the government wants to take away
even more state revenues through increased
grazing fees.
In rural communities, the sales tax revenues may be the only source of funding,
along with property taxes, available to sustain the economy of these small towns.
Ranching towns could soon go the way of the
boarded up mining towns of the old West.
Equally as important, the economic activity that will be lost to the community will
also result in a decline in federal tax revenues-in the form of income and other
taxes-that could exceed the $12 million gain
from the increased fees.
But for those of you in the East who think
we're wrong, I remind you of the luxury tax
and the impact that it had on your industries-we were forced to repeal that law this
year because of the number of jobs that were
lost. Grazing fees will be no different.
Loss of Net Worth
Besides decreasing federal income taxes,
higher grazing fees and rangeland reform
will result in a devaluation in land values
that could result in a total loss of equity in
the West of almost $1 billion.
Today. lending institutions, local governments and the IRS all treat permits as capital assets. Banks include the value of the
permits in the total value of the ranch when
issuing loans and credit. Local governments
assess property taxes based on the total
value of the ranch, including the permit values. The IRS considers, and the tax court has
ruled, that permits are property interests
subject to inheritance taxes.
If the changes proposed by Reid are enacted, permits will have a greatly diminished value. The loss of net income and the
lack of security and loss of stability in the
traditional relationship between western
landowners and the government results in a
zero permit value.
Because appraisers are no longer willing to
value these permits, banks find themselves
"over-loaned" on properties. The result is no
different from the savings and loans crisis
which occurred because of decline in real estate values-except for one critical factorthe federal government is now solely responsible for the devaluation of property in the
West.
Banks will no longer issue credit to ranchers. And what happened in the 1980's will
happen again in the West-foreclosure and
bankruptcy will become a way of life.
Eliminating the equity value of a permit
and thus a rancher's equity, also decreases
federal inheritance and estate taxes. If the
government is so concerned about the
amount of revenue that will be generated by
this fee increase, why have they not considered the amount of revenue that will be lost
because of a decline in property value? A $1
billion dollar loss in equity could mean a lot
of estate tax income to the federal fisc.
And at a time when state and local governments struggle to find necessary revenue, a
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decrease in property values will also severely
reduce the property tax income available to
localities. How will counties who depend
heavily upon their property tax base fund
schools, law enforcement, and fire protection?
Balance of Trade
An increase in the grazing fees could also
affect the balance of trade for American beef
exports by reducing the supply of feedlot cattle. For example:
A reduction in the supply of feedlot cattle
could result in an increase in price, making
U.S. beef exports less competitive overseas;
A reduction in supply means that we may
become an unreliable supplier unable to
meet contracts and commitments.
A reduction in domestic supply could also
lead to an increase in imports to meet this
demand, cutting into a $4 billion trade surplus. With all of the bellyaching over the
U.S. trade deficit, why would we erode one of
the few industry surpluses we have?
LANDER. WY,
October 19, 1993.
Hon. MALCOLM
WALLOP,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, DC.
DEAR SENATOR WALLOP: During the Senate
filibuster, please ask your opponents to consider the following:
1. Rep. Synar says he wants to give ranchers a dose of free enterprise. Where else can
we go? Do we tell ski areas to get a hill on
private land?
2. Improvements-Will Federal Land permittees, other than ranchers have their future improvements become Gov't property?
What about a ski lift, warming hut. or an
outfitters lodge?
3. Fees-The proposed fee of S3.45 is 9% of
gross on a $450.00 calf. Ski areas are 2.4% of
gross; outfitters 3% of gross.
The proposed fees and regulations will increase our operating expenses beyond what
we can make raising livestock and grass. We
are due for our annual meeting with the
bank loan officer to plan our operating loan
for 1994. This constant threat of ever higher
fees and expensive regulations has all our
loans in jeopardy.
With these fees and regulations in the Reid
amendment as law, our ranch will change
from a viable economic cattle ranch to a real
estate development. We plan to sell out before and if we cannot pay the mortgages and
notes raising livestock.
Thank you for everything.
Sincerely,
ROB and MARTHA HELLYER.

OCTOBER
20, 1993.
DEAR SIRS: It is rare for most small ranch
and farm operations to pay income tax and if
they do it is only in the three figure region,
this should tell you that we can't afford a
raise in anything. Many of us would have to
go out of business if this fee is increased,
then all these lands would be taken over by
industry, residential or large corporations
running our ranches. Right now we have a
serious problem with unemployment numbers, if you consider the fee increase you will
have many more numbers to add to your unemployment figures. It seems to us as if we
need to work together to improve our economic situation for all of us not just a few
bureaucrats.
You want to take over the management of
this land and water, right now we take care
of all this, and do well as this is our livelihood. So why change something that is
working well. We know that we have to work
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24 hours a day, 7 days a week at times to
keep things running for the benefit of our
livestock, is the government going to be able
to do this?
Ranching is an economic necessity in Wyoming and the United States, lets do our best
to keep this viable resource instead of destroying our economic backbone.
Sincerely yours,
RALPH & SHIRLEY DELAMBERT,
Eden, WY.
OCTOBER 20, 1993.
Senator MALCOLM WALLOP,
U.S. Senate, Washington, DC.
DEAR MALCOLM: In reference to the Rangeland Reform Proposal. It would completely
eliminate me from the use of public lands.
The effect of the increased fee, non-fee costs,
governmental intervention and control of
both public and private property rights together with the uncertain livestock prices, it
would be too costly to operate.
Our ranch is one of the oldest ranches in
this area, with territorial rights and has
been operating all that time successfully.
With the rangeland reform which is being
proposed, the margin between profit and loss
would narrow and it would result in a complete loss for me in this area and one more
blow to the economy of our nation.
Sincerely,
DON KORTES,
Rancher.
J. DOUGLAS AND GLYNDA S. SHEEHAN,
Dixon, WY, October 20,1993.
Re: Grazing Fee Bill
Senator MALCOLM WALLOP,
U.S. Senate, Washington, DC.
DEAR SENATOR WALLOP: Thank you for the
support that you are giving to the Western
states and the people in them who are fighting the grazing fee bill. No matter the outcome, we feel that you have done your best
to represent us.
My wife and I are members of a small community in Southern Wyoming, and we live
on the ranch that was homestead by my
grandparents. My wife works in the accounting office that is supported by the ranching
and mineral industry, and local businesses. If
the grazing fee bill passes as it stands, this
could mean that the economic community
will have a difficult time surviving. This will
not only rock the stability of the community, but also the state and ultimately the
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state and foreign signatures..Please let these
issued by decided by the peoople it will affect
the most, i.e., Wyoming, Meintana and Idaho
citizens.
5. Now is the time to stop all of the idiotic
decisions and work to he lp the western
states survive all this polit ical nonsense to
please the environmentalists S.
It is rapidly becoming im possible for our
young people, to stay in Wyyoming and survive.
VAN P'ARKHURST,
Sincerely,
Riverto n Businessman.

J-B CJATTLECO.,
Roosevelt, AR, C
October 21, 1993.
Hon. MALCOLM
WALLOP,
U.S. Senate, Washington, DC.
DEAR SENATOR MCCAIN: I a:m writing to beg
for your help in maintaining Sthe
West as we
know it here in Arizona. Ouir entire way of
life and that of our communnity is at stake,
We have worked all our lives with the
dream in mind of buying a ranch. All else
has been sacrificed to that e:nd. Our children
have given up the normal t hings teenagers
do so that we all might buy our ranch. We
have owned it since 1989 and have added
many waters to the area to spread out the
cattle and to help maintai n wildlife. The
land is better for our having been here.
I feel that people who do noit know this terrain or anything about cat tle grazing are
trying to determine the futuire of my family,
our town and our Western country. As the
nation.
cattle that go into feel lots f'or Eastern buyWe strongly support the filibuster and ers come off federal lands thi s action will afhope to see some local hearings on the issue. feet the food supply for the whole country.
It is our opinion that the survival of this na- Even those who are not direcctly hurt by this
tion depends on the livestock, mineral, and action will find the result fr'om these uninlumber industries of the West.
formed senators and will rermember who to
Thank you for your support,
hold responsible.
J. DOUGLAS and GLYNDA S. SHEEHAN.
Sincerely,
LINDA BRAKE.
RIVERTON, WY, October 19, 1993.
Hon. MALCOLM WALLOP,
U.S. Senate, Washington, DC.
DEAR SENATOR WALLOP: We elect our congressmen to go to Washington to keep our
State on an economic flow to support our
livelihood and our future for our children
and grandchildren. What are we getting? A
movement to completely destroy our future
in all our western states.
1. Our congressmen have let the environmental pressures almost completely cut off
our timber industry that gave employment
for many workers to support our economy.
2. Raising of the grazing fees will no doubt
put many of our ranchers out of business.
Many now are just getting by on poverty
level profits. The ranchers using public land

RALPH S. DluBoIs III,
Kearny, AZ.
DEAR HONORABLE
JOHN MCCCAIN:I am writing you in reguard to the pr oposed changes
in the federal grazing leases. These proposals
have no merit and must he stopped. While
others pay lip service to Environmental
problems, the rancher is the only one who
must work full-time to prese rve the environment or he will parish.
I have been in the cattle i ndustry all my
life, 31 years. My family haas held government grazing leases for 46 years, and I have
held government leases for 12 years. If these
proposals are adopted it willI be the end of
my way of life, as well as thousands of other
cattlemen.
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I am able to stay in the cattle business, by
only a small profit margin. With grazing fees
at $1.86 per AUM, the cost of improvements,
feed, everyday living etc., etc, it costs me
around $14.00 per AUM to raise my cattle. A
rate increase of 2 or 3 dollars per AUM would
make it impossible to stay in business. I
would soon join the ranks of the unemployed.
The adverse effects of these proposals will
cost the American people a huge amount of
hatwill only help money, unemployment, and the loss of conture depletion of cerned caretakers of the land.
Idepletion of our
Thank you,
RALPH S. DUBOIS III.
Members
theisCongressional
Research Service:
ic of
land
ineviOn behalf of Elected County Commissioners Garey Ketcham, Eunice McEwan, and
myself, we welcome you to our Sheridan
Rural Community.
Sheridan County, with a base of 27% federally-owned land, is a typical rural western
community of 23,562 residents with a tradition of cultural spirit and a possession of
heritage pride.
This heritage is steeped in the traditional
spirit of the pioneer who believed in the
"American Dream" and moved west with
their families to develop a culture of familyowned and operated ranches entwined within
federal and private land.
Those family ranches and ranchers, though
dwindling in number, are no less spirited
today than those who settled the west in the
late 1800's. They value their life qualify with
reverence and are an integrated part of the
area's socio-economic base.
My name is Ken Kerns, a third-generation
family rancher who is permitted to graze
1136 animal units per month upon public
lands located in the Bighorn National Forest.
I tell you this so as the economic data I am
prepared to present to you will not appear
biased by self-interest but will be objective
from the platform of local government.
Sheridan County is one of four counties
who commissioned the University of Wyoming to do an in-depth economic analysis of
the economic impact of federal lands in relation to our counties' tax revenues (Economic
Contributions of Federal Lands Within the
Big Horn Mountain Area prepared by Fletcher, Taylor, Moline, and Borden). This objective data allows local governments to better
interpret and plan for the tax-supported
local governmental services provided to our
residents. A copy of the area-wide data is
provided for your reference.
I will attempt to briefly explain to you
how an increase in grazing fees may affect
every resident within Sheridan County.
Family-owned and operated ranches who
use federal lands as a supplement to other
grazing resources are profit-driven. This
profit motive is no different in grassland
ranching than it is in any other enterprisegross income minus operating expenses
equals profit.
These profits are spent in local stores
which collect sales taxes from those profits
spent. These sales taxes are the highest single-revenue source for the operation of
Sheridan County government.
Big Horn Mountain Country's current
economy is driven by a diversity of an export
base which is related to federal lands. That
diversity is mining, renewable resource harvesting, and tourism. These sectors contribute 40.5% of our local base economy. Profits
from these sectors are essential for the local
retail sector, a direct relation to Sheridan
County's and the State of Wyoming's sales
tax collections.
for maintaining
loss. Livestock
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becoming a probttees and fast behunters. Congress
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I have prepared a graph (Exhibit A) showing a relationship of one sector of that diversity-grazing-as it relates to the collection
of sales taxes within Sheridan County. This
graph is not intended to credit all sales tax
collections to the price of feeder calves
which reflects profitability, but to show how
that sector may influence those collections.
Grazing fees are an integrated part of the
operational expenses which affect profits of
our grassland ranches.
As operating costs for our grassland ranchers increase, unless there is an off-setting increase of revenues, the profit margin of our
family ranches may diminish until there is
no choice but a liquidation of assets.
The mid-eighties saw a dramatic liquidation of those assets. That liquidation was
not because of increased grazing fees but a
combination of factors eliminating the profit
picture. However, the graphic picture of livestock values, which reflects profits of our
grassland livestock producers, parallels our
local government sales tax revenues.
I am not so naive as to believe that the
dramatic shift in our sales tax revenues is a
direct result of a profitable grassland agriculture community, but the graph certainly
makes that suggestion.
Rural communities, such as ours, must
have economic diversity. The soundness of
that profit-driven agriculture base is a valued piece of that diversity. The next downturn in our sales tax revenues could be inflicted by a squeezing of local business profits.
If the grazing fee on public lands, along
with other factors of production costs, are
increased beyond the point of profitability,
then that portion of profit now being spent
on our main streets, which generates sales
tax dollars, will be absorbed in the federal
treasury which is a long way from our community.
According to the referenced Economic Contributions of Federal Lands, for every animal-unit-month loss, for whatever reason,
the four counties of Big Horn Mountain
Country will have a total economic loss of
$63.67. Of that loss, local governments within
Big Horn Mountain Country will lose $2.23 in
sales and property taxes.
As you mull this issue, I urge you to review the referenced study. It is based upon
economic data, not emotional rhetoric.
It appears that a grazing fee increase by
the present administration is forthcoming.
Hopefully, the data gathered by you in your
fact-finding tour will guide the parameters
of that increase.
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To underscore the Senator from Ne- ing to do that because I think the invada's point regarding the disposition creases have come for many, many
of the other body on this question, I years. I think they should be moderate.
also note that Members from Washing- I am willing to do that because I think
ton voted 7 to 1 in favor of the motion ranchers contribute to the western
by the ranking member of the House part of this country.
I
have
scaled
back
Secretary
committee to instruct conferees. This
motion passed September 29 by vote of Babbitt's fee by about 40 percent.
Under this proposal ranchers can now
314 to 109.
Mr. President, with those clarifica- obtain loans, buy and sell property. I
tions in mind, I want to restate my know because they told me that is the
concern about the constructiveness of reason they wanted property rights and
this filibuster and urge my colleagues water rights protected. The BLM reguto vote to invoke cloture.
lations, I repeat, are inconsistent with
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time the Forest Service regulations. It is
has expired.
simple as that.
The Chair recognizes the Senator
There are some in this Chamber
from Nevada who has 9 minutes re- there is no way we can please no matmaining.
ter what we did. There is not anything
Mr. REID. Mr. President, my five we could do to please them. It is a parchildren are now away. Two are mar- tisan issue, an effort to embarrass the
ried and three of them are in college.
President of the United States.
One of the things I miss with my
Mr. President, let us talk specifics
children being out of the house is Hal- about some of the things that have
loween. I look back with great almost been talked about here today. As to no
melancholy of how much fun it was to hearings on the grazing fees, I have
go with my kids trick or treating.
here two of many boxes that I have
Now Halloween is being brought to us where we have studies, reports, from
today in the Senate Chamber. I am the General Accounting Office, from all
being reminded of my escapades with kinds of Government agencies, from
my children here on the Senate floor private institutions, from universities
today because Halloween, which is just all over the country. We also have had
a few days hence, is being brought to
congressional hearings averaging about
us in the form of ghosts and goblins, 2 a year for the last 15 years. These
about things that do not exist. This is studies have been on every aspect of
Halloween. This is an attempt to stop grazing,
economics,
ranch
land
the bill from going forward, the Inte- ecosystems, policies and program adrior appropriations bill, by magic, by ministration. I think it is time to recbringing up ghosts here and goblins ognize that is not a good argument.
there and hidden doors and hidden winAs far as there being a back-room
dows. It simply does not exist.
deal, I guess this is to divert attention
As an example, they talk about from the fact that we have had all
sweeping changes. Mr. President, there these hearings, all these studies, and
is not a sweeping change in this. There western Senators met with Secretary
is not a thing that is in this amend- Babbitt. Secretary Babbitt held hearment that the Forest Service has not ings all over the western part of the
done for decades. In fact, we have United States. Thousands of comments
stopped Secretary Babbitt from having were received. The negotiations that
the BLM do some of the things the For- started with the House involved a numest Service has done. We have done ber of Senators.
that by law. Sweeping changes are part
The amendment was offered by a Reof the ghosts and goblins here before publican in the conference. RALPH REGULA from Ohio offered the amendment.
this body.
This letter the western Governors
As to water rights, the change undoes
KENNETH D. KERNS,
signed was signed by two Governors. the change made unilaterally by James
Chairman,
There was no meeting held. It was not Watt a decade ago.
Board of County Commissioners.
All we are doing is making the Busigned by the Governor of the State of
SHERIDAN COUNTY, WY, June 23, 1993.
Washington, Senator MURRAY'S State. reau of Land Management like the ForMrs. MURRAY. Mr. President, there It was not signed by the Governor of est Service like it always had been
have been numerous references in this the State of Nevada. It was signed by until the Watt years in an effort to
debate to the Western Governors' Asso- two Governors,
protect those ranchers who in good
ciation and its position on grazing reAlso, as to water engineers-Sec- faith relied on the Watt changes. We
form. I would just like to clarify that retary Babbitt held hearings all over grandfather water rights and range imthe Governor of Washington, who is a the West; he got thousands of com- provements saying they are yours to
member of the association, was asked ments, most of them in favor of his use. You can sell them, give them
to sign the WGA letter mentioned by changes-but not a single comment away, transfer them at inheritance, do
the Senator from Wyoming. Not only from a water engineer anyplace in the what you want with the water rights
did the Governor of Washington decline West. So let us get real. Let us not and ranch improvements.
to sign the letter, but neither he nor have this Halloween a few days early.
In the future they will be treated exhis staff took part in drafting the letMr. President, this compromise is actly like the Forest Service. That
ter. I have been in contact with him fair. Ranch families do not need the does not sound too unreasonable.
Also you must understand what Secabout this; I can assure all my col- threat of looming fee hikes. This staleagues that he shares my very strong bilizes and gives certainty. This com- retary Watt did had a tremendous imview that it's inappropriate to con- promise will end gridlock.
pact on the nonranchers, on other peoIn fact, this proposal still subsidizes ple who had some use for that water.
tinue delaying passage of the Interior
the use of public lands, and I am will- We have accepted his changes.
appropriations conference report.
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I would also suggest that the argument about ranch improvements is not
valid. It is part of the ghosts and goblins we are faced with.
In the Code of Federal Regulations I
put up here today what ranch improvements need. The proposed change that
Babbitt issued also applies to ranch improvements.
So I submit that property values will
not be adversely affected. In fact, they
will be able to be stabilized and go up.
People will be able to borrow money.
They will be able to sell ranches because there will be some certainty. Remember we are talking about public
land, land that belongs to all Americans.
There is going to come a time in the
next few days when a decision will have
to be made by those who favor gridlock
as to whether they are going to allow
gridlock to continue and close the Interior Department. Those who are saying
all we want are some modifications are
again celebrating Halloween early. The
House is going to accept no changes.
They by a 3-to-1 margin approved this
amendment. So are we going to close
Interior?
We did a great job for Native Americans this year especially with Indian
health services. If we close the Interior, they get nothing. If we have to go
for a OR, they will go back to last
year's levels.
What we have done with the park
system I think is a good improvement
over last year, and on and on.
We should not have gridlock either in
the Senate or in the courts. We should
move forward, have a vote up or down
on the merits and, as the President pro
tempore of the Senate said last Thursday, take it like a man; walk away; go
to something else.
I yield back the remainder of my
time.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Nevada yields back the remainder of his time. All time has expired under the 1-hour time limit for
debate
UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION
AMENDMENTS OF 1993
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under
the previous order, the Senate will now
resume consideration of H.R. 3167,
which the clerk will report.
The assistant legislative clerk read
as follows:
A bill (H.R. 3167) to extend the emergency
unemployment compensation program, to establish a system of worker profiling, and for
other purposes.
The Senate resumed the consideration of the bill.
Pending:
(1) Hutchison amendment No. 1081, to repeal the retroactive application of the income, estate, and gift tax rates made by the
Budget Reconciliation Act and reduce administrative expenses for agencies by
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$3,000,000,000 for each of the fiscal years 1994, the Clinton administration, one char1995. and 1996.
acteristic shines through. The Clinton
MOTIONTO WAIVE CONGRESSIONALBUDGET ACT administration has made a commitThe PRESIDING OFFICER. There ment to move social authority from
will now be 1 hour of debate remaining the marketplace and the States into
on the Hutchison motion to waive the the firm control of the Federal GovernBudget Act with respect to her amend- ment.
George Will said it well when he
ment, the time to be divided, with 40
minutes under the control of the Sen- called Clintonism an "ideology demanding
a vast expansion of governator from Texas [Mrs. HUTCHISON] and
20 minutes under the control of the ment power."
President
Clinton has said that the
Senator from Maine [Mr. MITCHELL].
role of Government was too cramped
Who yields time?
Mr. WALLOP. Mr. President, I sug- during the recent Republican adminisgest the absence of a quorum with no trations of George Bush and Ronald
Reagan. He has worked hard to remedy
time to be charged.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without that. Just look at the list of proposals
that have been proposed or passed
objection, it is so ordered.
under this administration:
The clerk will call the roll.
The Motor Voter Act;
The assistant legislative clerk proLiberalization of the Hatch Act;
ceeded to call the roll.
Campaign reform, which would exMr. GREGG. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for pand the role of the Federal Governin financing elections;
ment
the quorum call be rescinded.
Federalization of the student loan
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
program;
objection, it is so ordered.
Federalization of immunizations; and
Mr. GREGG. Mr. President, I ask
The family leave bill.
unanimous consent to speak for 15 minNowhere
else does the Clinton cenutes as in morning business.
The PRESIDING OFFICER.
The tralization plan become more obvious
Chair advises the Senator from New than in his proposal to systematize
Hampshire, the Senator does not con- health care in this country. The admintrol time. The time is controlled by istration has understandably been reSenator MOYNIHAN, on behalf of the luctant to come right out and say that
Senator from Maine, and Senator they want to nationalize our health
HUTCHISON. The Senator from New care system. Their pollsters have told
Hampshire would have to seek time them, accurately, that Americans are
from Senator HUTCHISON or ask consent deeply suspicious of the Federal Government.
of the Senate.
In her testimony before the Senate
Mr. MOYNIHAN. Will the Senator
yield for a question? May I ask how Labor Committee on September 29,
Mrs. Clinton said some very nice things
much time he requires?
Mr. GREGG. I would like to get 15 about State flexibility. She said that
the States would have the power to
minutes; 712 from each side?
Mr. MOYNIHAN. That might be dif- make their own choices, and to do
what they think is right for their
ficult at this point.
Mr. President, I suggest the absence State. Then she said that it would take
a bizarre combination of reasons for a
of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. There State not to want to do this.
I have tremendous respect for Mrs.
has been a unanimous-consent request.
Clinton's abilities, but her description
Is there objection?
Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, re- of the powers retained by the States
under the Clinton plan were just not
serving the right to object.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- accurate. Under the Clinton plan, the
ator from New York reserves the right States do not have the authority to do
what they think is right. While that
to object.
Will the Senator restate his unani- sounds good, it does not comport with
the terms of the written plan. And it is
mous consent request?
Mr. GREGG. I ask unanimous con- not what the administration has in
sent to speak for 15 minutes as in mind for the States.
Instead, under the Clinton plan, the
morning business.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without States have the authority to do one
objection, it is so ordered. The Senator thing-implement the Clinton plan, as
approved by the National Health
is recognized.
Mr. GREGG. I thank the Senators for Board. It appears that Mrs. Clinton
would view any State's decision to go
their courtesy.
its own way, rather than do what the
Federal Government wishes, as bizarre.
HEALTH CARE REFORM
I am sure that my Democratic colMr. GREGG. Mr. President, I want to leagues in this Chamber will want to
talk a little bit about the health care argue that the Clinton plan is not cenprogram which has been proposed by tralized at all. They will argue that the
the President.
States are given great flexibility to
Whatever else you can say, good or execute the plan, to choose the strucbad, about programs recommended by ture of the regional alliances, to choose
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to enact a single-payor plan. But I would enforce the Clinton employer health data. I could agree perhaps that
would say to my colleagues: Read the mandate? The U.S. Department of we need some national rules for delivplan. There is no mistaking that this Labor, based right here in Washington, ery of health care, to improve access
is, indeed, a plan of nationalization, a few blocks from this Capitol. No and control costs.
and nothing less.
doubt the new responsibilities of the
But I am a firm believer in federalWhat do I mean by nationalization? I Labor Department would require a ism. We should never house something
mean that the Clinton health care plan sizeable expansion of personnel and within the Federal Government that
would give to the Federal Government
can be efficiently housed outside, in
budget.
supreme authority in all matters of
Who would decide on changes to the the marketplace or in the States.
The advocates of the Clinton plan
health care. The Federal Government
basic benefits package, and whether
does not now have supreme authority new treatments should be included? have not thought enough about what
we
are giving up by placing all authorto
The
National
Board.
to dictate to the States in regard
health care. Under the Clinton plan,
Who would determine the amount to ity in the Federal Government. The
the Federal Government would obtain be paid to the regional alliances every States are laboratories-they really
year? The National Board. And who are-for addressing complex social
that power explicitly.
Turn to page 46 of the September 9 would the alliances deal with directly? problems. Nowhere is that more true
summary of the Clinton plan, and look The National Board.
than in health care. Many States have
Who would determine the way in already undertaken reforms that are
at the powers of the new seven-member
National Health Board. The Board has which risks were adjusted for the superior to what is being proposed here
virtually absolute power over the health plans, to determine risk-ad- in Washington.
To nationalize health care would be
States in regard to the design of health justed payments? The National Board.
And who would determine the num- to snuff out the possibility of State excare systems within the States. The
only power the States are left with is ber of training spots for doctors in each perimentation. Under the Clinton plan,
region of the country? A branch of the the Federal bureaucracy, not the State
the power to implement the plan.
The National Board would have the National Board.
itself, would decide whether a State
Who would determine how national plan is adequate.
power to require the States to submit
The important thing is that each
health care implementation plans for health data was stored and kept priapproval. The Board would then have vate? A branch of the National Board. State now has the ability to take the
The list goes on and on and on; 59 kind of action that the people of the
the power to reject the State plan. If a
State did not meet the requirements of new Federal programs or bureaucracies State feel is needed. Under the Clinton
plan, it would be the Federal Governthe Board, the Federal Government and the expansion of 20 others.
We in the United States have had a ment that decides that.
could order the withholding from the
For example, what if a certain State
State of all Federal health appropria- tradition of pride in federalism. The
tions-Medicare,
Medicaid,
block drafters of the Constitution were very decides that it does not want to step up
suspicious
of
centralized
Federal to a regional health alliance, that it
grants, categorical grants, everything.
I have some experience in this as power, and they took pains to con- does not wish to institute a singleformer Governor. As a practical mat- strain it. The Constitution was sup- payer plan? Maybe the State has a better, I can tell you that no State would posed to grant limited and enumerated ter way of getting cost containment
be able to withstand the withdrawal of powers to the Federal Government, and health care access than President
all these appropriations. The States with the balance of the power retained Clinton does. Under the Clinton plan,
that poor State would be subject to seihave become dependent on them for by the States.
Even James Madison, the defender of zure of its whole health care system
their very financial existence. The
withdrawal of all HHS appropriations the Federal Government, wrote in Fed- and a federally imposed payroll tax.
Whenever you talk about centralizafrom a State would bankrupt the State eralist Paper No. 45 that, in the balance between the new Federal Govern- tion, you have to mention one of the
in a matter of weeks.
And, as if the withdrawal of HHS ap- ment and the State governments, the great observers of American life, Alexis
propriations from a State were not "State governments will have the ad- De Tocqueville, a great commentator.
De Tocqueville said, "However enlightenough, the Clintons saw to it that no vantage * * *." No longer.
He pointed out that the powers dele- ened and skilled a central power may
State could escape from the desires of
Fedbe, it cannot of itself embrace all the
the National Health Board. If a State gated by the Constitution to the
remained uncooperative, the Federal eral Government would be "few and de- details of life of a great nation. Such
Government could take over the recal- fined," while those remaining in the an achievement exceeds the power of
citrant State's health care system. And States would be numerous and infinite. man. And when it attempts unaided to
it could unilaterally impose a payroll He said, "The powers reserved to sev- create and set in motion so many comeral States will extend to all the ob- plicated springs, it must submit to a
tax in the State.
Thus, because the National Health jects, which, in the ordinary course of very imperfect result and exhaust itself
Board could do these things to a their affairs, concern the lives, lib- in futile efforts." No, the Clinton plan
erties, and properties of the people."
State-to reject its reform plan, to
under the present proposal will not
The idea of federalism is that there is work. The periphery cannot be just an
bankrupt it, and to actually take over
its health care system-then there can a great advantage to having govern- implementer.
Perhaps my viewpoint on this is rebe no question that, under the Clinton mental authority split between the
plan, Federal power would be supreme State and Federal Governments. In a lated to my heritage. In New Hampfederalist system, the State govern- shire, we have 300 years of tradition of
in all matters of health care.
Yes, the States would have the power ments can do what they know how to wanting to have local control. In our
to implement the plan. But the opera- do best, being closest to the problems State, crucial decisions are still made
tive question is, Where is the actual affecting the daily lives of people. The by the villages and towns. That is the
authority? Under the Clinton plan, the Federal Government can do what it way we like it. I think to centralize all
National Board would have total veto knows how to do best-things the State authority for health care decisions in
power over the State plans, and the cannot do, like national defense and the Federal Government would be a
power to set the rules by which the protection of individual rights.
great mistake.
game is played. That is nationalizaSome health care functions need to
How do we know that the seven memtion.
be centralized. I would never suggest bers of the National Health Board will
In case you still have any doubt that that we have a separate National Insti- be wise and caring and fair people? Will
the Clinton plan is one of nationaliza- tute of Health in each State. I would their loyalty be to the common good or
tion, I say again: Read the plan. Who never suggest we do not need national to politics? We should remember that
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these seven people will be appointed tion. Nearly 90 percent of Americans
bureaucrats, beholden to a political are satisfied with their health care.
system and to the Presidency for their The system is self-correcting, and I
jobs. They will be a political entity think the self-correction we have seen
above all else, appointed by the Presi- in just the last 12 to 18 months will acdent, whether he be a Democrat or Re- celerate. We are in the midst of a sea
publican, to carry out his own vision of change. The market is beginning to do
what health care should be for all of the job.
What we must do is take aim at
America.
Congress, in its usual paralytic mode, those parts of the health care system
would have a hard time dealing with that cannot self-correct.
First, start with Federal programs.
of the National
the complexities
Health Board, just as it now really can- No market can correct them because
they do not exist in the market. Renot deal even with the FDA.
Under the Clinton plan, benefits and form the Medicare and Medicaid sysbudgets will be determined from Wash- tems. That is where the primary probington. But we have evidence from this lems are in health care today.
Second, take steps to provide access
country and from foreign countries
that centralized economic control does to the system for those who lack it.
Yes,
there should be universal access
not work.
Staring us in the face is the fall of and we can do much to accomplish
that.
We also need to address the issue
the classic centralized system, the Soviet system. It produced quotas, it con- of small market insurance reform, ban
trolled prices, and it did not work. As medical underwriting, redlining, and
a
De Tocqueville said and others have preexisting condition clauses. Go to
pointed out, a beast like national modified community rating system.
health care, a concept like national Encourage private purchasing pools so
health care, is beyond the capacity of that small business can get volume disthe Government to manage. No na- counts.
Reform the way the Federal tax systional health care board could ever
tem treats employer-provided insurknow all that it needs to know in order
ance premiums. The way we do that
to run the system from the top.
now is a crazy system that causes lack
Under the Clinton plan, many prices
because high-income
of insurance
would, in effect, be set by a bureauc- workers benefit much more than lowracy in Washington, but we already
income workers. Reform the tort law
know that it will not work. History
and the antitrust law. Yes, experiment
tells us that it will not work. The buwith new ways of constructing markets
reaucracy needed to administer price
for health insurance and allow the
controls
would
be immense.
Ira
States to go their own way by reformMagaziner said the staff of the Naing the ERISA.
tional Health Board would be under 100
But let us not hurt more than we
people. Either he is speaking in tech- help. We have an excellent health care
nicalities, or ignoring the staff of all system in this country. It needs to be
the associated boards, commissions, fixed in a number of places, but it still
and study groups, or he has not read
delivers high-quality care to a large
his own plan. With the tremendous au- number of people. If you look around
thority of the Board, doing everything the world, it remains the best system.
from setting prices, to setting quality,
The worst thing we could do in the
to negotiating with the alliances, to process of trying to fix what is wrong
setting risk adjustment mechanisms, with our system is to destroy that
to distributing medical residencies, the which is right. By creating a giant new
National Board and its subsidiaries will
centralized bureaucracy, as envisioned
employ thousands. The SEC employs
in the Clinton health care plan, we put
2,600 people, and if the National Health at risk not only our health but the
Board is as described by the Clinton health of our children and grandhealth plan, it could easily employ children.
that number or more.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The time
We know providers have many ways of the Senator has expired.
to evade price controls-by increasing
Mr. MOYNIHAN addressed the Chair.
volume, by gaming procedure codes, by
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sendecreasing quality, and many others. ator from New York.
Under the Clinton plan, as under Medicare, each time the Government disUNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION
covers a new evasion, it would publish
AMENDMENTS OF 1993
a new regulation. The result would be
more and more bureaucracy.
The Senate continued with the conWhen President Nixon instituted sideration of the bill.
price controls in 1971, the regulation
Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, I bestarted with 4 pages and ended up with lieve the distinguished Senator from
1,534 pages. And we all remember how Texas has 40 minutes and on our side
unsuccessful President Carter's price we have 20. I see my able friend is on
the floor. Perhaps she would wish to
controls were in 1978.
The Clinton plan is a giant risk for yield time tb whichever of her Senators
all Americans. The point is we do not wish to speak on behalf of her amendneed to take a giant risk now as a na- ment.
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PRESIDING OFFICER. The
The
Chair advises the Senator from New
York that the total time has been reduced by the previous unanimous consent request.
Mr. MOYNIHAN. Are we then down
to 45 minutes?
The PRESIDING
OFFICER. The
Chair advises the Senator that the vote
was previously scheduled to occur at
11:30. So we have 30 minutes for debate
remaining prior to the vote.
UNANIMOUS CONSENT AGREEMENT

Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the vote be
held at a quarter of 12 and that there
be 30 minutes on behalf of the Senator
from Texas and 15 minutes on behalf of
the Senator from Maine.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? Without objection, it is so
ordered.
Mr. MOYNIHAN. I thank the Chair
The PRESIDING
OFFICER. The
Chair recognizes the Senator from
Texas, who controls 30 minutes.
Mrs. HUTCHISON. Mr. President, I
want to thank the Senator from New
York for working with us on this. I appreciate it very much. I do yield now to
the Senator from Alabama, who is a cosponsor of my amendment.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Alabama.
Mr. SHELBY. Mr. President, there
was a lot of discussion yesterday on
the Senate floor about how the
Hutchison-Shelby amendment was intended to kill or to delay this bill.
Mr. President, this amendment is
not-and I wish to repeat, this amendment is not-about killing or delaying
the extension of unemployment benefits for out-of-work Americans, as was
stated in this Chamber yesterday. In
fact, this amendment is about preventing more Americans from losing their
jobs. This amendment is about providing some stability to taxpayers, particularly small businesses, who need
some guarantee that they will not be
taxed on money they have already
budgeted for investment, employee salaries or new equipment.
Mr. President, I supported every one
of the unemployment extensions in the
past, and I support this one today.
That is one reason I believe this
amendment is so appropriate. The
Hutchison-Shelby amendment is about
employment. It is about keeping Americans employed. It is about keeping
Americans employed and off of unemployment by putting some security
back in the way we run our businesses
and budget for our future.
Mr. President, if there is one thing
sure to kill jobs, to impede job growth,
and to inhibit job creation, it is the
economic insecurity caused by the need
to hire a fortune teller as a tax adviser.
Our amendment should not be controversial. It is basically a win-win scenario. It provides a tax break for Americans by extending the effective date
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on the income, estate, and gift tax increases to August 10, 1993. Everybody
will remember that was the day the tax
bill was enacted. And it covers the loss
of revenues from the repeal by making
a direct cut in Government spending.
So: first, the amendment helps taxpayers, particularly small businesses,
which are the largest employer and
producer of jobs in this country; second, it is budget neutral. It makes direct spending cuts in Government expenses to offset the revenue losses; and
third, it removes the singularly most
offensive part of the budget passed in
August-retroactivity of the taxes.
Mr. President, while we all did not
agree on the budget as a whole, we all
did agree, I thought, that retroactivity
was a mistake. It is offensive to taxpayers. It is wrong. This amendment
allows us to responsibly fix that mistake. We still get deficit reduction and
we actually make cuts in Government
spending. We also preserve jobs and restore stability to business and personal
financial planning.
Mr. President, this is a good amendment. It is a timely amendment. Do
not let anybody say otherwise. I hope
my colleagues will support it.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?
Mrs. HUTCHISON
addressed the
Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Texas.
Mrs. HUTCHISON. I yield 8 minutes
to Senator ROTH.
Mr. ROTH. I thank the distinguished
Senator,
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Delaware.
Mr. ROTH. I rise in support of the
Hutchison amendment to eliminate the
retroactive tax increase
that was
passed as part of the President's budget
package in August. These tax increases
have already impacted upon our economy.
I would like to focus the camera's attention on the chart that I reproduced
from the Commerce
Department's
record and the Wall Street Journal.
This chart makes the dramatic point of
just how the Nation's economy is responding to the retroactive tax increases-for that matter, all of the
Clinton tax increases.
Clearly, economic activity in late
1992 was clipping along at a brisk 5.7
percent. In mid-February, the President released his proposal to increase
tax rates on small businesses and others by as much as one-third or moreretroactively, I might add. In fact,
these retroactive tax increases reached
all the way back to 20 days, 20 days before the time Bill Clinton was even
President.
Now, let us look at what happened.
The brakes went on our Nation's economy. We went from a growth rate of 5.7
percent to a rate of only 0.8 percenta very sizable drop.
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That is not all. In September, in my 3 years. These small businesses created
State of Delaware, the unemployment
171,000 jobs in the first 9 months of 1992,
rate reached its highest point this an astounding 4 million net new jobs
year; 20,800 residents had no jobs. Even from 1988 to 1990.
with a big increase in Government jobs
During debate on the tax bill, I oftaking place at that time because of fered an amendment to remove these
the start of the school year, our State businesses from the tax rate increases.
continued to lose more jobs than it That amendment got a strong vote of
gained. In fact, the unemployment rate 56 Senators. Here is the Senate's
has increased from about 4 percent be- chance to act again for the benefit of
fore the Clinton retroactive taxes small businesses, and I hope that we
passed, to almost 5.5 percent now, an will get the four additional votes necincrease of over one-third.
essary this time to pass an amendment
In Delaware, some 341,000 jobs are for small business.
provided by about 20,000 small busiLet me make one short point about
nesses. Because the new Clinton eco- the unemployment bill and arguments
nomic policy raised tax rates by over 30 that have been made that somehow
percent on small businesses, and be- supporters of this amendment are holdcause of my State's reliance on small ing up benefits for Americans in need.
business jobs, we are feeling the pain Nothing could be farther from the
truth. If this amendment should pass
with higher unemployment.
Clearly, America cannot afford this in the Senate, it would take no time at
retroactive tax increase. Our economy all for the House to agree to our
has already taken a bullet because of amendment and pass this unemployit, and with this as our foundation, it is ment bill. In fact, if there is a problem
clear that the Hutchison amendment
of delay here, then it lies in the fact it
will help speed the growth of our econ- has taken so long for the Senate to
omy, and reverse the bad effects of the take up this measure.
Clinton economic policy.
Benefits for these Americans expired
Personally, I would prefer to repeal some 3 weeks ago. Yet it has taken the
the rates for the full 1993 tax year. majority this long to bring the bill up.
However, this amendment does effecWhen George Bush was President,
tively move the enactment date to Au- cries rang out for even a single day's
gust 10, 1993, making the tax increase delay in passing an extension of these
benefits. Now we hear from the oppoprospective only.
Moving that effective date brings me nents of this amendment that we canto my next point. If you were to ask not afford the delay in getting benefits
the average American on the street to the people because of the Hutchison
whether it is fair for the President and amendment. This is clearly nothing
the Congress to pass taxes on a retro- more than a politically convenient aractive basis, you would get an over- gument.
whelming response that it is not fair.
So let us do what is fair. Let us reI believe that out of fairness, Con- peal retroactive tax increases. Let us
gress must refrain from any attempt to cut spending. This is what the Ameruse retroactivity when it comes to tax- ican taxpayer has asked us to do. And
ation. Unfortunately, many of my col- I urge my colleagues to support the
leagues will go on record today sup- Hutchison amendment.
I ask unanimous consent that newsporting retroactive taxes with their
vote. I want all Americans to know paper articles be printed in the RECORD
that if you allow this Congress to get at the appropriate place.
There being no objection, the mateaway with retroactive taxes this time,
you can expect the Congress to come rial was ordered to be printed in the
back year after year expanding its pow- RECORD, as follows:
ers to pass taxes months, even years,
[From the News Journal. Oct. 26, 1993]
back into history. If Congress fails to
DELAWARE JOBLESS RATE UP 3D MONTH IN
Row
end this unfair tax practice, then I can
only hope the Supreme Court will
(By Eve Tahmincioolu)
strike down retroactive taxes when it
The number of unemployed Delawareans
decides the Carlton case later this increased in September for the third conyear. This amendment should be passed secutive month.
It signifies a weakness in the job market
because we need to relieve the burden
of retroactive tax increases on small because business owners would rather increase
overtime than increase payrolls.
business.
The state Department of Labor said MonThe National Association of Manu- day 5.4 percent of Delaware's work force was
facturers [NAM] has calculated that, at jobless last mouth, up from 5 percent in Aua minimum, at least one-third of the gust and 4.8 percent in July. Since June
President's tax increases on individuals when the unemployment rate fell to a threefall on small businesses, like sub- year low of 4.0 percent, the number of unemchapter S corporations. The National ployed Delawareans has jumped by more
Federation of Independent Businesses than 5.000 to 20.800 in September.
"We are going through a period since June
[NFIB] has estimated that when you where we have virtually no job growth." said
combine the 1990 and 1993 tax increases, Ed Simon. analyst with the Labor Departthe tax rates on our job creating small ment. "To my knowledge, there haven't been
businesses will have increased 60 per- any massive layoffs or plant closings, other
cent in only 3 years-60 percent in only than in the chemical industry, but on the
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other hand, we're not having the kind of job
growth needed to lower the unemployment
rate."
"Usually, you can discount month-tomonth changes except where you see a
trend," said Simon.
Simon said the latest round of cutbacks at
the DuPont Co.-1,000 Delaware jobs will be
eliminated-did not make a major mark on
September figures.
"Basically the underlying cause is concern
by employers who are reluctant to expand
their work force because of uncertainty over
the economy and future of taxes, and healthcare reform. In general, there's a fear of
what's going to happen." Simon said.
Meanwhile, companies appear more than
willing to pay overtime as an alternative to
hiring more workers. Among manufacturers,
average weekly hours per worker climbed to
42.5 in September, up from 39.4 during the
same month last year.
The wholesale and retail trade category
was particularly hard hit last month because
of seasonal changes such as the winding
down of the summer resort season, Simon
said.
Construction, which usually sheds jobs in
September because of seasonal alterations,
lost many more jobs than expected, Simon
said.
"Construction employment went down 800
from August, where it usually goes down 200
to 300." he said. "That's something to keep
an eye on because it could be an indication
of a possible slowdown in that sector," which
is a critical gauge of economic activity.
Though some industries reported overall
gains in employment last month, Simon said
almost every business sector had some trouble.
Simon said he expects Delaware's jobless
rate to remain below the nation's.
"There's a possibility the rate could go
slightly higher, but I don't think it's going
to soar," he said.
As of August. Delaware's jobless rate was
the llth lowest in the nation.
"A lot of states are much worse off than
here," Simon said.
[From the Dover (DE) State News, Oct. 26,
1993]
STATE JOBLESS RATE HITS NEW HIGH FOR '93

(By Karen Murtha)
DOVER.-Delaware's unemployment rate
for September was the state's highest this
year-20,800 residents had no jobs.
That represents a 5.4 percent unemployment rate, a 4 percent increase from August
when 19,000 Delawareans were jobless.
"Most companies are trying to do more
with less," said Edward L. Simon, labor market analyst for the Delaware Department of
Labor.
"The rate of job growth for the first half of
1993has basically slowed to a halt," he said.
"Service industries are even being cautious
about hiring."
In specific job sectors, manufacturing jobs
decreased by 2,200 for September. while government jobs increased by 2,000, according to
a report released Monday by the Delaware
Department of Labor.
"There's been a corporate downsizing in
manufacturing, which is also occurring nationally," Mr. Simon said.
October figures for manufacturing may not
fare much better. The recent layoffs at the
Du Pont Co. were not included in September's unemployment rate, Mr. Simon said.
The increase by 2,000 employees in government jobs is primarily due to the opening of
the school year, he said.

"College student-workers are counted in
the rate," Mr. Simon said. "Teachers who
may not be counted during the summer
months are also included in September's figures."
Education may have boosted the government rate overall, but September also
marked the end of summer tourism, which
meant a decrease for some local governments.
"Businesses in Rehoboth. Lewes and
Dewey are down because tourists are basically gone," Mr. Simon said. The decline of
"parks and recreation employees and summer youth programs also contributed" to the
government's rank, he said.
Although September's unemployment rate
for Delaware is at its lowest mark, the First
State still ranks above most others in the
nation for the same month.
"Delaware is still relatively low compared
to the U.S. unemployment rate of 6.7 percent," Mr. Simon said.
September's unemployment rate has not
yet been nationally compared, but for the
month of August. Delaware had the 11th lowest unemployment rate in the U.S., Mr.
Simon said.
"We're doing better than other states, but
not as good as we'd like," he said.
Mr. ROTH. Mr. President, I yield the
floor.
(Mr.
PRESIDING OFFICER
The
MATHEWS). Who yields time?
Mrs. HUTCHISON. Mr. President, if
the Senator from New York does not
want time right now, I will be happy to
yield to the Senator from Utah.
I yield to the Senator from Utah 10
minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Utah.
Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, I thank
my dear colleague, Mrs. HUTCHISON.
Mr. President, I think we really
ought to honor this great Senator from
Texas for being willing to do this
today.
Mr. President, I rise today to express
my support for the amendment of the
Senator from Texas [Mrs. HUTCHISON].
This is an important amendment on an
issue that I believe did not have the
benefit of a full debate under the strict
limitations on debate on the conference report for the Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act of 1993. It is an
issue that deserves more public examination given its adverse consequences
for all American families.
Because this body faces many other
important issues before we adjourn for
the year, there may be some on the
other side of the aisle who believe we
should just let sleeping dogs lie and not
again bring up the issue of retroactive
tax increases. But, Mr. President, the
Senate should realize just how much
harm we have done to the potential
growth of the economy by passing huge
income tax rate increases earlier this
year. We should recognize that instead
of just passing bills to extend unemployment benefits, we should be dealing with the underlying cause of unemployment-lack of job creation.
Many Americans were led to believe
by the proponents of the 1993 tax in-
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creases that only the very wealthiest
Americans were hurt by the changes in
this year's bill. In fact, I have heard
some say that only 1.2 percent of taxpayers were affected by these tax increases. Statements like these are
completely misleading for two reasons.
First, although these income tax rate
increases were ostensibly aimed at
only the wealthy, they will miss their
mark and have the hardest impact on
middle and lower income individualsthose very individuals who we are trying to help with this unemployment
bill today. People who depend on jobs
created by those who have the capital
to risk in starting businesses will suffer far more than the wealthy, who will
simply shift their investments to ones
that avoid or defer tax. This is exactly
the result we saw after we enacted the
ill-conceived luxury taxes in 1990-the
same luxury taxes that almost all of
my colleagues wanted to repeal once
they saw the job loss impact from
them.
High marginal tax rates discourage
hard work, risk taking, investment,
Conjob
creation.
savings,
and
sequently, there will be less capital
available to invest in new business formation. The biggest losers will be
those who need jobs. This is not a difficult concept, Mr. President. We need
employers in order to have employees.
It is time we realized that new taxes do
not discriminate-they hurt everyone.
Second, most proponents of the 1993
income tax rate increases totally ignored the huge and unfair impact these
tax hikes have on this Nation's small
businesses. Because more than threefourths of U.S. businesses are organized
as proprietorships, partnerships, or S
corporations, and pay their taxes as individuals, there is far more to consider
here than just the inaccurate idea that
the rich have unfairly benefited from
too low taxes and should now pay
more. Many of these small business
owners pay taxes on income that they
never receive. Most small businesses
are undercapitalized, and owners find
themselves plowing their earnings back
into the business to finance growth and
expansion. Higher tax rates will simply
cut back the ability of many of these
businesses to grow and create jobs.
Mr. President, let me share with the
Senate part of a letter from a Utah entrepreneur who is already feeling the
impact of the new higher tax rates on
his ability to grow his business and
create jobs. The letter reads in part:
For years, my wife and I dreamed of starting a business we could build together. With
her training in health, nutrition and fitness,
and my experience in business management,
healthy frozen desserts seemed like the perfect venture. Since building retail stores is
capital intensive, our first challenge was
raising money. In time, we found a small
group of investors that believed in our plan
and agreed to fund a handful of stores in
Utah. Since we only had a few shareholders
and we wanted to invest our earnings back
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into the company, we incorporated as a sub- interesting letter from this small
chapter S organization. As you know, share- businessperson and his wife.
holders in sub S corporations are required to
It is very discouraging when our greatest
declare business income as individual income, and pay taxes on it (whether received threat to survival is not the competition, the
Japanese, etc., but our own government.
or not) the year it is earned.
It is important you understand that our Why are we as entrepreneurs targets of a fiirresponsible
government?
objective from the beginning has been to cre- nancially
ate and operate a model company. We have Shouldn't we be encouraged to create
committed every dollar of profit to growing healthy, desirable products? Shouldn't we be
our business. We have hired one of the top applauded when we create new jobs and train
product development specialists in the coun- the youth of America? Shouldn't we be heros
try. We spend heavily on research, training when we grow our businesses and create net
and concept development. We are committed increases in taxes paid to the federal and
to build 15 to 20 new units each year, all state governments?
funded with earnings from our stores. In
Here is a couple that sacrificed evother words, we are serious about becoming erything they had; kept their other
a leader in our industry. Ongoing investment
jobs
going so they could live while they
and growth are critical to achieving this objective. Businesses that do not invest in the put everything back in the business to
future cannot develop state-of-the-art prod- create 1,000 jobs. Now they are finding
ucts, remain competitive, nor create attrac- the survival of their business is threattive career opportunities.
ened, faced with minimum wage inIt took five years before our cash flow was
able to support our growth. Up to then, we creases and all kinds of other mandates
raised funds by selling additional shares in from the proposed health care program
the company. Our small group of sharehold- of this administration, and even more
ers, who have been tremendous partners, taxes as they go down the pike.
agreed to forgo distributions so we could
Mr. President, I ask unanimous congrow the business. Their only request was sent that the letter from which I read
that sufficient funds be distributed each year be printed in the RECORD.
to cover the personal tax liability created by
There being no objection, the matetheir ownership in the company. Since they
all have significant incomes (that's why they rial was ordered to be printed in the
were able to invest in our business in the RECORD, as follows:
first place), each dollar earned from their inSEPTEMBER 29, 1993.
vestment in our company has always been U.S. Congressperson.
taxed at the highest level (31%). The average
MY DEAR REPRESENTATIVE: I was born and
state tax in the various states we do business raised in the state of Utah. I received Bachin is 8%. Thus. 39% of our income was re- elor's and Master's Degrees from the Univerquired to cover shareholder taxes. For every sity of Utah and a Ph.D. in Organizational
dollar we earned, 39 cents went to taxes and Studies from Purdue University. I have
61 cents went to business development. No taught MBA students at the University of
one has become rich taking wheelbarrows of North Carolina at Greensboro and the Unimoney to the bank.
versity of Petroleum & Minerals in Dhahran,
Now that the bill as passed, we are faced Saudi Arabia.
with a challenging situation. Since our inI have also consulted with numerous orgavestors' individual income taxes have in- nizations, both large and small, in the areas
creased significantly, it will now require of strategic planning, business restructuring,
47.6% of our earnings to cover shareholder market research, and management training
taxes-39.6% for federal and an average of 8% and development. In 1985, my wife and I refor various states. In other words, we have turned to Utah and created our company. We
just lost nearly 10% of our income we had now have 70 retail locations and wholesale
planned to use for business development. For product distribution throughout the western
every dollar we now earn, 48 cents will go to United States.
taxes and 52 cents can go to business growth.
I have reviewed my background so you will
This year alone, the amount of income we understand
that I know business organizamust distribute to cover these new taxes will tions intimately. I have studied them,
cost the company 3 new stores and 36 new taught about them, consulted with them,
jobs.
and created them. Our company has hired
Mr. President, no one has ever ex- well over 1,000 individuals during the past
plained it better than this. And, it is few years alone.
My purpose in writing to you is to inform
disturbing to think that this is just one
example of many thousands of lost op- you of the negative impact the new tax bill
portunities throughout our Nation. If has had on our company's ability to grow
we multiply the effect of these new and create jobs. Since you cast what proved
taxes by each of these situations, you to be a decisive vote, my hope is to persuade
you to vote with our business in the future
can see the impact these new taxes are rather than against us. Here is the story of
having on job creation.
our company.
Now I realize that the amendment
For years, my wife and I dreamed of startbefore us will not entirely solve the ing a business we could build together. With
problem. But it will take the first step her training in health, nutrition and fitness,
in showing the Nation that the Senate and my experience in business management,
recognizes the negative effect these healthy frozen desserts seemed like the perretroactive taxes are having and that fect venture. Since building retail stores is
capital intensive, our first challenge was
we are serious about creating jobs.
So let us take the first step, Mr. raising money. In time, we found a small
of investors that believed in our plan
President, by passing this amendment. group
and agreed to fund a handful of stores in
Let us demonstrate to the American Utah. Since we only had a few shareholders
people that we want a permanent solu- and we wanted to invest our earnings back
tion to unemployment-job creation.
into the company, we incorporated as a subFinally, Mr. President, let me just chapter S organization. As you know, shareread one other paragraph of this very holders in sub S corporations are required to

declare business income as individual income, and pay taxes on it (whether received
or not) the year it is earned. The early years
were challenging. Being conservative and desiring to avoid debt, we did not take salaries
from the business for nearly three years.
This meant I had to maintain a full-time
consulting practice to support our family.
We often wondered if we had done the right
thing-we had created an entity that required all our time and effort, but wasn't
able to support us. I admit, there were times
when secure government jobs and teaching
positions looked awfully attractive. Nonetheless, we were building a dream-we were
working together as a couple, we were creating healthy products, we were hiring and
training young people in their first jobs, and
we were contributing to the state we love.
It is important you understand that our
objective from the beginning has been to create and operate a model company. We have
committed every dollar of profit to growing
our business. We have hired one of the top
product development specialists in the country. We spend heavily on research, training
and concept development. We are committed
to build 15 to 20 new units each year, all
funded with earnings from our stores. In
other words, we are serious about becoming
a leader in our industry. Ongoing investment
and growth are critical to achieving this objective. Businesses that do not invest in the
future cannot develop state-of-the-art products, remain competitive, nor create attractive career opportunities.
It took five years before our cash flow was
able to support our growth. Up to then, we
raised funds by selling additional shares in
the company. Our small group of shareholders, who have been tremendous partners,
agreed to forgo distributions so we could
grow the business. Their only request was
that sufficient funds be distributed each year
to cover the personal tax liability created by
their ownership in the company. Since they
all ha ;e significant incomes (that's why they
were able to invest in our business in the
first place), each dollar earned from their investment in our company has always been
taxed at the highest level (31%). The average
state tax in the various states we do business
is 8%. Thus, 39% of our income was required
to cover shareholder taxes. For every dollar
we earned, $.39 went to taxes and S.61went to
business development. No one has become
rich taking wheelbarrows of money to the
bank.
Now that the bill has passed, due in part to
your vote, we are faced with a challenging
situation. Since our investors' individual income taxes have increased significantly, it
will now require 47.6% of our earnings to
cover shareholder taxes-39.6% for federal
and an average of 8% for various states. In
other words, we have just lost nearly 10% of
our income we had planned to use for business development. For every dollar we now
can go to
earn, 3.48 will go to taxes and
business growth. This year alone, the
amount of income we must distribute to
cover these new taxes will cost the company
3 new stores and 36 new jobs.
Though I was discouraged when the bill
passed, I hung on to one hope-President
Clinton's promise of tax credits for companies willing to invest in themselves. My hope
was that credits for buying equipment, developing products and creating jobs would
offset the increased taxes our shareholders
have incurred. If any small business qualifies
for tax credits, certainly ours does. This year
we will spend $800,000 on new equipment.
$200,000 on product research and development, and thousands of dollars on employee
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training and development. In addition, wie existing. Had the bill failed, the message If we are forced to pay a percentage of our
would have been clear-Americans are not payroll into a national health plan for emwill create approximately 100new jobs.
After the bill passed, I asked both our con - willing to pay more taxes until the national ployees who already have access to health
troller and our accounting firm to study thie debt is seriously addressed. Taxes are not the care, it will essentially add a new tax to our
summary and advise us on the impact of thie answer for solving this problem. Congress business. This will contribute one more cost
new taxes as well as the credits that mighlt could raise taxes every year for the next 10i to our financial statement that is beyond
be available. Both parties agreed, the newr years and it wouldn't make a dent in the na- our control-a cost that will continue to inbill essentially asks us to "bend over, grat Stional debt. The solution lies in sound finan- crease each year, particularly if funding for
our ankles, and receive the federal paddle.'
cial management (reducing costs, cutting the plan is based on faulty assumptions
In other words, this is a tax bill ,wasteful spending, eliminating programs, about the growth of the economy. I have already outlined how the new recovery packmasquerading as a recovery act. There are etc.) even though it will be painful.
How the government developed this pat- age has affected the 'future growth of our
no new or significant tax credits for growing
companies like ours. Here is their summary: tern of spending more than it takes in year business.
Targeted Jobs Tax Credit-Existed before, after year is beyond me. Businesses that folIn addition to new health care costs, if the
was simply extended. Has no new effect on low this pattern go bankrupt. They do not minimum wage is increased for our young
have the luxury of raising prices at will be- workforce (and indexed as some have sugour company.
Investment in New Equipment-Amount eli- cause they choose to spend more money than gested), we will have yet another item on our
gible increased from $10,000 to $17,500, but is they make. Of all the companies I have con- financials we cannot control. We are all for
phased out for companies investing $200,000 sulted with, the least healthy are those that paying people a fair wage for skill level and
in equipment for any one year. Effect is in- need most of their earnings to service debt. contributions made. Our employees, like
significant in our company since we spend Even though their concepts and management most minimum wage earners in America, are
approximately $800,000 on new equipment may be sound, because they lack cash flow teenagers with no dependents learning inieach year.
they are unable to develop new products and tial career skills. If this significant cost of
Research & Development Credit-Extended technology, create jobs, and stay competi- doing business is increased, we will have two
retroactively but applies primarily to re- tive. Governments that require a large alternatives available to us, neither of which
search of a technological nature. Does not amount of their revenue to service debt have is attractive for our business: (1) lay off 20%
apply to the development of products like the same problem; they cannot adequately of our workforce and figure out how to proours in a non-technical field.
educate their people, develop their nation, or vide superb service with smaller crews, or (2)
Reduction in Capital Gains Tar-Reduces invest in their future. Shouldn't our govern- pass the cost on to our consumers by significapital gains by 50% for original owners who ment be a model of excellence, efficiency and cantly raising prices. Since our product is
sell their original stock. Does not reduce our sound management? Imagine how strong our not a basic staple of life, there is a price
annual tax burden nor help with our annual country could be if the annual budget now point where people stop buying it. We work
growth and development. Applies only to in- required to service debt was spent strength- very hard to keep our costs down so we can
vestments made after August 10, 1993.
ening education, improving health care, de- keep prices low. In fact, we have not raised
We are waiting for your "talk, talk, talk" veloping technology and cultivating natural our prices for nearly four years because our
about how we will all be better off because resources.
customers are so value conscious. If we incur
you voted for the bill. However, I am afraid
Before concluding there are two issues on additional costs, we may need to raise prices
it will be like telling a child you just paddled which we need your help-health care and to stay in business. If we do raise prices, we
that the spanking didn't feel that bad. Our the minimum wage. If businesses are asked may struggle to stay in business anyway becompany has definitely been hurt by your to bear the burden of these two costs, the cause our sales will be affected. Would you
vote. The analysis of our financial advisors health and survival of our company may be pay $3.00 for a small cup of yogurt?
shows the new taxes will cost us 28 new threatened. Our business, like most fast-food
In a recent executive planning meeting we
stores and approximately 336 new jobs over establishments, is a low-ticket industry. The all agreed the directions taken by the curthe next five years. In addition, all the busi- average purchase in our stores is approxi- rent administration will require us to pursue
nesses that support us-contractors, sub- mately $1.50. This means we need a lot of em- two new business strategies: (1) look for
contractors, manufacturers, distributors, ployees to serve a lot of customers who don't ways to increase sales without the need for
brokers, etc.-will now have less work. Per- spend much money. The vast majority of our capital investment, and (2) look for ways to
haps most significant, even though tax rates employees are 16 to 20 years old, they live at grow the business without the need for emhave increased, our company - will pay home, they attend high school or college, ployees and human resource costs. Clearly,
$500,000 less in state and federal taxes over they work 15 to 25 hours a week for spending our business, and I believe many other small
the next five years because our growth cap- money, they are covered by their parents' businesses in America, will not fare well
ital has been slashed. This is an important health plan, and they earn between $4.25 and from the new tax burden nor the incentives
point! We will actually pay less income tax, $5.00 per hour.
offered (perhaps I should say not offered) in
sales tax, payroll tax, and FICA tax (because
I realize some people may not value these the President's plan.
our growth has been inhibited by the new jobs because they are not "high paying" caIt is very discouraging when our greatest
taxes) than we would have paid if the bill reer positions. However, we take great pride threat to survival is not the competition, the
had failed to pass. Does this sound like eco- in teaching a young work force, many in Japanese, etc., but our own government.
nomic recovery to you?
their first job, effective work habits and ca- Why are we as entrepreneurs targets of a fiNot only will the new taxes affect our com- reer skills. We view our business as a com- nancially
irresponsible
government?
pany, I believe they will have an impact on pany school; we provide extensive training in Shouldn't we be encouraged to create
business in America in general. As you business management, customer service, healthy, desirable products? Shouldn't we be
know, 80% of the jobs in this country are cre- store cleanliness, inventory control, cash applauded when we create new jobs and train
ated by small business. Most small busi- management, and marketing. Once trained, the youth of America? Shouldn't we be heros
nesses are sole proprietorships, partnerships we let our employees run their stores as when we grow our businesses and create net
or sub S corporations. All of these forms of their own businesses. We share the profits increases in taxes paid to the federal and
business require owners, partners and share- with them and provide cash bonuses for ex- state governments?
holders to declare business income as indi- cellent performance. Being a former univerIn conclusion, I have tried to be factual
vidual income. When you raise the taxes of sity professor, it is very rewarding to teach and objective in this letter. My hope is to
owners and partners who are able to fund and young people important career skills, influ- provide insights that may influence your
develop businesses, businesses have less cap- ence their attitude toward work, and im- thinking on future votes in Congress. We
ital to grow, develop products and create prove their lifetime employability while need you to vote for us and other small busijobs. In the case of the new bill, the credits they are with us. While most stay with our nesses on these critical issues. You represent
offered are not broad enough or significant company one to two years (until they grad- one of the most conservative districts in the
enough to offset the impact of the new taxes uate, get married, move away, etc.), some do country where citizens are concerned about
for most small companies that are serious rise to higher paying career positions as living and governing responsibly. In addiabout growth and development.
team leaders, regional managers, marketing tion, small business is the prototype of our
I believe the greatest tragedy of this tax director, etc:
state. It will be difficult for you to maintain
bill passing is that it shifted the focus from
We are in favor of allowing all Americans your office if you vote against small business
the most serious problem we have in Amer- access to needed health care. Our company and the constituency you were elected to
ica-the national debt. While promises have provides an attractive health plan for our represent. Please, vote for programs and bills
been made to reduce the annual deficit, permanent career employees. The new gov- that allow us to grow, create jobs, and genwhich may reduce the amount by which the ernment plan, however, must make allow- erate long-term revenue for state and federal
debt grows each year. the bill has no impact ances for young, part-time employees who governments. Vote against programs that
on the staggering amount of debt currently already have coverage through a family plan. burden us with new costs and threaten the
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survival of our business-a business we feel ment Compensation Program and kills surance; 327,000 people depend on it
has become a Utah tradition!
the prospects of a third of a million going ahead.
Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, this Californians who are entitled to it and
So, Mr. President, that is my Hobamendment may be a small one, but it will get it instantly. The President will son's choice: Do I vote to eliminate
is an important amendment. It is a sign this bill tomorrow if it is passed. retroactivity for 300,000 of the wealthiest Californians or do I vote to constrike for freedom. It is striking out to If not, it is over.
Mrs. FEINSTEIN. I thank the chair- tinue unemployment insurance for
try to get our country under control
from the tax standpoint, and it cer- man.
327.000 people out of work? It is a tertainly says this retroactive tax inLet me explain my Hobson's choice. rible choice, but it becomes a clear
crease has not been fair.
When the tax package was before this choice.
So I commend the distinguished Sen- body, I called the Franchise Tax Board
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Texas. It takes a lot of guts of the State of California. I said how ator's time has expired.
Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, may
to stand up here on this floor and try many people would be affected both by
I say to the distinguished and experito reverse something that is clearly in- higher taxes and lower taxes?
credibly bad for the country. So I comWhat I was told is that in California enced Senator from California, there
mend her. I thank her for doing this. I there are 13 million personal income is, in fact, no choice from her perspecam happy to support her, and I hope all taxpayers; 300,000 were affected by the tive and from that of the people of
our other fellow Senators will do so as higher taxes-in other words, 250,000 California.
In no way will this amendment ever
well.
were heads of households and families
Mr. President, I reserve the remain- with adjusted gross income of $140,000 become law. Not one person's taxes will
be
changed in any way. The only thing
yield
the
floor.
der of my time and
or more, and 50,000 were single taxMr. MOYNIHAN addressed the Chair. payers with adjusted gross incomes of the success of this amendment could do
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- $115,000 or more.
is to kill extended unemployment benator from New York.
I was also told that as a product of efits for a third of a million CaliforMr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President, let the budget reconciliation bill, because nians, a third of a million like that
there be no mistake, this is an amend- of the earned income tax credit, taxes aerospace engineer from Riverside, who
ment that can have only one effect,
for about 2 million people in the State are experienced, capable workers. He is
and that is to deny unemployment ben- of California would be reduced.
a victim of victory in the cold war. Are
efits to 1 million American workers. It
Now, I am looking at an unemploy- we to say to him, "sorry," on a meancan never become law itself. The House ment extension and I want to know ingless quest to make a symbolic statewill not consider it. But it can kill ex- how does it affect the State of Califor- ment? Are we to say, "we are going to
tended unemployment benefits.
nia? California's unemployment rate is take away what you have left in the
Mr. President, I yield 5 minutes to 9.4 percent. The national unemploy- way of a livelihood until the economy
the distinguished Senator from Califor- ment rate is 6.7 percent. You clearly picks up more?"
nia who understands this issue and who see the difference.
Certainly, we are not going to do
would like to speak to it from the vanAdditionally, in the first 7 months of that, Mr. President. This amendment
tage point of the Nation's largest this year, 327,000, nearly 1 out of every will fail. It must be defeated.
State. I believe about a third of a mil- 4 unemployed Californians-we have 1.4
I yield the floor.
lion Californians will receive unem- million unemployed-327,000 have been
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
ployment benefits under this measure. out of work more than 6 months. These yields time?
That issue is at risk and will be de- workers depend on this benefits proMrs. HUTCHISON. Mr. President,
how much time do I have remaining?
cided in 25 minutes on the floor of the gram.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The SenSenate.
Let me read a letter that came in
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- from a man in Riverside, and this is ator from Texas has 11 minutes, 30 seconds; the Senator from New York has 6
ator from California is recognized.
the dilemma.
Mrs. FEINSTEIN. I thank the chairDEAR SENATOR FEINSTEIN: Please extend minutes, 51 seconds.
man of the Finance Committee, the the Federal jobless benefits program which
Mrs. HUTCHISON. Mr. President, I
yield 2 minutes to the Senator from
Senator from New York.
is due to expire shortly.
Although the Federal Government is Mississippi, Senator LOTT.
Mr. President, this legislation is the
first Hobson's choice I have had to vote pleased that unemployment in the Nation as
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senon, being a Member of the U.S. Senate. a whole is under 7 percent, we in California. ator from Mississippi.
especially
in
Riverside
County,
are
not
seeMr. LOTT. Mr. President, I thank the
I begin by paying my compliments to
ing any relief in sight. Our unemployment
the Senator from Texas; originally I rate is around 11 percent, and there are very distinguished Senator from Texas for
showing the leadership she has shown
had wanted to be a participant in this few jobs to be had.
because no more than anyone else do I
I am a casualty of the cold war victory. I in this particular instance. It sounds to
like the retroactivity. Mr. President, am an aerospace engineer who has been dili- me, from what I have heard this mornyou and I discussed this matter, and I gently looking for a job for many months ing and from the debate I heard yesterknow you do not like the retroactivity. with no success. In fact, after responding to day, that the whole approach is to disNonetheless, I am faced with a Hob- approximately 20 want ads relating to my tract attention from what is really inson's choice because it is my informa- specialty and sending out approximately 100 volved here.
resumes to Los Angeles area companies. I
We need to talk about the real issue:
tion that if this amendment passes it have done one interview where I was rekills the unemployment compensation jected, and no other positive responses; lots What this particular amendment does.
It
would repeal the unfair job-killing
extension bill.
of rejections. I am concerned about the peoLet me ask this of the chairman of ple in my situation who need more than the retroactive income, estate and gift
usual
6
months
of
unemployment
benefits
to
taxes
from the tax bill we passed earthe Finance Committee, perhaps the
most knowledgeable person in this get situated. Please help us by extending the lier this year, the so-called reconcilibenefit
program.
Federal
jobless
body:
ation package. These retroactive taxes
If this point of order passes, if it gets
I might say, Mr. President, in Cali- will affect 1.1 million taxpayers in this
60 votes and if this amendment passes, fornia's defense industries we have a country this year. Of the total taxdoes it, in fact, kill the extension of one-third payroll diminution to date, payers affected, 675,000 are small busiunemployment insurance?
way beyond any expectation. The de- nesses. What do you think this does to
Mr. MOYNIHAN. I would say to the fense cutbacks in California have had a a small businessperson who has budgdistinguished and experienced Senator much deeper impact than anyone has eted a year in advance? The business
from California, that if this measure estimated. That is part of the need for has no choice but to pay the tax. So,
passes it kills the Extended Unemploy- the extension of this unemployment in- then what do they cut? Jobs. We should

